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Qualifications 
Graduate, University of 

Minnesota; one year Law 

School, University of 
Missouri; Post Graduate 

Fellow, Harvard College; 

Post Graduate Fellow, 

Columbia University ; 
Special student, Univer- 

sity of London, England; 

Three years European 
travel; Member writing 

staffs: Minneapolis Trib- 
une; New York Sun, 

London Standard. Wash- 
ington Correspondent: 
Everybody's Magazine; 

Fiction Editor, Collier’s 
Weekly; Managing Edi- 
tor, Nation’s Busmess; 

Editor, Travel Magazine ; 

Special lecturer on fiction 
writing, Columbia Uni- 

versity. 

Lirerary Work 

Financial publicity, J. P. 
Morgan & Co. Short 
stories published in Sat- 
urday Evening Post, Col- 
lier’s; recent sale to 

Woman’s Home Compan- 
ton; also stories in min- 
or magazines. Articles in 

North American Review, 
. House Beautiful, Ameri- 
can Golfer, New York 

Times, etc. 

TEXTBOOK 

“Narrative Technique,” 
authoritative work on 
construction of short sto- 
ries and novels for six 

years; used in leading 

colleges, and __ selling 
steadily every year. 

THOMAS 
342 Madison Avenue 

Uzzell’s Fees Come Down! 
y 

v 

LL right, I’!1 do my bit to help us through these beerless, 
bilious days! I’ll admit that I, like a few million other 
voters, thought prosperity would, before this, show her 

coy, fickle face around that corner we’ve been watching now 
for three years. What a jane! No use saying, “Woo-hoo, 
Prosperity!” any longer. The government says our dollars 
are worth $1.50 in pre-depression money. All right, I’ll add a 
couple more nights work to my schedule and offer you a nice 

fat cut until further notice. 

Heretofore my minimum fee for a short story criticism has 
been five dollars. Hereafter and until further notice it is 
three dollars. The fee hitherto for manuscripts exceeding 5,000 
words has been a dollar for each additional thousand words. 
The new fee is fifty cents for each additional thousand words 
up to 10,000 words. For fees for manuscripts longer than 
10,000 and for novels you'll have to write me. I'll cut those 
fees for a time, too, in the same proportion. 

You might as well know, if you don’t already, that* we 
critics are tempted to make quite marvelous offers to writers, 
even to working on a first manuscript for nothing, in order to 
get your name and address. Once we have that we can “follow 
up” on you and perhaps hook you for something really ex- 
pensive! I myself gently pursue my best “prospects”; not one 
person has objected in ten years to the way I do it. I do not, 
however, offer low fees or free criticisms merely to get your 
name and address. If I lower my fees it is because I know, 
from talking things over with a good many of you, that you 
can’t pay any more and that now is the time of all times to 
learn, to prepare yourself, It’s all right. Spring is on the way 
and a new Congress and a brand-new President and—who 
knows? 

A manuscript, then, rejected or not, together with a letter 
about yourself and your writing and all the questions you wish 
and you’ll get your money’s worth! For fifteen years, I’ve 
been building successful literary careers. How about yours? 

For writers working with me, chiefly by mail, I have in the 
past five months sold thirty-eight stories, written an article of 
my own.on “Literary Technique in Practice,” which will be 
found in the current American Scholar, national Phi Beta 
Kappa periodical. Another article explaining the literary train- 
ing of Mrs. Rose Franken, author of “Another Language,” the 
biggest Broadway success of last season, has just been sold to 
The Bookman. I am also collecting and editing a volume of 
the best short stories published in America in 1932 which will 
be put out by Harcourt, Brace and Co., this month or February. 

Competent, experienced judgment, constructive suggestions, 
honest, friendly advice — new fee, three instead of five dollars! 
What do you say? 

Write for my free pamphlet, “How I Work With Writers.” 

If you live in or near New York City, write or tele- 
phone me (Vanderbilt 3-1245) for particulars about my 
resident group in fiction writing beginning in February. 

H. UZZELL 
New York City 
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USE IT TODAY—AT ONCE 

ROYAL TYPEWRITER COMPANY, INC. Dept. WD-1- 

2 Park Avenue, New York City 

CJ 1 | would like to try a Royal Signet Typewriter in my own home without 
obligation to buy. 

* 
lam interested in the Royal Signet 

C] 2 Please send me literature describing the Royal Signet. 
(Check offer 1 or 2—both if desired.) 

the Royal Signet-Senior-———————. 

(Please place check mark after the typewriter which interests ‘ou most.) 

Name. 

* 
Street Address 

City. 

You will 

thank your LUCKY STARS 

for this coupon! For a long time you've wanted a new type- 

writer, a really up-to-date machine. But you 

have hesitated to spend the money. 

See the new Royal Signet—you will be glad 

you waited! It is sturdy, simple to use, a mar- 

vel of efficiency, and costs only $29.50. No 

complicated parts! No confusing shift-key! A 

single type, Mono-face, beautifully designed 

expressly for the Royal Signet! Anyone, young 

or old, can use this typewriter instantly and well. 

If you are an experienced typist, consider the 

Signet+Senior. This typewriter has Duo-face 

Pica type and a shift-key. Priced only $34.50. 

Royal invites you to try these two typewriters. 

Merely mail the coupon to the address indi- 

cated or present it to your local dealer. You 

will receive a Royal Signet (either mode). Use 

it to your heart's content. See for yourself 

what a wonderful typewriter it is. If you decide 

to own one you can pay at once or in conven- 

ient monthly payments, as you prefer. 

This offer is subject to discontinuance with- 

out notice. Please send in your coupon today. 

Prices slightly higher 
in Canada 

23 Best 12th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
ol. 18, No. 2. Entered as second 

Published by the Writer’s Digest Publish Co. Monthly. 
class matter April 1, 1921, tthe Fost, Office, Cinciamsti 



FORUM 
Writer’s DiceEst is aa to > pal this let- 
ter from Carson W. Mowre, long-time friend 
of writers, and executive editor of the many 
successful Dell Publications. 
Many moving picture 

writers, and studio publicity departments 
subscribe to Weriter’s Dicest. We will be 
glad to receive their answer to Mr. Mowre’s 
sensible letter which will bring more profit 
to both author and studio, as well as giving 
the public a better run for its money. 

producers, staff 

Dear Epitor: 

In the matter of author-relations, the buyer of 
stories for the screen is in exactly the same posi- 
tion as the buyer of stories for a magazine or a 
group of magazines. You would not suspect that 
this were the case, though, if you were to judge 
by the different technique employed in dealing with 
authors in New York and in Hollywood. 
A good editor appreciates the fundamental fact 

that authors must be “built up’ *: that they deliver 
their best work when there is a wave of publicity 
sweeping them on. By means of blurbs in the backs 
of magazines, names set in bold face on covers, 
ads of forthcoming stories, etc., an editor does 

WRITER’s DIGEST 

the double job of feeding the ego of his contribu- 
tors and of selling a personality to the public. 
He reaps the benefit, too, of this exploitation. Most 
writers try to live up to their blurbs or to earn 
bigger billing by good work and consistent produc- 
tion—and the readers of the magazines react to 
the exploitation by establishing certain writers as 
favorites and buying every issue in which those 
writers are featured. 

The Hollywocd system ignores this page out 
of an editor’s primer. 

The studios are confirmed in the belief that they 
have stars to sell the public and they expend 
all of the efforts of their publicity departments in 
selling those stars. You never see a publicity re- 
lease on an author unless it happens to be in con- 
nection with some adapted best seller such as 
“Grand Hotel.” 

In the case of lesser pictures, however, a smart 
campaign featuring the creator of the story would 
ring the bell at the box office. 

Just the other day I learned of an incident that 
will illustrate the point that I am trying to make. 
One of the bigger studios bought a magazine story 
and shot it with a very ordinary cast. Far from 
being a box office natural, the picture could have 
stood every ounce of extra exploitation devisable. 
Yet it played to half filled houses in the eastern 
college town where the author of the story worked 
as a professor of mathematics. Rather a diffident 
man, the professor refrained from mentioning the 
fact that his story was being enacted on the screen 
down town. The studio had placed so little value 
on his part in the production that his connections 
were overlooked. The net result was a local box 
office flop where the picture could have been a sell- 

Complete Line of Writers' Supplies * Complete Line of Writers’ Supplies 

ANOTHER SCOOP! 
TARTING this month, your package will be in the postoffice within one hour after 
your order arrives. Faster than local service, more convenient—it’s another scoop! 
And when you buy from us, you know you're getting the materials editors demand; 

17 of them checked their preferences for us. You’re a big jump ahead if your story is 
typed on paper and mailed in envelopes that editors want standardized. 

Karolton Envelopes, 32 Ib., 
25 size 9x12 and 25 94%4x12Y%, $1.40. 

the staunchest envelope on the market. 
For one folding of the sheet, 25 6x9 and 25 64%4x9¥, 

For flat mailing, 

95c. For two foldings, use 50 No. 10 and 50 No. 11 (100 in all) for $1. 
Typewriter ribbons, 75c; extra widths, 

25 sheets, 40c. 
order) 5c; samples, 10c. 

$1 (state make of machine). Y 

Manuscript covers, 9x15%, 50 for 90c; erasers, 10c; 
Carbon paper, 

catalog (free with 

Hammermill Bond paper, 500 sheets, 16 Ib., $1.25; 20 Ib., $1.60; Ripple finish, $2.00. 
Arena Bond, a rag-content de luxe paper, $2. 25 for 500 sheets. 

add 15% for postage if you live in a Pacific Coast 
state, or 10% elsewhere West of the Rockies). 

Writers’ clubs are entitled to liberal discounts. 

(Note: if your order includes paper, 

Remit any convenient way. 
a year full of acceptances are sent to you 

Spotlight No. 5 

THE ROBO, JR., ($1.00) 

complete with accessories, and 

CHECKS, great 75c book for 

authors, both for $1.30! 

Onion skin, 75c per 500. 

Hopes for 

THE SUPPLY STATIONER 
4415 Center Avenue Dept. D Pittsburgh, Penna. 

Telephone Mayflower 4415 

SE 6S 

GOooD NEWS We are continuing our criticism service and in addition we have established 
a new low rate. For the first 4,000 words the cost is only $1.65 plus postage 

for return. This entitles you to a full analysis of your errors and the good points for you to work on. 
Our former clients, and any one who has not yet tried this splendid feature of our service, are cor- 
dially invited to send in a script. 
plus return postage.) 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

(If less than 4,000 words, remit at the rate of 50c per thousand 
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$5.00 CRITICISM—YOURS FOR A POST CARD 
Yes, that offer means just what it says, because I want to get in touch with 

writers who can write—whose work, carefully examined, shows a fair mea- 

sure of promise. 
It means that I am not interested in selling “criticism” in any case nor a “course 

of study” to those without ability. I am interested in reaching the limited few with 

a spark of talent who can profit from thorough professional training in fiction writ- 
ing, leading very likely to a lifetime of literary success. 

So, when you send your manuscript, 5,000 words or less, with enclosed re- 

turn postage only, you will get an honest opinion about it. 

Let me repeat, even more plainly, that there 

is no magic short-cut in the method by 

which I teach writers to write. The writers 
I accept for training are not promised 
acceptances from the Saturday Evening 
Post in three months. 
What I can give you is all that knowledge, 
applied in practice, which marks the differ- 

ence between the novice and the professional 
writer—twenty-three years of active exper- 

The students I am seeking, then, are not all 

those writers-who-would-like-to-be-authors, 

yet fail to realize that writing is a skilled 

trade which demands study and practice. 

I want to reach those whose manuscripts do 

show talent: whose stories are almost right 

...not quite right . .. fair story, good con- 
struction, but lacking in finish, or that last 

touch of vitality. The stories that make 

editors write—‘Cannot use this one, but let 

ience in successful 

directly to the writing and sale of your 

stories. 

“Bob” Davis, famous 
Munsey Editor, says:—“If 
Kenneth MacNichol will 
teach others to write one- 
half as well as he himself 
writes, the standard in maga- 
zine fiction will be lifted 100 
per cent. Out of 25 short 
stories and 7 novels submitted 
to me by Mr. MacNichol, I 
bought 22 of the former, and 
6 of the latter. He is a writer, 
a teacher, and a thinker.” 

ns 

Edward J. O’Brien, Ed- 
itor of the Best Short Stories 
series of volumes, says:—‘I 
know of no other writer 
whose work has averaged so 
high in real literary merit.” 

ow 

Writing since 1909 — 
most recent work published 
in 1932. 

ow 

Teaching others to write 
since 1924—students’ work 
has appeared in most leading 
American and British maga- 
zines. 

authorship applied me see some more.” 

has merit, I can help you to turn talent 

into cash. 

Then, if your work 

The frank criticism of manuscripts 

submitted will cover all of the major 

faults, together with sound construc- 

tive advice for revision and correc- 

tion. Or, if the manuscript is just 

impossible, I will tell you that with 

equal sincerity. 

Of course you may not, just 

now, have a completed story you 

care to submit. If not, mail a post- 

card for a little booklet, “Let’s Get 

Acquainted.” It may prove to be an 

open door into the magazines. You 

will want to know, naturally, just 

what kind of help I can give you. 

KENNETH MacNICHOL 
1776 Broadway New York City 

Kenneth MacNichol— 
B. 1887. Au. of “That Kind 
of a Man,” Munsey, 1919; 
“The Night Shift,” (do.), 
1919; “The Twenty-seventh 
Story,” Street and Smith, 
1929; “The Will to Serve,” 
Putnam, 1920; “Freight,” 
Methuen, 1923; “Between 
the Days,” Blackwood, 1925; 
“The Nose of Papa Hilaire,” 
Blackwood, 1925; “The Piper 
of Kerimor,” Blackwood, 
1927; “The Technique of 
Fiction Writing,” Albion, 
1929: Forthcoming: “An 
Idiot Looks at It,” 1932. 
Plays, “Pan” produced, 1917- 
1918; “The Faerie Fool,” 
1918. Contributor to Black- 
wood’s, Eng. Review, Mer- 
cury, Challenge, Harper’s, 
Century, Forum, Collier’s, 
Pictorial Review, Munsey’s 
Red Book, Blue Book, Ar- 
gosy, All-Story, and numer- 
ous other American, British 
and French magazines and 
periodicals. 

—Who’s Who in Literature. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 



This is real money 
“Today I received a check for 
$20.00 for a story. Another I sold 
for $34.00. Not bad for a begin- 
ner, is it? The other day I counted 
up just how much I have won on 
advertisement contests. It amounted 
to $1,620.00.” 

Mrs. L. L. Gray, 
579 E. McHarg Ave., 

Stamford, Texas. 

What makes 

WRITING ability GROW? 

For a number of years, the Newspaper Institute 
of America has been giving free Writing Aptitude 
Tests to men and women with literary ambitions. 

Sometimes it seems half the people in America 
who are fired with the desire to write have taken 
advantage of this offer to measure their ability. 

What the tests show 

Up to date, no one that could be called a “born 
writer” has filled out our Writing Aptitude Test. 
We have not yet discovered a single individual mi- 
raculously endowed by nature with all the qualities 
that go to make up a successful author. 

One aspirant has interesting ideas—and a dull, uninterest- 
ing style. Another has great creative imagination but is 
wofully weak on structure and technique. A third has a 
natural knack for stringing words together—yet lacks judg- 
ment and knowledge of human behavior. In each case, suc- 
cess can come only after the missing links have been 
forged in. ; 

Here, then, is the prin-ipal reason why so many promis- 
ing writers fail to go ahead. Their talent is one-sided— 
incomplete. It needs rounding out. 

Learn to write by writing 
EWSPAPER Institute training is based on journalism— 

N continuous writing—the sort of training that turns out 
more successful writers than any other experience. News- 

per-trained writers are numbered not by dozens but by 
undreds. i del 

advantage of our New York Copy-Desk Me’ s that 
ame you writing and keeps you writing in your own home, on yom 
own time. Week by week, you receive actual assignments just as 1 
you were right at work on a great metropolitan daily. 

All your writing is individually corrected and criticized by veteran 
New York newspaper men—editors who have had years of experi- 
ence “‘breaking in” new writers. They will point out those faults of 
style, structure or viewpoint that keep you from progressing. At the 
same time, they wil’ give you constructive suggestions for building 
up and developing your natura] aptitudes. an . 

stimulating is this association that student members 
i o5..% sell their work before they finish the course. e do 

not mean to insinuate that they sky-rocket into the ‘‘big money,”’ or 

become prominent overnight. Most beginnings are made with earn- 

ings of $25, $50, $100, or more, for material that takes little time 

to write—stories, articles on business, fads, travels, sports, recipes, 
ete.—things that can easily be turned out in leisure hours, and often 
on the impulse of tho moment. 

For those who want to know 
w the truth about your writing ambi- 

tide ae | pg AD Writing Aptitude Test. This search- 

ing test of your native abilities is free—entirely without ebtigntien. 

Fill in and send the coupon. Newspaper Institute of America, 1776 

Broadway, New York. 

Newspaper Institute of America 
1776 Broadway, New York Pe 

Send me, without cost or obligation, your Writing 
Aptitude Test and further information about writing 

for profit, as promised in Writer's Digest, January. 

Mr. Prrvrirriti ttt ' Mrs. oreeee aeeeeeeeseeee 

Miss 

Address 

(All correspondence confidential. No salesmen will call on you.) 

Writer’s DicEest 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

out if the author’s personality had been hooked up 
to and plugged with the movie. 

That, of course, is a small scale example. I do 
not believe, however, that the publicity possibilities 
of authors need be confined to one town or two. 
I know one author who was born and raised in 
Camden, went to prep school in Pittsburgh, where 
he played football, went to an Ohio university, 
lived and worked five years in Phoenix, Arizona, 
wrote a newspaper column for two years in Bal- 
timore and, after various other stopovers, has 
finally settled down in Denver, where he is a 
highly respected citizen. It is my contention that 
that man is good for a publicity release in every 
one of the six cities and towns mentioned. How- 
ever, I have yet to see my first release on him from 
the studios despite the fact that he has been on 
magazine covers for years and has had two pictures 
made from stories that he has written. 
What is the answer to the film companies’ dis- 

inclination to exploit authors? 
The early silents refused to mention the names 

of actors and actresses. It was all a John Doe 
and Mary Roe proposition; the theory being that 
the public was interested in the pictures and not in 
personalities. That viewpoint changed gradually 
until we reached a point shortly before the intro- 
duction of the talkies where the star system was 
developed beyond sense into absurdity; the theory 
in this case being that the public would flock to 
see a favorite if he or she were supported by 
goats and cast in a story that did not make sense. 
That notion has passed and we have more reason- 
ably balanced casts today. 

Stories are recognized now as being of prime 
importance to the star, but the author is just an- 
other stage-hand as far as Hollywood is concerned. 

His name may flicker on the screen for a few 
seconds while the audience is being seated for the 
feature, but it is hedged in closely with an impos- 
ing list of specialists and technicians who “also 
served.” The public in unaware of him. And 
there, I believe, Hollywood can take a page from 
an editor’s primer and put money in its pockets. 

If the drawing power of an ordinary story can 
be enhanced by the casting of a popular star in the 
leading role and if pictures like Grand Hotel be- 
come super-specials by virtue of an appeal to the 
fans of a half dozen stars rather than one—why 
can’t Hollywood build up personalities behind its 
pictures who will swing a following all their own 
apart from the stars? 
A man or woman who will pay out fifteen cents 

or twenty-five cents for a magazine that features 
a favorite author, can be easily prevailed upon to 
pay out as much or more to follow that author’s 
work on the screen. Where the writer is a staff 
member of a studio who works on originals only, 
the entire load of exploitation, of course, will be 
up to the studio’s publicity department. But why 
not? Magazines operating with less power have 
done it. 

Every editor knows that a writer does better 
work when he is being featured and when he feels 
a reader following. A wise editor feeds the pride 
of craftsmanship that abides within every writer 
and does his best to stimulate the applause which, 
in turn, spurs that writer on to better work. Holly- 
wood, with its vast machinery of publicity, can do 
a lot toward the solving of its story problem by 
following the same procedure with the certain 
knowledge that it is building just one more lure 
to eoax the customers past the turn stiles. 
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Jan. Ist, 1933. New Year’s Resolution— 
To give you the best help with your wret- 
ing to be found in this country, or return 
your money. —LURTON BLASSINGAME 

THE STORY BEHIND THIS RESOLUTION: 
HEN I wrote my first ad for 

Writer’s Digest, I resolved that I 
would make my individual collabora- 

tion with writers the outstanding service in 

this country. 

That resolve has been fulfilled from the 

beginning. I have never had a client, no mat- 

ter where he had sought help before, who did 
not say I gave him the best help on his writ- 

ing that he could find. “Your criticism of my 

manuscript gave me more real understanding 

of my problems than my entire college 
course,” and “My first week’s collaboration 

with you has been of more value than all the 
courses I have taken,” are typical of the 

responses I receive. 

A larger percentage of my clients have 

sold stories on which I helped them than any 

similar group I can locate. As I write 

this there are in front of me Col- 

lier’s, The Nation, Household Magazine 
and True Romances, all bought in the 

last few days and all containing stories on 

which I worked with the authors. And as 

these go off the stands, others will appear. 

Pictorial Review, Liberty, Complete Stories, 

True Confessions have clients’ stories sched- 

uled to appear soon. Clues has just bought a 

story and asked for a series using the same 

character. And so on. 

You—and 1933 
If you have worked, or are working, with 

a school or a critic and are satisfied with the 
help you receive—fine! I wish both of you 

success, 

If you are looking for better help than 
you have found—I promise that help, or any 

part of your money back that I haven’t 

earned. If you are beginning to write and 

haven’t decided on a helper—I promise you 

full satisfaction or a return of any part of 
the fee I haven’t earned. 

I make only one stipulation. If I believe a 
writer is trying to take advantage of me 

(there are a few crooked writers as frequent 

plagiarism shows), all our work will be 
turned over to some disinterested third party 

capable of judging—an established writer or 

an editor—and his judgment will be final. 

Now you can face the future with a confi- 

dence that was impossible in the past. There 
is no need now to “take a chance,” for if I 

cannot give you “value received,” I don’t 

want your money. 

If you want to see what I can do for you, 

send me a story for criticism and tell me 

about your problems. The fee is only $3 for 

3,000 words or less; $1 per thousand there- 

after to 10,000 words. 

And if you want details of my work, to- 

gether with a valuable booklet on the tech- 

nique of modern fiction, send a 3c stamp for 

Short Story Fundamentals. 

Let’s make 1933 the year you become an 

author. 

LURTON BLASSINGAME 
Author of Stories and Articles in More than a Score 
of Literary, Illustrated and All-Fiction Magazines 

552 RIVERSIDE DRIVE NEW YORK CITY 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 



GOOD BUSINESS! 
WHY a thousand beginning writers who came 

to us in 1932 remain with us: H 

REFUNDS: Initial fees refunded from our 
10% sales commission. 
INTEGRITY: No "courses" for sale. No “ad- 

ditional" fees. No flattery. If you're hopeless 
we say so. 

REVISIONS FREE: Never any charge on re- 
submission, no matter how often you rewrite 
after we criticize. 

SALES! Our sales record alone enables us to 
form a publishing firm — Carlyle Gause — in 
times like these! Already known for its amazing 
first book by Jack Woodford, Carlyle House 
is buying on a regular royalty basis—NOT AT 
AUTHORS’ EXPENSE! 

This is the service our international literary 
agency, in close touch with American and 
European markets, has always rendered. Fees? 
Nominal! On all stories and articles, $1 for 
each 4000 words up to 60,000; over 60,000, 
$15 for any length. Poems, 50c each. These 
fees—all you ever pay—cover detailed criticism 
and exhaustive marketing service. Try us and 
see for yourself! 

International Publishing Service Co. 
(Affiliated with Carlyle Hause) 

307 Fifth Avenue New York City 

wes g 

QOK Manuscripts Wanted 
All subjects — Fiction (Novel 

length), Verse, Business, Religion, 
Travel, Medicine, Science, World 
War, Professions, History, Politics, 
Sports, Humor, Juveniles, Miscella- 
neous. Prose (30,000 words and up); 

Verse (book-size collections). Friendly read- 
ing free, and prompt report. 

On the Book Lists of DORRANCE & COM- 
PANY have appeared, among others, Gelett 
Burgess, Charlotte Prentiss Browning, Mrs. 
Albert Sidney Burleson, General Smedley D. 
Butler, Colonel Clarence D. Chamberlin, Ad- 
mira] Robert E. Coontz, Mrs. James M. Doran, 
Frederic Arnold Kummer, General John A. 
Lejeune, Hon. Charles A. Lindbergh, Dr. 
Clarence Edward Macartney, Admiral Thomas 
P. Magruder, Hon. George T. Marye, Dr. Si- 
mon N. Patten, William A. Reid, Judge Henry 
A. Shute, Lincoln Steffens, Mme. Luisa Tet- 
razzini, Mary Dixon Thayer, and Howard 
Thurston. 

Submit your own book MS—prose or verse— 
to a House of friendly editors, able artists, 
punctual printers, and book sales channels. 

Dorrance & Company, Inc. 
General Book Publishers 

Dept. W. D. Drexel Building 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Writer’s DIGEstT 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

In the case of a few outstanding writers, the 
studios have done a very smart thing. They have 
run a trailer or a prologue in which the author 
appears briefly and talks to the audience about the 
picture they are about to witness. I have talked 
to a number of people who have seen these pro- 
logues, and in every case the reaction has been 
favorable. The movie goer was less inclined to 
find fault with the story when he had it linked in 
his mind with a definite personality than he was 
before, when he merely thought of it as something 
coming spontaneously out of Hollywood without 
legitimate parentage. 

It would be tiresome, of course, and in many 
cases impossible, to have the author invariably ap- 
pear on the screen in connection with the pictur- 
ized version of his story. There could, however, be 
variations of the idea. A magazine could be shown 
in someone’s hand and then turned slowly to the 
story about to be projected on the screen. Bits of 
business like that would be effective—and where no 
such scheme was used, there would still be dollars 
to be gleaned by good human interest stories about 
screen writers in the fan magazines and daily pa- 
pers. (There’s a tip for an article on movie au- 
thors for the movie fan magazines.—Ed.) 

So much for the suggestion. I am an editor by 
profession and preference, so I have no induce- 
ment for carrying the idea any further. To those 
writers, however, who believe that the adoption 
of this idea would be a good thing for the craft, 
I’ll make the further suggestion that they write to 
their favorite film producer and urge its adoption. 
After all, the main reason why it is so easy to 
overlook authors is the fact that authors are so 
willing to be overlooked. As a class, they are indi- 
vidualistic and will neither organize effectively nor 
exploit their own interests intelligently. 

If you think that the author of a screen story 
is as important as the simpering blonde who plays 
the part of Milady Hoozat’s maid, do something 
about it. 

Carson W. Mowre, New York City. 

Book Review 

“Trial and Error’ by Jack Woodford. Pub- 

lished by Carlyle House, N. Y. C. $3.00. 

TTERLY different from any other 

| writer’s text, Jack Woodford has in- 

troduced a very lively, straight speak- 

ing book into the library of writer’s texts 

where pedantry is often king, and “interest” 
appears only in the index. 

Look at a few of the chapter heads from 
Woodford’s book: “Splashing Around”, 

“Liquor, Women and the Writer’, “Mas- 
querade, the Sex Element” and “Purl One, 

Drop One.’ These titles are a pleasant if 
somewhat startling relief from the usual run 

of the garden “How to do this” and “How 

not to do that”. 

Also unlike most texts, “Trial and Error” 



is handsomely designed. It looks like a novel 
rather than a text. 

Jack Woodford has sold over a thousand 

short stories to all kinds of magazines rang- 
ing from Cosmopolitan and American Mer- 
cury to the Baptist Sunday School journals 

for tiny tots. He knows the writing business 
if ever a man knew it, and in “Trial and 
Error’, he speaks as a battle scarred veteran. 

If a writer were limited to two books, we 
would suggest a good market guide and 
“Trial and Error”. 

The only fault of the book is Woodford’s 

occasional lapse into the language of an ob- 
stetrician and his excursions into mild 

erotica. But even if such a style may offend 
you, the actual practical worth of the book 
is such that we recommend it highly. 

Woodford had been through the mill; he 
has met and solved every writer’s problem, 
and he has seen his own name on magazines, 

newspapers, paper and cloth novels. His 

analysis of the problems a writer meets, and 
his hard driven pointers are not academic 

theories. What Jack says—he knows. 
Particularly for those who don’t know the 

publishing world with its language, its cre- 
dos, its hopes, and its fears, “Trial and 
Error” will be a revelation—and for the 

more timid soul, a headache. 

A book offering the tremendous amount 

of stored up knowledge that this one does 
will probably become a standard writer’s 
text, although Woodford’s racy style has 
probably barred it from the schools. Genu- 
ine aid from the front line trenches is in 
“Trial and Error’. We believe you can get 
a great deal out of it. 

B Koss Writer’s Dicest short story contest 
was originally announced as closing October 

15th. On the request of our subscribers for 
more time, it was extended to November 25th. 
As our December issue was printed before the 
25th of November, this is the first available issue 
in which to announce the prize winners. 

Group One of our contest offered 100 prizes 
including a first prize of $100 in gold. 

Group Two offered two prizes, of which the 
first prize was $10 in gold. To enter Group One 
it was necessary to subscribe to Writer’s Dicest. 
Group Two was open to anyone. All manu- 
scripts were to be original and under 8,000 words. 

The twenty best stories are to be considered 
for purchase and publication by the Editors of 
College Humor, Collier’s, and the ten Fawcett 
magazines, who have agreed to give careful per- 
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““TRIAL AND ERROR 
A BOOK ON 

WRITING and SELLING” 
By JACK WOODFORD 

A big new book—over 300 pages—no reprint 
material, no warmed over essays. 

In this volume Woodford for the first time 
reveals writing and selling tricks he has never 
mentioned in all his articles for writers’ maga- 
zines. 

Author of seven published books (three last 
year!) and nearly 2000 stories and articles in 
three countries, Woodford has covered the 
whole field of writing with sales of his own to 
magazines of every type, ranging from 
COSMOPOLITAN, AMERICAN MERCURY, 
FORUM, etc., down to the pulp, sex, and re- 
ligious story fields. 

Make no mistake! Here one of the clever- 
est of American writers mentions every trick of 
the trade hitherto not touched upon by profes- 
sional writers of books for authors who don't 
want amateur competition. The first printing of 
this book will be exhausted early; hundreds of 
copies already sold. Better order now. ($3.00, 
postpaid.) 

Carlyle House - Publishers 
(Affiliated with International Publishing Service, Co., 

Literary Agents) 

307 Fifth Avenue New York City 

238 Books, Stories, Articles 
1263 Newspaper Features Sold 

by myself and writers associated with 
me to leading book publishers and 
niagazines, Saturday Evening Post, 
American Magazine, True Story, etc. 

Can ! Help You Write To Seli? I CANI 

By methods that are different, highly indi- 
vidualised, practical, unique, and backed by 
twenty years’ experience. Remarkable suc- 
cess by new writers who work with me! 

I guide and help you produce and sell 
short stories, articles, interviews, newspaper 
features, biographies, and all book scripts, 
including novels. Beginners coached and un- 
recognized talented writers developed. 

Manuscript criticism $1 a thousand for the 
first, second and third thousand words. 50c 
per thousand thereafter. Special rates for 
manuscripts above 30,000 words. Fee must 
accompany the manuscript. Editorial col- 
laboration $10 to $20 monthly. 

There’s a way for you to write success- 
fully. I'll tell you exactly how I propose to 
assist you—without obligation. Write to-day 
for my booklet—‘*How I Help You Write 
to Sell.” A stimulating story with a mes- 
sage for you about my work with writers. 
Free on request. Please address— 

azine. Lecturer in charge M. K. Wisehart 

of Fiction Writer’s Work- 20 E. Twenty-ninth St. 
shop, College of the City 
of New York. Additional NEW YORK CITY 
details “Who’ s Who in 
America.’ 

Ten years member edito- 
rial staff and regular con- 
tributor to American Mag- 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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MASTER-STUDENTof LIFE, of ART, of DRAMA 
@ Need you go that Dark Wayalone? 
Let one guide you who knows the Heartbreaks, the 
Lonely Battles of Solitude,—one who built of Lasting 
Walls his Own Castle of Artistic Dreams on the Ashes 
of a Thousand Disasters. 
What His Client-Friends Say: ‘‘I take great pleasure in sending you the balance due 

for your fine work on my story . . .."—C. R. H., Huntington, W. Va. * . It is hard to 
find words that express just what such criticism means to me.‘"—V. N., Little Rock, Ark. 

“*. . . I want to say that it is because of your understanding and ability that I have de- 

cided to continue sending all my work to you.""—A. F. L., Cohoes, N. Y. “* . I have 

never before received such minute, penetrating, understandable criticisms. ‘You do not 

deal in generalities. You point out specific faults. You give the remedy... .’°—F. G. M., 

Helena, Ark. 

Criticism that has amazed scores of trained and untrained writers by its 

luminous depth of revelation, $2.00 per 5,000 words. Unexcelled re- 
vision (final copy with carbon) $2.25 per 1,000 words. Working draft 

revision $1.75 per 1,000 words. Three months critical collaboration 

$20.00. Six months $35.00. Payments arranged. 

RICHARD TOOKER -*"5* N. D. 

RICHARD TOOKER 

What Crities say of his 
oe. and Magazine Fic- 

. . & triumph of 
the. human imagination.’’ 

- magnificent sweep 
tremendous vitality.”* 

“a tour de force . . 
. reminds us of iui 

wer- Lytton’s “Last oe 
of Pompeti’.*’ o « 80- 
markable writing...” 

. wonderful!’’ 

Author of: THE DAY OF 
= BROWN HORDE, 

in popular edition: 
THE DAWN ROY (just 
published by Penn); IN- 
LAND DEEP (tortheem- 
ing). Co-author the popu- 
lar Dick Kent Series. 
Contributor to more than 
twenty fiction magazines. 
His expose of ‘‘confession 
technique’’” made subj 
of editorial in Judge and 
feature in Hartford Daily 

rant. Formerly asso- 
ciate editor Fawcett Pub- 
lications, New Sensations, 
Boxing Blade. 
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sonal attention to these twenty stories. If pur- 
chased the money will go direct to the individual 
writers. 
Next month Werirter’s Dicest will announce 

what manuscripts, if any, of the twenty best 
were bought by Collier’s, College Humor, and 
Faweett. 

Writer’s Dicest sincerely thanks its friends 
for the support given to this fair, honestly 
judged contest, the purpose of which was to dis- 
cover new literary talent. Thirty winners, includ- 
ing Mr. Lee, have never previously sold material. 
The names of the winners in Group One and 

Group Two follow: 

Contest Winners 
SE NS oie nai cak ices $100.00 in gold 

Montgomery Lee 
Fairway Ridge, West Hampden, 

Richmond, Va. 
2nd Prize....New 1933 Portable Smith- 

Corona. (Value, $60.00). 
Ellery H. Clark, 73 Ames Building, 

Boston, Mass. 
er ee $25 in gold 
Angus Kennon, 706-15 Ave., North 

Seattle, Wash. 
The remaining 97 prizes in Group One, 

the winners of which follow, included 
Parker Duofold desk sets (retail value 
$19), Parker Duofold pencil and pen 
sets; gold prizes varying from $10 to 
$5; and the balance in book varying in 
retail value from $10 to $3. The total 
value of the prizes was well over $600.00. 

4. Duane W. Decker 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

5. George F. McCormick 
San Francisco, Cal. 

6. Marion Duncan 
Champaign, Illinois, 

7. Dan Gray 
Guthrie, Oklahoma. 

8. H. Melchior Bishop 
Baltimore, Md. 

9. Peggy Hull 
Springfield Gardens, L. I., N. Y. 

10. John B. Royer 
Richmond, Va. 

11. Roger Furlong 
Oklahoma. 

12. Frederick K. Barber 
Nebraska. 

13. Collins Ewing 
Missouri. 

14. Phyllis Gleichman 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

15. Gertrude Cazeneuve Boswell 
New Orleans, La. 

16. Brenton Wilsdon Roberts 
Massachusetts. 

17. C. H. Lee 
W. Va. 

(Continued to page 46) 
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ARE YOU OUT OF TOUCH? 
Are you one of those thousands of striving 
writers out of touch with literary move- 
ments and the literary market? 

Do you want to know all about conditions 
in the manuscript sales marketc—red-hot tips 
from editors while they are still hot? 

Do you ever need advice about submissions 
to publishers, or che reliability of a.zents, manu- 
script critics, or ‘‘scudy courses?”’ 

Do you want adequate protection for your 
property rights in manuscript? 

Would direct contacts with publishers or 
editors be useful to you? 

Would you be interested in recommended 
courses of reading? 

Have you ever wanted to get in touch with 
another writer for collaboration on manu- 
scripts? 

Here is only the beginning of the 
service rendered without charge to 
Members of the 

National Writers Clav 
A National Association of Writers, Editors 

and Publishers 

Nation-wide, non-profit-emaking—a 
Literary Association founded for the 
mutual benefit of beginning writers 
as well as professional authors. Edi- 
tors and publishers form a group of 
associate members. 

As a Member of the National Writers Club, 
you may organize a Local Chapter for dis- 
cussion and social meetings. 

Keep in touch with other writers through 
the N.W.C. Correspondence Club. 

You may make use of a thoroughly satis- 
factory Manuscript Sales Service. 

You may have your own office in New York 
City, ready and willing to render any service 
you may reasonably demand. 

If you are interested in writing, the 
National Writers Club will welcome 
you as an Active Member. 

Sign the coupon below to secure all 
details about this association—your 
Club if you are a writer—without 
obligation, of course. 

National Writers Club, 
1776 Broadway, New York. 

I am genuinely interested in writing, and 
should like to know what the National Writers 
Club can do for me. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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“My Check for $337.50 
is Enclosed’’ 

Francisco read when she opened one of my 
letters early in November. It covered her 

first story sold—for $375.00. Three weeks later 
my check for her second sale was enroute to her. 

But Miss Hobart is only one of eight new writers 
for whom we put across first magazine sales during 
November. And of ten books by my clients pub- 
lished in the fall of 1932, five are “first novels.” 

(5) tans what Gladys Marie Hobart of San 

selling! 

Gladys Maric Hobart Miss Hobart wrote: 

“When I sought your help, I was in an indigo state of despair. 
After seven years of consistent effort, I had decided I better be pre- 
pared to give up my desire to be an author. So when you encouraged 
me to keep trying, I was ever so happy to drag out the typewriter 
and struggle some more. 

“IT am deeply grateful for the help you have given me in making 
this sale. My only regret is that I delayed so long in seeking your y,.,, Novels — ee 
assistance.” 

ARE YOU plodding in the dark, stumbling 
oO ver the essential facts of suc- 

cessful technique and market requirements only 
now and then through the slow hit or miss meth- 
od? You can’t afford to guess while writers who 
employ practical guidance sell their stories! 

AVAIL YOURSELF OF THIS HELP: 

When you permit me to handle your work, this is what 
you receive: 

1. If your story, article or book is salable I recommend 
it to suitable active markets. Personal contact with maga- 
zine editors and publishers enables me to place manuscripts 
without lost motion. And I follow through on English and 
supplementary rights when possible. 

2. If your manuscript is unlikely to sell, I render a vig- 
orous, straight-from-the-shoulder criticism, particularly point- 
ing out where it falls short of current market requirements. 
If there is a situation or idea which would have a good 
chance of sale if rewritten, I add replot and revision sug- 
gestions. 

3. An analysis of your possibilities based upon the ma- 
terial considered and practical advice in regard to your 
future production. 

CONSIDER: 

The wasted time, effort and postage of unguided produc- 
tion and haphazard submission—and balance it against the 
negligible reading fee of 50c per thousand words, a minimum 
of $2.00 on any single manuscript which I charge. (Special 
fates on books.) And remember that as soon as we reach 
a $1,000 quota of sales for a client all charges except the 
standard agency commission of 10% on American and 15% 
on foreign sales are dropped. 

Take the first step toward a new start this 

year by sending me your manuscripts. Or write 
for my circular. 

AUGUST LENNIGER 
45 West 45th Street Literary Agent New York, N. Y. 

Unknown writers, even perhaps as you, are 

In acknowledging my check on November 15th, 

[How a Gang Killing Solved) 

Brought Out in November 
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I am a EKamous Writer 

iA 

The author of this article is a woman writer of distinctive short stories and 
novels who has not previously appeared in this magazine. 

(Anonymous) 

AM A writer. Frequently young writ- 
I ers ask me for the recipe of my success. 

I reply with platitudes, telling them 

what I think would be best for their own 
good. I seldom mention the hell I have been 
through, or the ironical fact that my success 
—what there is of it—has been built on a 
pyramid of failures. 

All my life I have been a coward, run- 

ning away from situations, places, people. 
If I couldn’t run away physically, I would 
run away mentally, and build air castles. 
Psychologists have named this trait in hu- 
man nature—the act of escaping unpleasant 

unreality in pleasant dreams. 
It began when I was quite small. I had 

an attractive sister who received more atten- 
tion and admiration than I. No one knew I 
cared, but in my dreams I was an only or 

favorite child. 

11 

To get away from home, (thinking more 
of what I was getting out of than of what I 
was getting into), I married very early. My 

distorted ideas of marriage and my lack of 
training made my failure as a wife a fore- 
gone conclusion. My husband developed an 
impatient and critical attitude for which I 
can not blame him now, and for my part, I 
developed an acute inferiority complex. So 

—I ran away, probably to his great relief, 
for he did not try to find me or bring me 
back. I wouldn’t go home and admit my 
failure. Anyway, I was sure they didn’t 
want me there. 

Not being trained to earn a living, I spent 

the next few years struggling along in un- 
congenial jobs, working in homes, factories 
and restaurants, mixing with many nationali- 

ties, mostly uneducated and poor. I lived in 
many aristocratic homes, however—as a 



menial. Some of my employers would have 
been most uncomfortable if they suspected 
how I regarded them. I wonder if any of 
them read the article I wrote later giving 
the servant’s point of view on the “servant 
question.” But it was good experience for 
me. Besides getting a “worms eye view” of 
human nature, I absorbed a lot about correct 

house furnishing and management, and the 
niceties of social intercourse. Now that I 

have such an environment, I am at ease in it, 
my present friends would never guess that I 
have not always been accustomed to it. 

Always I planned and dreamed of some- 

thing better, seeking mental escape in libra- 
ries and night schools, but never doing any- 

thing definite to achieve what I wanted. The 
trouble was, I didn’t know what I wanted. 
My plans changed frequently. All I knew 

was that I wanted something different—new 

acquaintances, a new environment. So I quit 
job after job, always running away from the 
last one into something just as bad. Finally, 
after picking up and dropping various stud- 
ies, I stumbled onto shorthand. Although I 

dropped it several times, I always took it up 
again, sometimes at night school, sometimes 
by myself, in the servant’s room, or hall bed- 
room I happened to be living in. I rented a 
typewriter and with an instruction book 
taught myself touch typing. Finally, scared 
and sure I would fail, I got work in an office. 

To my own surprise, I “got away with it.” 
The people I worked with were not only in- 

telligent and educated, but they treated me 
as an equal! I had never met such people 

before, except as their servant. 
My pay was nine dollars a week to begin, 

and at the end of two months I got a raise to 
eleven. Glory hallelujah! I was making 

good! Then I began to study in earnest, to 
make myself a really good stenographer, and 
shortly afterwards secured a better job in 
the same town. A year later I was making a 

(for me) splendid salary, and living in the 
nicest room I had ever had. My years of 
physical toil and servitude seemed like a 
nightmare. If I had stayed with that organi- 
zation, the road was open to steady promo- 
tion, but my habit of dreaming was too 
strong. The town I worked in began to 
grow stale. My imagination turned to the 
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cultural advantages of an old seaport town 
and finally, armed with a letter of reference 
almost too good to be true, and the little 
money I had saved, I trekked. 

WAS not disappointed in the town, but 
—it had several first class business 

schools; good stenographers were a 

drug on the market, and local girls were 
given the preference. Oh well! I knew how 

to do other kinds of work, and I needn’t 
starve. 

Waitress work in a hotel was worse than 

I remembered. Smiling lips and aching feet. 
The “kidding” of customers that sounded 
silly and impertinent, after the impersonal 
attitude of the men I had worked with in 
offices. But I could not offend customers by 
showing resentment. The other girls sensed 
my difference and did all they could to make 

my job more unpleasant, little mean things 
like hiding the silver from my tables when I 
was in the kitchen, or flirting with my cus- 
tomers so they would have their attention 
distracted and not tip me. 

At the same hotel there was a chamber 
maid whom I liked—a quiet, middle aged 
woman who enjoyed reading as much as I 
did. She and I took a housekeeping room 
together. 

About this time I made a discovery about 
myself—two, in fact. One was that I didn’t 
feel inferior to everyone I met. Instead, I 
felt decidedly superior to a good many. The 

other was, J wanted to be a writer. 

I actually had a definite goal. 

For the first time in my life I knew what 
I wanted to do and be. Instead of eternally 
visualizing myself in different circumstances, 
I began to see pictures of people I had known 
during my life—began putting them in vari- 

ous situations, watching their actions, list- 
ening to their words, elaborating an incident 
into a chain of incidents, or a complex situ- 
ation. Story material—and I realized it! I 

began jotting down plots, character sketches, 
essays, and disconnected episodes, amusing 

and tragic, that I remembered or invented. 
In meeting people on the street or watching 

them in the dining room, I found myself 
mentally describing their thoughts and ac- 
tions, and writing the descriptions down 

a i i ee ee 
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when I got to my room at night. I took 
fragments of conversations I heard and 
rounded them out into stories. 

One night, after a particularly trying day, 
I suddenly knew I was not going back. I 
would write. In my store house packed 
with dreams and memories, I had an embar- 
rassment of riches. Somewhere I had read 
a proverb: “Start your cloth—God will sup- 
ply the thread.” I adopted it as my motto. 
I had a little money saved, so I took the dive. 
Hours and hours I pegged away on my 
rented typewriter, working up my notes and 
sketches into stories. My years of reading 
no doubt helped me to know what to use and 

what to discard. I showed the manuscripts 
to my room mate and she thought they were 
all good. I was flattered, but undeceived. 
What I needed was the opinion and advice 

of an expert. 

In a writer’s magazine (this was years 

ago), I found the advertisement of a man 
right in town, offering to give beginning 
writers constructive criticism. I sent him 

one of my stories. His fee was modest, but 
it took most of my remaining cash. 

While waiting to hear from him, I dis- 
cussed with my room mate what I had bet- 

ter do. It looked as though I would have to 
take any work offered. She begged me to 
keep on writing. She would take care of 
me until I began to sell, which she was 
sure would be soon. I, too, felt that I would 
sell, but I was dubious about its being soon. 

“T can’t let you support me,” I told her. 

“T’ve got to work waiting table.” 
“Don’t go for a few days,” she begged. 

“IT haven’t anyone else, and I want to help. 
Why don’t you try to get something to do 
here at home? You have a typewriter, and 

you could address envelopes, or something.” 
I tried to get some sort of home job, and 

failing, simply sat at home and wrote about 
things that had happened to me. 

The man who had my story wrote me in 
a week, asking me to call at his office. My 
inferiority and superiority complexes bat- 
tled all the way, and I am glad to report the 
latter came out ahead. Surely he wouldn’t 

have sent for me unless he had encourage- 

ment to offer. “He’s just after your money,” 
sneered old I. C., but S. C. was young and 
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strong, and wouldn’t be downed. 
I told the man that I was a beginner, and 

he informed me that I had fine promise. He 
asked me about my background and training, 
what reading I had done, and my plans for 
the future. 

“T want to write,” I told him. “It’s the 

only thing I ever did that I really liked 
doing.” , 

“Fine,” he said. “And I hope you'll let 
me work with you. I think I can sell this 
story, with a few minor changes.” 

He took my story apart, and told me how 
to put it together again. 

“Don’t quit now,” he urged. “I don’t be- 
lieve this is just a flash in the pan. You 
have plenty of material to work with, if you 

will work.” 

I went home blissfully. All my cowar- 
dices, my runnings away, my failures, my air 

castles, my memories, would be grist for my 
mill. Failure was to be ground up into 

success. For the first time in my life, actu- 
tuality was more wonderful than dreams! 

In the meantime I was broke. I had no 
paper in the house to type my revised story 
on, and no stamps to mail it out. All I had 
was carfare—one way. A speculative gaze 
around the room for something to hock was 
fruitless. In the corner, stacked waist high, - 

was a pile of magazines, some I had bought, 
and some my room mate had picked up in 
the hotel rooms when guests checked out. I 
bundled up as many of the latest ones as I 

could carry, and took them downtown to a 
second hand book store, where I received 
fifty cents for the lot. I arrived home broke 

again, but with stamps and paper. The next 
morning the revamped story was in the mails 
to my agent and mentor. 

He was a good critic but a poor prophet 
and that story never sold. Neither for that 

matter did the next, or any of the stream 

that followed it. But as I wrote, I could feel 
my stories hang together better. I began 
reading published stories with an analytical 
eye. My friend supported me, and permitted 
me to live in her room. 

Somehow I wasn’t very much surprised 
when one little letter finally trickled back to 

me offering $25 for an article I had sug- 
gested. 
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When my check arrived for the article, my 
room mate hugged me and threatened to have 
the check framed. I gave her a copy of the 
magazine carrying my story, and she made 
me write my name in it. She says if the 
house catches on fire and she has time to 
save only one thing, it will be that magazine! 

She is not working at the hotel now. She 
is my housekeeper, and friend. My guardian 
too, keeping out intruders during my writ- 
ing sprees, and my nurse when I am under 
the weather. The next book I do will be 
dedicated to her—the person who had con- 
fidence in me—who gave me moral and fi- 

nancial support when I needed it. For good 
luck, in all my stories and novels I have a 
character named after my friend. 
When young writers ask me how I suc- 

ceeded, I tell them it was by years of per- 
severance, by having one goal and sticking 

to it, by systematic study and application. 
Never the truth—that I drifted unhappily 
through sordid years, always failing at what 
I undertook, and running away—neglecting 
my work to read and dream, and sponging 

on a woman who slaved for her small salary. 
I would not willingly send anyone on the 
route I came. 

Special New York and 
Philadelphia Market Letter 

by Harriet A. BRADFIELD 

HE text, this month, is Brotherly 

| Love. And the class will adjourn to 

the city of Benjamin Franklin and 

William Penn. 
¢ The market notes from Manhattan proved 

reasonably popular so the editors decided 

that this department should cover not only 
New York City, but some of the other East- 

ern centers of publishing interest. 
¢ Accordingly, they sent me first to PHILA- 
DELPHIA to talk with as many editors as 
possible and report to the WriTErR’s DicEsT 
readers. And unless you know markets very 

well indeed, you will be surprised at the 
number down there. The general and fiction 
magazines may be familiar names. But were 
you aware that there are almost a score of 
active book publishers there, a varied and 
steady outlet for all sorts of Sunday School 
and religious manuscripts, several active 

newspaper markets, and many trade journals? 

e It’s an important publishing center. And 
the leisurely pace of the old city seeps 
through many of the editorial sanctums and 
allows time for genuine interest in the 

steady flow of manuscripts and their writers. 
¢ I suppose that to most of you, Philadel- 
phia, editorially speaking, means the Curtis 
Company. Let’s start there—at one of the 
finest buildings in the city. It faces on Inde- 
pendence Square, where the old lamps, de- 

signed by Ben Franklin himself, twinkle out 
at dusk, 

¢ We pass through the magnificent entrance, 
dominated by a huge mosaic reproduction 
of a Maxfield Parrish picture. Elevators 
shoot us up to the floor given over to the 
offices of The Saturday Evening Post—the 
oldest magazine, founded by Franklin. Now 

edited by George Horace Lorimer. 
¢ “We boast,” the editor told me, “that we 
have discovered more new names than any 
other magazine. Our editorial policy is 
founded on the presentation of new names 
to our readers. So you may be sure that 

every manuscript receives careful reading. 
Our manuscript mail, readers might be inter- 
ested to know, is divided automatically into 
two classes: the first composed of those by 
authors who have sold to us before or who 
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are well known; the second class are the un- 
knowns and those who have never sold to us. 
As many of the first class find their way 
into the rejection pile, proportionately, as 

do those of the second!” 
¢ Falling off of advertising generally, shows 

its effect in the Post and its editorial policy. 
It is now using only two-thirds of the num- 
ber of stories and articles that it did for- 
merly. Short stories, which run from 5,000 
to 7,000 words, may be romantic, mystery, 
adventure, Western, etc. But the problem 

story does not go so well here. And no 

short-shorts are used—positively, absolutely ! 
And listen to me: they are sick of seeing 
those rejects from Liberty. Somebody else 
may simply love your short-short, but not 
The Saturday Evening Post. They are ada- 
mant on this. 

Serials run up to 90,000 words, but here 
“name” counts. 
e Articles may cover any timely subject of 

a general nature. Keep them shorter—about 
4,000 or 5,000 words. 

As to poetry, they “are loaded down” with 

it. 

Humorous contributions to the Postscripts 

department are considered from anyone. 
The new writer is preferred—if he has real 

ability. 
¢ Don’t send snapshots for those filler uses ; 
they are loaded. But cartoons? Yes, if you 
have a good idea and a clever gag-line. Send 

in your idea in the rough, with its gag-line. 
The editor prefers to select them in this 
form, having only those finished up which 
look good to him. Rates, here, are very good 

—on acceptance. 

igi STOKES LOTT, JR., is the new 
e fiction editor of The Ladies’ Home 

Journal. We talked, however, to Mrs. Claire 

W. Callahan, assistant editor, through whose 
hands pass all the manuscripts. 
¢ And one of the first things she told me 
was: “Tell writers to make fiction for us 
short. The shorter, the better. In fact, the 

short-short is our greatest need. But the 

average short story which comes in, is cheap 
in tone. Or it is too thin. Writers seem to 

save up all their good ideas for longer fic- 
tion ; they are afraid to expend real ideas on 
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the very short forms. But I think they are 
wrong. The short-short is one of the most 
sought types now, and worth working over. 
Ours must have body, and a kick at the end. 
Put in woman interest if possible, since most 

of our readers are women. 
¢ “We want the light love story, mostly. 

At present, we do not need domestic triangle 
themes. We also have plenty of the adoles- 
cent tales. But we do need the older sort. 
Frothy, but not silly. You see the difference 
between the two words? I mean that while 

light, they must also be sincere in tone.” 
¢ Articles for the Ladies’ Home Journal are 

usually written on order, for the signature 
of an authority is important. Better write 
first, in case you have an idea worth working 
up for them. Verse is bought occasionally, 
but very little, compared to the quantity of 

first-class poetry from which they can 
choose. Prose must be of very high quality 

—but they pay high rates, if you can make 
the grade! 

¢ The last of the Curtis triumvirate is The 
Country Gentleman, edited by Philip S. 
Rose. This magazine has a small town dis- 

tribution, and accordingly favors an outdoor 
interest in its fiction. The top length is 5,000 
words; the minimum about 3,000 words. 
They must not be sophisticated in type, nor 
racy and fast; keep those for the city reader. 
Serials, alas, have been scheduled far in ad- 
vance, closing the market there, to anything 

but the most appealing and unusual. 

¢ Mr. Rose finds it a remarkable occurrence 
if the mail brings in unsolicited an article 
that is just what he wants. So you will be 
wise to submit ideas for feature articles in 
outline first, and save work, until you know 

it has a chance of acceptance. Top length on 

completed feature articles should be 3,500 
words. 
* I also talked with Mrs. Caroline King, 
who edits the “Country Gentlewoman” de- 
partment. She is much interested in the 
struggling young author, for she herself is 
well known in the women’s magazine pages. 

¢ “Why don’t beginners try the little maga- 

zines first?” she said. “They have little 
chance on these big national publications. 

But if they would be content to write for the 
smaller ones first, they could earn while 
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they learn the intricacies of the writing pro- 
fession. I began writing at sixteen, with a 
little article which brought a check for three 
dollars and fifty cents from one of the Sun- 
day School papers, and sold them something 
almost every week, after that.” 

¢ One point to remember about the Curtis 
magazines is that, unlike some of the other 
big houses, their editorial staffs are abso- 
lutely separate. Manuscripts are considered 
only for the one to which addressed. 

¢ Tearing myself away regretfully, I turned 

a corner into quaint old Washington Square 
and crossed to the Farm Journal office. The 
sad plight of the farmer has reflected itself 
in magazines intended for him, especially in 
this fine old publication. Arthur Jenkins, 
the editor, said, a bit sadly, that they were 
not in the market for material at present, es- 

pecially fiction; and most of the articles are 
ordered from technical sources almost en- 
tirely. This magazine has considerable small 
town circulation, although its chief appeal is 
to farm people. 
e Mr. Jenkins, too, had a kindly word of 

advice to offer: “Writers are too impatient 
to study the magazines. However, that is 
the only way to succeed. It is poor policy to 
keep on sending stuff out, half-baked in idea 
and development, without relation to mar- 

kets.” 
© Unlike most of the other publishing 
houses, the Shade Publishing Company is 

quite a distance from the center of the city, 
at 1008 West York Street. They have two 

markets for sex stories of 1,500 to 3,000 
words, and pay about a half cent a word on 
publication. Paris Nights features the gay 
Parisian background. Gayety uses stories 

with other locales. But always the snappy, 

merry attitude toward life. 
¢ Pierre Dumont is editor of both Gayety 
and Paris Nights. You may also find a mar- 
ket with him for snappy verse up to sixteen 
lines, which pay fifteen cents a line, for 

jokes at fifty cents apiece, snappy para- 
graphs at thirty-five cents and up, and pos- 
sibly photographs. Study the magazine. And 
see that your manuscripts keep within the 
borderline of what the police regard as safe 
reading for public morals. 
¢ William Kofoed’s Gay Book is the only 

other magazine of all fiction published in 
Philadelphia. I haven’t seen it on the stands 
yet, although it ought to be out long before 
this appears in print. As I’ve gone into con- 
siderable detail about it before, I’ll just men- 
tion that the address is 201 North Broad 
Street and that payment on acceptance, up 

to a cent a word, is promised on short stories 
and novelettes with a gay, satirical, colorful 
point of view, and on articles rather lightly 

brilliant in style, akin to those used by The 
New Yorker. Gay Book’s New York office 
is not for manuscripts. Use the above Phil- 

adelphia one. 

I TOOK Mrs. King’s hint about the Sun- 
day School papers and spent considerable 

time investigating these. It turned out that 
Philadelphia is quite a center of religious 
publishing houses, most of them rather close 
together on Juniper, Spruce, Walnut, and 
Chestnut Streets. (It did my stone-hardened 
heart good just to muse over the captions of 

those highways and byways—both deciduous 
and evergreen !) 
¢ One of the most interesting facts about 

these religious papers is that this market 

holds up better than almost any other. True, 

the rates have been shaved here and there— 
as what rates haven’t been? But these papers 
have never depended upon advertising for 
size and consequently are not affected by any 
failure on the advertising department to 

bring in large quantities. 
The American Baptist Publication Soci- 

ety at 1703 Chestnut Street offers the fol- 
lowing markets, according to ages of the 
little readers : 
¢ Story World is for kiddies under eight, so 
material must be very brief—not over 700 
words. Some poems suited to this age are 
also used. 

Junior World is for boys and girls of nine 
to eleven years. Fiction runs longer—up to 
2,500 words—and serials of not over six or 
eight chapters, each part being about 2,500 
words. Illustrated and informational mate- 
rial of interest to these children is also de- 
sired. 
* Youth’s World and Girls’ World are com- 
panion papers intended for young people of 
twelve to fourteen years primarily, although 



also, to a lesser extent, those up to seven- 
teen. The same sort of material is used as 
for Junior World, except that it must be 
older in style and interest. Party sugges- 
tions, games, things to make, holiday plans 
are always good. 
* Young People is the most mature of these 
papers ; for those of eighteen and for adults. 
About the same lengths, however: 2,500 
words for short stories and for serial install- 
ments. Illustrated articles up to 2,000 words, 
shorter miscellaneous articles and poetry. 
¢ I had a long and delightful talk with Miss 

Meyers, head of the manuscript department. 
Here is the gist of her suggestions. Keep 
them in mind when trying any of the reli- 
gious papers. 

“Fiction should not be preachy. The day for the 
obviously moral story is over. But it should be con- 
structive in character building. Stories are based 
on the premise that it is normal to do right, and not 
normal to do wrong. So a plot based on a lie, 
even though told for some good purpose, would not 
be acceptable. 

“Be careful not to let any racial prejudice creep 
in. If you need a villain, it must be clear that he 
is a bad person; not that he is suspected because he 
is a Mexican or a Negro or an Italian, etc. For, 
of course, the basic idea in all these publications 
is the brotherhood of man. It is much preferable 
that your story show that the foreigner is just as 
good, just as human as the American hero or 
heroine. 

“Indian outrages are all out of date; don’t base 
any stories on these. But historical backgrounds 
are acceptable in other respects. For foreign stories 
are liked, and in wide variety. But romantic fiction 
must not be solely the love story. The editors are 
striving for a cultural value in each tale, and avoid 
the ‘Neurotic, erotic, tommyrotic’ love story. 

“Another tabu is on the use of drinking, smoking, 
dancing, or card playing scenes. Don’t argue against 
them of course. Many and many a good church 
member goes in for some or all. But just let the 
subject lie quietly snoozing. There are plenty of 
other things to fill up your action, and a sensational 
argument in a Sunday School class won’t sell your 
manuscripts to the religious markets.” 

The Baptist publications pay somewhat 

under five dollars a thousand words now. 
But it is on acceptance—always an optimistic 
note. Dr. Owen C. Brown is head of the 
company. 
¢ The American Baptist Publication Society 
is associated with the Judson Press, also of 
1703 Chestnut Street. These publish the re- 
ligious books under the editorship of Dr. 
Mitchell Bronk. Juvenile fiction and animal 
stories; denominational biography, history, 
essays, etc.; and textbooks of religious edu- 
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cation. Royalties, author’s expense, or some- 
times outright purchase—according to ar- 
rangement. 
¢ The American Sunday School Union, 

1816 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, puts out 
several interdenominational papers: Picture 
World is for children under 12—very much 
under! Short stories should never be over 
a thousand words in length. Payment is 
about five dollars a thousand words. A little 
verse suited to young children is also used; 

rates about fifty cents a stanza. 

* Young People’s Paper is for the teen age. 

Short stories may run as long as three thou- 
sand words. Feature and inspirational arti- 
cles should be under 1,500 words. Serials of 
short installments are also in demand. Rates 
run somewhat under a half cent a word. But 
here, too, they are payable on acceptance. 

Sunday School World is intended for 
teachers, superintendents, and for the home 
use of parents. Articles on various phases 

of these needs bring about a half cent on ac- 
ceptance, also. Arthur M. Baker is the editor. 
¢ Another interdenominational field is the 
Sunday School Times, edited by Dr. Charles 
G. Trumbull, at 323 N. 13th Street. Reli- 
gious articles and some verse bring a half 
cent a word or thereabouts, on acceptance. 
Christian Youth (same address and editor) 
is meant for boys arid girls of the teen age. 
Wholesome short stories of about two thou- 
sand words; payment at ten dollars a story— 
these must have a character building signifi- 
cance. Nature articles, how-to-make-it sug- 
gestions, fact articles bring one to four dol- 
lars. Bible puzzles at fifty cents to $1, are 
also needed. 
* You'll find the Presbyterian Board of 
Publication in the Witherspoon Building, not 
far from Wanamaker’s big store. Here is 
another flourishing set of markets, edited by 
Rev. John R. Faris. Like the rest of the 
Sunday School papers, rates run up to about 
a half cent, and are paid on acceptance. 

Stories is the primary child’s paper. This 
uses very short tales about 500 to 800 words 
in length, of a character building type. Also, 
a little verse. 
¢ The Pioneer and Queen’s Garden are for 

boys and for girls, respectively, aged about 
twelve to fifteen. Subject matter should be 
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slanted according to sex, of course. Short 
stories of 2,500 to 3,000 words and serials 
of six or eight parts, 2,500 words to the in- 
stallment, are used. Short articles, up to 
1,000 words, preferably illustrated, may 
cover a wide range of interests: travel, bi- 
ography, things to do, nature, history, etc. 
Some verse and shorter fillers are also 

bought. 

¢ Older readers, 18 to 23 years, of both 
sexes, get Forward in the Presbyterian Sun- 
day Schools, so subject matter for this is 
more varied: fiction in 3,000 word chunks, 
either shorts or serials of not over eight in- 

stallments; illustrated articles up to 1,000 
words, and fillers of 150 to 400 words. 

¢ These magazines pay up to a half cent a 

word for articles, on acceptance. Address: 
Witherspoon Building, Philadelphia. 

And still another religious group: United 
Lutheran Publication House, at 1228 Spruce 

Street. Charles P. Wiles is editor of the 
juvenile papers: Lutheran Boys and Girls, 
which uses short stories and articles appeal- 
ing to children of 9 to 14 years, and pays 

low rates on acceptance; also Lutheran 
Young Folks, appealing to older teen age. 
The latter wants illustrated articles; also 
short stories about 3,000 or 3,500 words in 
length, and serials of six to twelve chapters. 

Fair rates are paid on acceptance. 
e This same company publishes Lutheran, 

a weekly church magazine, edited by Rev. 

N. R. Milhorn; also, about a dozen juvenile 
books each year, and various Sunday School 
text books. 

I seem to have given these religious paper 
markets at some length, but really, they are 

not to be sneezed at by any writer whose 
name is not already well established. To my 

surprise, I found that the quality of writing is 
frequently rather high and the editors very 
pleasant to deal with. As all of them are 
put out weekly you might do well to con- 
sider them. “Many a mickle makes a 

muckle!” (And I learned that out of Ben 
Franklin’s book, Poor Richard’s Almanac.) 
¢ Wandering through the long halls of the 
old Theodore Presser Company’s building, 
I came to the offices of The Etude, that de- 
light of every earnest young music pupil. 
There is a sunny cheerfulness and an en- 

thusiasm about the place which seem true 

companions of the work carried on there. 
Even the cactuses (or is it cacti?) in the 
windows were rare and wonderful varieties 

brought from Africa and Asia and far cor- 
ners of the earth to look down over famous 
old Rittenhouse Square. 
¢ I was fortunate to find the Assistant Edi- 

tor, Edward Ellsworth Hipsher, in a free 

moment. He uses articles, 150 to 2,000 
words in length of the “tell how” type for 
either teacher or student of music; articles 
“that in some way will help him to over- 
come his difficulties of technic or interpreta- 
tion, and to do his work in an easier, better, 
or more interesting way.” They may be 
either technical or interpretative. Names of 
well known musicians are always a drawing 
feature in articles telling the secrets of suc- 
cess. But always the content is important. 
And it must be a “tell how.” Stories of ca- 

reers, as such, are not used. 
¢ Rates are five dollars a column. James 
Francis Cooke is editor. The address is 

1712 Chestnut Street. 
The John Church Company is a division 

of Theodore Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut 

Street, which publishes music, music text 
books and operettas—either on royalty or 
outright purchase according to arrangement 

with the author. 

HE interest in trade paper markets 

seems to be somewhat more limited in 

numbers of writers, so I give them more 
compactly. 

Retail Ledger, 1346 Chestnut Street, now edited 
by M. F. House, is intended for department store 
owners and higher executives. Articles on various 
phases of retailing, salesmanship, credits, advertis- 
ing, etc., about 800 to 1,500 words long—and the 
more compact, the better. Short articles of 300 to 
600 words, fact articles, articles of 300 words with 
an interesting picture are needed. Timely inter- 
views expressing views of important merchants on 
subjects of widespread current moment are in order 
always. Manuscripts are paid for at a minimum 
rate of one cent, with more for exceptionally good 
unsigned material and about a cent and a half (this 
is on acceptance) for articles signed by merchants 
or store executives. Photographs bring a minimum 
of $3.00. 
Home Ware is the retail magazine of house fur- 

nishings. K. C. Clapp is managing editor. The 
address, 1346 Chestnut Street. This goes to chief 
executives and buyers of the larger department and 
house furnishing stores, and covers all sorts of 
home furnishing wares: what will sell, when, to 
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whom, and how it can be sold profitably. Best 
lengths are 600 to 1,000 words. Payment made ac- 
cording to value. 

“We want short articles packed with meat!” 
Mr. Clapp emphasized. The most desirable are 
those signed by store buyers or merchandise buyer. 
If “ghost written,” must have the initialed approval 
of “writer.” Timeliness is important. Right at the 
moment, brief articles, 400 to 800 words long, on 
floor covering material merchandising are most 
needed. Few theoretical articles are used—unless 
signed by a nationally known authority. Better 
query them first, if in doubt. Rates for articles and 
photographs are the same as for Retail Ledger. 
Glossy prints only should be sent if you are adding 
photograph illustrations; preferably strong black 
and white contrasts, and action. 

Dental Cosmos, 211 South 12th Street, edited by 
Dr. L. P. Anthony, is a strictly professional maga- 
zine, filled with authoritative articles contributed 
voluntarily by doctors and dentists. No payment 
is made. 

Keystone Feature Service, 311 Commonwealth 
Building, though chiefly supplied by a staff of writ- 
ers, may be more receptive to outside material after 
the first of the year, Miss L. L. Young told me. 
~~ uses general features, novelettes, and tabloid 
tales. 

Arena and Strength, 2741 North Palethorp 
Street, expects to be in the market again after the 
first of the year. D. G. Redmond is the publisher. 
Articles are about health subjects, diet, exercise, 
hygiene, and all phases of boxing. Payment, on 
publication, up to one cent a word. 

The Keystone, 1505 Race Street, is a monthly 
for the jewelry store manager and merchandiser. 
News matter takes a large portion of its contents, 
so it buys slowly—well written articles about the 
trade, 750 to 2,000 words in length, may sell here. 
Rates: a cent and up; news, 30 cents an inch, 
photographs $1.50 to $4.00, on publication. W. C. 
Moore is editor. 

The Pennac, Rittenhouse Square, is overstocked. 
Penn Feature Syndicate reports that it is almost en- 
tirely staff supplied. Very limited markets are 
Builders’ Guide, 1530 Chestnut Street, of which H. 
L. Sharpe is editor, and Inter-State Milk Produc- 
ers Review, 219 North Broad Street, edited by A. 
A. Miller. Confectioners Journal, 437 Chestnut 
Street, is overstocked at present and not buying. 
It uses articles on the wholesale and retail candy 
manufacturing and jobbing businesses, and is edited 
by Eugene Pharo. 

Practical articles on photography, 500 to 2,000 
words in length, preferably illustrated, rate about 
a half cent a word on acceptance by The Camera. 
Editor, Frank V. Chambers. Address, 636 South 
Franklin Square. 

Chain Store Links, 10 South 18th Street, uses 
some articles on chain store organizations and the 
training of clerks for them. H. A. G. Erlichman 
is editor. He’s indefinite about rates on publication. 

The Chilton Class Journal Company, Chestnut 
and 56th Streets, puts out several trade papers ap- 
pealing to various phases of the automobile busi- 
ness, as indicated by their titles. Automotive Indus- 
tries is a weekly edited by Leslie Peat. Motor 
World Wholesale, edited by L. F. Bannigan, is a 
monthly. George T. Hook edits their Commercial 
Car Journal, a monthly paying good rates on pub- 
lication for articles on the selling, servicing, and 
operation of motor trucks. The most widely dis- 
tributed, however, is Automobile Trade Journal and 
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Motor Age. This monthly, edited by Mr. Don 
Blanchard, uses features based on interviews with 
successful automobile or equipment dealers. Rates 
are good—a cent and up—on publication. 

EWSPAPERS are somewhat temper- 
amental in their buying of fiction and 

features. The Sunday Editor of the Ledger 
tells me that he buys twice a year, has just 
got himself thoroughly stocked up for the 
present, and that he won’t be in the market 
again until spring. But along about the first 
of March he will be actively looking for 
short stories with a spring and summer 
slant; types favored are love, romance, and 

mystery. Must be good. Lengths: 4,200 to 
4,800 words. The address (for your refer- 
ence in March) is Independence Square, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

¢ The Sunday edition of the Record, Broad 
and Wood Streets, also uses fiction and fea- 
ture articles. Address the Sunday Feature 
Editor. 

Book publishers seem to have much 

greater difficulty in describing what sort of 
material they are looking for than do any 

other sorts of publishers. Too, they seem to 
think that a copy of their catalogue is the 
open sesame to all necessary information 
about them. 

¢ J. B. Lippincott Company, East Wash- 
ington Square, publishes novels of all types, 

juvenile books for children of about 12 to 
16 years old, non-fiction of many sorts. It 
is known for its excellent biography, for its 
medical, educational and text book depart- 
ments. It makes a specialty of the detective 
novel, and is looking for good ones contin- 

ually. It also has room for the light ro- 
mance, and the heavier novel similar to “The 

Fountain.” 

¢ Mr. Bertram Lippincott, head of the pub- 

lication department, took time from a busy 
desk to discuss writing at some length. “The 
more books we read,” he said seriously, “the 
more chance there is of our finding a really 

good one. So it is never too much trouble to 
consider a book, though the writer is com- 
pletely unknown. But—the average writer 
is in much too great a hurry. He is so anxi- 

ous for the profits that he doesn’t take time 
to do a good job.” 
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Payment here is almost always on the 
royalty basis, as this is considered the fairest 

method. 
¢ The Penn Publishing Company, 925 Fil- 
bert Street, publishes novels and prefers the 
light, romantic story. They will not consider 
books with a sexy slant at all. But they also 

put out a large variety: travel books, sport, 

juveniles; adventure and detective fiction. 
Juveniles should be full length, realistic 
stories. Fairy tales are avoided here, as in 
most otlier publishing houses at present, ex- 
cept for the standard classics. Payment is 
usually on a royalty basis—ten percent of 

the retail price. 
e An active department here is the publish- 
ing of plays for amateurs. These may be 
either one or three acts. They like comedy, 
farce, straight drama, or melodrama. No 
tragedies, pageants, or purely imaginative 
plays. Outright purchase is the usual proce- 
dure in this department. F. W. Shoemaker 
is the editor. 

¢ Henry Altemus Company, 1326 Vine 
Street, includes occasional novels in their 

small annual list; also non-fiction, poetry, 

juveniles, gift books. Write first, before 
submitting a manuscript. 
¢ John C. Winston Company, 1006 Arch 
Street, is one of the largest Philadelphia 
publishers. They take only non-fiction— 
both children’s and adult—of all sorts. Large 

textbook department, also religious books. 
Dr. W. D. Lewis, editor, told me that they 

buy at least a year ahead, so take this into 

consideration in planning books. They pre- 
fer the type of juvenile book which will suit 
the school, library, and general trade, all at 
once. 
¢ David McKay Company, 604 South 

Washington Square, considers juveniles for 
all ages, business and technical books, dic- 
tionaries, scientific works. Pays royalties— 
ten percent of retail price. 
¢ National Publishing Company, 239 South 
American Street, goes in chiefly for religious 

books, Bible studies, Juveniles of the Bible 

story sort. Royalties, as a rule. John Joseph 
McVey, 1229 Arch Street, purchases out- 
right educational and technical books. Legal 
books will interest the George T. Bisel Com- 
pany, 724 Sansom Street. Sometimes paid 

in royalties; sometimes outright purchase. 
The Peter Reilly Co., puts out a very few 
titles of an educational, medical, or Catholic 
slant at the author’s expense usually; ad- 

dress, 133 N. 13th Street. 
¢ Another market for novels is the Macrae 
Smith Company, 1716 Ludlow Street. They 
also publish juveniles, non-fiction books of 

various types, and gift books. 
W. B. Saunders Company, West Wash- 

ington square, goes in chiefly for textbooks: 
medicine, surgery, nursing, dentistry, sci- 

ence. They pay on the royalty basis. Books 
along the same lines, but of more general 
nature than the textbooks are published on 

royalty basis by P. Blakiston’s Son & Co., 

Inc., 1012 Walnut Street; but they take 
textbooks, too. General scientific books may 

also get royalty payment from Lea & Fe- 
biger, 600 South Washington Square—medi- 
cal, agriculture, dental, nursing, pharma- 
ceutical subjects included. And F. A. Davis 
Co., 1914 Cherry St., considers medical, 

nursing, scientific, and educational books— 

these on royalty usually, although some- 
times at author’s expense or by outright pur- 

chase. 

ITH that, we drew a long breath, put 

our blistered feet into a taxicab, and 

cried, “Pennsylvania Railway Station!” 
¢ Note that all those companies mentioned 

above are in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 

But New York certainly can’t be disre- 

garded, not even for a month. Following 
are current New York markets, all of which 
should be addressed, unless otherwise noted, 
New York City. 
© The Woman’s World, which Lee EIl- 

maker (Pictorial Review, owner) bought 

recently and moved over here to the East- 
ern Coast from Chicago, is nicely ensconced 
in its new offices at 222 West 39th Street. 
So I went up to make the acquaintance of 

the new editor—a charming, very energetic 
person, Miss Ruth L. Egdorf. She was as- 

sistant editor for four years out in the Chi- 
cago office, so she is well equipped to carry 
on here. And she finds the move to New 
York “most exciting.” 
¢ Just at present, the magazine is carrying 

(Continued to page 58) 



HIS article might almost be daintily 
headed “For Women Only”. But to do 

so would probably serve only to arouse 

the male reader’s morbid curiosity to follow 
through to the bitter end. 
We are dealing with three publications 

that are of special interest to women and to 
which the majority of contributors are 
women—IJndependent Woman, a magazine 
of interest to business women, The Parent’s 
Magazine which carries the sub-title “On 
rearing children from crib to college”, and 

Forecast, devoted to scientific discussion of 

nutrition, food preparations and child train- 

ing. Men who proceed from here do so at 
their own risk. 

You have to be an ardent feminist to write 
for Independent Woman. You must believe 

thoroughly in woman’s right to preserve her 
individuality and continue with a useful ca- 
reer after marriage, and to arrange her 

babies so they won’t interfere. And you 
must be able to present your arguments in 

an intelligent, concise, fluent style, for this 
magazine demands a high standard of writ- 
ing. 

“T hope this article will do me some good 
by keeping away unsuitable material,” Miss 
Winifred Wilson, the editor of The Inde- 
pendent Woman. frankly admits. “It is so 
unbusiness-like, the way many writers send 
out manuscripts! The least they could do 
would be to read one or two issues of the 
publication to which they intend sending a 
manuscript. Then they could honestly de- 

cide if their material were suitable, or they 
might make it suitable. Now, if I go into a 
shop and ask for a handbag, the salesgirl 
doesn’t show me a wardrobe trunk—but I 
get manuscripts every day to which that 
analogy might be applied.” 

3 Markets for 

Women’s Articles 
By Aucust LENNIGER 

21 

Miss Wilson started to enumerate her 

needs for the magazine without any further 
preliminaries. “I am buying articles from 
the woman’s angle from 1800 to 2000 words 
in length, on the following general subjects, 
which I am mentioning in the order of their 
preference: 

“First, interviews with celebrities on sub- 
jects of special interest to women, preferably 
controversial. 

“Second, articles on science or the scien- 
tific method applied to general social better- 
ment. 

“Third, some timely articles on present- 

day problems, both social and economic. 

“Fourth, really practical articles on busi- 
ness advancement, or on how women may 
make or keep money. I particularly am 
anxious to obtain some vocational articles 
of an intensely practical type that go into the 
training necessary, the opportunities these 
vocations offer at present, the probable finan- 
cial return. 

“Fifth, I can use some short humorous 
articles and some poems short or medium in 
length. 

“Sixth, I buy occasional personality stories 
of women who have made outstanding suc- 

cesses in various fields, but I get so many 
personality stories that these are the most 
difficult type of article to sell to me. That is 
why I did not mention them until last. We 
can use good photographs on stories that 
concern personalities.” 

The November issue of the magazine 

starts off with an article entitled “When 
Women Plan Their Lives’, by Helen A. 
Spafford. This asks and answers the ques- 
tion, “What do the coming decades hold for 
women?” The author accepts without ques- 
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tion that “no woman is complete or happy 
without the home as background.” 

In a world where women will have the 

compelling vote, she continues, war will be 
banished, and millions of young men will be 
free to love and marry early. It will be in 
the early twenties that women will decide to 
bear children. Two will be considered the 
normal family, three or four the maximum 

demand on any woman’s strength. 

During the child-bearing years the mother 

will continue her education, her special 

talents and inclinations will be coached by 
expert advice. When the riper years of 
from thirty onwards are reached with home 
and children fait accompli, our emancipated 
New Woman will then step into her chosen 
profession, business life, or other useful en- 

deavor. The author envisions a Utopia of 
work in plenty for all through shorter hours 
of labor and the wiser production, distribu- 

tion and needs of a superior civilization. 
It listens good, anyway! That’s all I dare 

comment. 
“You Know What Barnum Said” .by 

Heien S. Waterhouse is an interview in 
which Louise Thaden tells of her expe- 
riences during the 196-hour endurance flight 

she made with Frances Marsalis in the plane 
which the newspapermen facetiously nick- 

named “The Flying Boudoir”. 
This article suggests the idea of ghosting 

articles by famous women who won’t mind 

the publicity and will allow you to keep the 
check. A woman doctor, lawyer, surgeon, 

actor, etc., are all grist for the ghost’s mill. 
An article by Wilmer Alice Adams en- 

titled “You too can Learn to Write those 
Lucrative Letters” is a combination of per- 
sonal experience and informative business 
article. It starts out with the statement, 

“Four cents and three children! That was 
all I had in the world.” Staying at home and 

looking after her children doesn’t fit a 
woman to battle the world and when she 
suddenly finds herself thrust upon it, she is 

a pathetic figure. She thought of many 
things, says the author, among which were 
gas, iodine and the river—but the children 
looked at her trustingly and in the end she 

borrowed another ten dollars and started out 
once more to get something to do. She 

could teach English but no one wanted an 
English teacher. She could write adver- 
tising but no one wanted a copy writer. So 
finally she got herself a job selling, one 
which she despised. She endured her expe- 
riences on the show room floor and learned 
selling from the ground up. Finally her 

chance came to improve the letters sent out 
by a large corporation. Today she is called 
a “letter specialist,” and the rest of the ar- 

ticle is devoted to discussion of the five 
points in good business letters—clearness, 
courtesy, conciseness, correctness and char- 

acter. 
On the next page there is a personality 

article “Josephine Roche—Industrialist”, by 
Nancy Cattell Hartford. Since 1929 Miss 

Roche has been president of the Rocky 
Mountain Fuel Company, the second largest 

coal company in Colorado. In 1927 she had 

inherited her father’s minority interest in the 
company and a year later through the pur- 

chase of another large block of stock, she 
became the controlling power as she had 
wanted to be for years. 

She set out immediately to set her new 
house in order. She made some radical and 
unprecedented humanitarian moves to im- 
prove the condition of the miners. Out of 
long years of chaotic warfare between coal 
operators and miners, Miss Roche’s new pol- 
icy has established a new era of co-opera- 
tion ; she won the loyal support of her work- 

ers through a fair wage scale and social bet- 
terment of their condition. 

And there is an article entitled “Your Fu- 

ture Insured” by H.G. Bayles. In the hope 

of preserving a few shreds of masculine 
vanity let us presume this article is by an 

insurance man. He discusses the problems 
with which many women are faced, of in- 
vesting their money safely, as profitably as 

possible, of course, but with the emphasis on 
safety. He outlines a number of insurance 
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plans that provide protection as well as a 
safe and reasonably profitable investment. 
It is a good, clear and enlightening article 
which explains the mystery of the various 

complicated modern insuring plans in a pop- 

ular fashion that anyone can understand. 
There is also a very short fiction story, in 

a humorous vein, but Miss Wilson tells me 
that she is really not in the market at all for 
fiction as she can use it only if it is particu- 

larly adaptable to the editorial tone of the 
magazine. She did ask me however to men- 

tion that she can use a few shorts and ap- 
propriate bits of fine verse, but requested 
that I reiterate that all prospective contribu- 
tors should first study at least one issue of 
the magazine. All contributions should be 
addressed to 1819 Broadway, New York 
City. 

ROM the problems of the modern busi- 

ness and professional woman, let us 
now consider the domestic topics of interest 

to the modern home builder. The Parents’ 
Magazine is interested in articles which give 
ideas that will have a lasting influence on the 
health, happiness and character of children. 
Mrs. Clara Savage Littledale, editor, has 
asked me to state plainly that the magazine 

caters only to parents and is not interested in 
anything handled from the juvenile angle. 

“We buy a large proportion of our mate- 
rial from educaters, health workers, leaders 

in the field of parent education who have 
much of importance to say in regard to child 
training and the proper care of children. 

People in the field of research who have 
authoritative background are frequent con- 
tributors to our pages. 

“But while we want sound scientific ar- 

ticles we do not overlook the importance of 
contributions from fathers, mothers, teach- 

ers, anyone who because of his actual expe- 
rience with children has something helpful 

to say.” 
I am going to devote my analysis to a few 

selected articles from the November issue of 
Parents’ Magazine before me which are the 

popular type that you could write without 
requiring a doctor’s degree. “Mother's Job” 

by Lorine Pruette emphasizes the fact that if 
you want good children you must be a good 

parent; the children learn more from what 
you are than from what you say. 

The author explains why motherhood is a 
job at which some women are successful 

and others fail, and introduces some popu- 

lar, common sense psychology. She partic- 
ularly stresses the importance of a home free 
from fiction, and she may startle a few of 
her readers by the blunt statement that “no 
child should have to bear the full burden of 

an adult’s love.” Sometimes mothers whose 
husbands have died early refrain from mar- 
rying again in order to devote themselves to 

their children. But this is from a mistaken 
sense of duty. They will be far better moth- 
ers if they are leading a normal, adult life 
with other objects than children for their 
love. 

Intelligent mothers who do not want to 
marry again often realize the danger to 
which they are exposing their children and 

take steps against establishing too close a 
relation of dependence. 

Here you have a sample of the tone of the 
article which is presented in the form of 

clear, interesting exposition. 

The Parents’ Magazine doesn’t like the 

obviously fictionized type of article, nor do 
they want the article done in the form of an 

interview. 

Another article entitled “When Youth 

Craves Adventure,” by Constance Lindsay 
Skinner, is particularly of interest to writers 
because it is a powerful argument in favor 
of giving youth red blooded, imaginative 

books to read. It explodes the suspicion of 
many parents that only the “classics of liter- 
ature” or books that are presumed to have 
definite educational value are safe to give to 
the young reader. The author goes into the 
very origin of literature from the prehistoric 

lore to the modern popular adventure story 
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and proves that a good adventure story is 

“true to life” and teaches a practical lesson. 
There are several articles by men in this 

issue of the Parents’ Magazine. Among 
them is “How Much is Enough Athletics?” 
by T. A. D. Jones, an authority on football 
who is interested in all sports and who an- 
swers a number of questions such as “When 

should young people begin sports? When 
and how should they be coached in their best 

game? How can they be developed into 
championship material? How much should 
they be allowed to play so as not to over- 

do it?” 

There is also a thoughtful article entitled 
“Past Ideals and Present Needs’ by Law- 
rence K. Frank which explains why it may 
be unwise to urge children into competition, 
and an article entitled “For Fathers Only” 
by Hiram Motherwell which expounds the 
homely theory that much more can be ac- 

complished by using the “do” attitude to- 
ward children than with repeated “dont’s.” 
An article by W. E. Blatz, Ph. D., entitled 
“First Steps in Character Building” stresses 
the importance of giving a child the oppor- 
tunity to make some of his own decisions at 
a very tender age and he will learn to anti- 

cipate the consequences of his choices. 
Another article in this issue that is an ex- 

ample of the type of material a free lance 
writer may hope to sell to The Parents’ 
Magazine is “Playthings for All Ages” by 
Eleanor Moore. This discusses the problems 
of achieving harmonious play in a home 

where the children are of various ages, capa- 
bilities and interests. 

Writers who consider The Parents’ Maga- 
zine as a potential market for an occasional 
article or short fiction story should be em- 
phatically urged to read at least several is- 
sues before attempting to write for it. Even 
more than for Independent Woman it is nec- 

essary to acquire the right editorial slant to 
sell to a highly specialized publication such 
as the Parents’ Magazine. 
“We like our articles around 2,500 words, 

but they must not exceed 3,000 words,” Mrs. 
Littledale tells me. “We use but a half- 

dozen fiction stories a year, so there is but 
little chance of selling us fiction. We do not 
care for the conventional type story, but we 

are in the market for an occasional story or 
psychological sketch which portrays char- 
acter, and deals with parents and children. 
We use good fiction in similar lengths to our 
articles. 

The address of the Parents’ Magazine is 
114 East 32nd Street, New York City. 

“ UR readers are 90 to 95 percent 
women who are interested in getting 

the greatest nutricient value for every dollar 
they spend upon food,” C. Houston Goudiss, 
the publisher of “The Forecast” told me. “I 
am therefore interested in good articles on 
home economics from the practical, scien- 

tific standpoint, but handled in a popular 

vein. We buy the majority of our material 
in the open market from free lance contribu- 
tions, and you may tell Writer’s DicEest 
readers that there is a wide open market 
here for worthwhile articles of from 1,800 

to 2,000 words on scientific food preparation, 
child training and health subjects.” 

The October and November issues of The 
Forecast reveal that their editorial policy 
covers a wide scope. There is an article, for 
example, entitled “Kitchen Spanish” by Kel- 
sey Kitchel Bayles, which is a combination 

personal experience story and sketch of life 
of Americans in Mexico. The emphasis, 
however, is upon the food problems of an 
engineer’s wife during her stay south of the 
Rio Grande. 

“Are You Holding Your Husband Back?” 
by Edith M. Douglass, is an article in story 
form concerning properly balanced meals 

that provide foods essential for health. The 
food he eats plays a vital part in your hus- 
band’s success, the author tells her readers. 
“Improperly planned or prepared meals will 
lower his vitality, sap his enthusiasm. The 
wrong diet can keep him from business and 
financial achievement as surely as poor 
training or inadequate education. So watch 
your step and study your job.” 

It is this sort of article concerned with 
scientific food preparation and proper nutri- 
tion that fits best into the policy of “The 
Forecast.” 

There is an informative type article which 
almost any alert writer who is willing to go 
out and dig up material could have prepared 
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without any personal scientific training in 
domestic science or any other science, en- 

titled “A Walking Brotherhood,” by Marion 
Bailey King. This describes the Yosian 
Brotherhood which has over a hundred thou- 
sand members in the New York metropolitan 
area—a walking brotherhood, a society of 
nature lovers, men, women and children who 

enjoy hiking together in the nearby country 
areas. 

There is another feature type article by 

Russell J. Waldo entitled “Railroad Takes 
Hospital Facilities to Homesteaders,”’ which 

concerns the railroad coach equipped by the 
Canadian National Railways and trans- 

formed into an infirmary and nurses’ home, 
which carries modern medical service to the 
isolated settlements. This article is accom- 
panied by two clear photos of the interior 
equipment of this unique “hospital on 
wheels.” Good photographs are important 

for Forecast articles, almost all of which 

carry two or three photographic illustrations. 

There is an article entitled “Lighting for 
Comfort and Charm,” by Helen G. McKin- 
lay, which concerns itself with the part 
lamps and lighting play in interior decora- 

tion, and devotes considerable attention to 
proper lighting for the child’s bedroom. 

In the November issue we find an article 
by Anderson McCully entitled “Ferns that 
Thrive in Living Rooms,’ describing the 
various most hardy varieties and their proper 
planting and care. And there is an article 
entitled “New Dates are in the Market” by 

Edith M. Douglass, going into the history 
of the date industry and a scientific analysis 
of the date’s food quality. 

“Science Steps into the Turkey Industry” 

by Rosanne Amberson is, of course, a sea- 
sonal article, but it confines itself to a very 
interesting description of how turkeys are 

today being raised scientifically for the 
market and the resulting superior quality of 
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their flesh ; also some hints on how to choose 
and buy turkey. 

“Are You Near-Sighted?” by Frances E. 
Gale, is a plea to parents to give attention to 
their childrens’ eyesight in time and correct 
near-sightedness or other defects that ham- 
pers, annoys, and retards children at school 

and which may have a far-reaching influence 
upon their whole lives. “Selling New Dishes 
to Children,” by Bertha Streeter, is a com- 
bination informative article of how the prin- 
cipals of modern psychology are employed in 

up-to-date school cafeterias and getting chil- 
dren to try new food combinations, and the 
practical application of these same principals 

in feeding the family. The popular practical 
side of the article concerns itself with food 
economy and how to sell inexpensive new 
dishes to the family so that they will be 
eaten and enjoyed. “Introduce them in a 
jolly way and if the dish is wholesome, nu- 
tritious and looks good and tastes good, why 
apologize either because it is inexpensive or 
made principally of some ingredient the fam- 
ily has not heretofore used?” the author 
challenges. Then the article goes on to dis- 
cuss the introduction of new dishes to 
children. 

There is a popular recipe type article en- 

titled “It’s Time to Make Fruit Cake’ by 
Margaret E. Wright, of which the Forecast 
seems to use one or two every issue. 

The editorial offices of the Forecast are at 
6 East 39th Street, New York City. The 
Forecast uses no fiction whatever, but it is 
very much interested in good illustrated 
practical articles of the type suggested by 
the above survey of the October and Novem- 
ber issues. 

Alert women writers particularly should 
find many subjects which can be turned into 
editorial checks from the three magazines 
discussed above. It should be borne in mind 
that the types of articles used by these three 

magazines cover subjects of stable interest 
to almost any woman’s magazine. 
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And Sell Newspaper Features 
By W. K WisEHART 

For the past ten years, Mr. Wisehart has been a regular contributor to 
the American Magazine. Previously he was Washington correspondent 
for the New York Sun, and in the old days, European correspondent 

for LEsute’s. 

O matter where you live or what your 

present occupation, you can learn to 

write short feature stories for news- 
papers and magazines if you are willing to 

do the following few things: 

1. Cultivate what’s called a “nose for 
news”, so that you know a good story 

when you see, read, or hear of one. 

2. Learn how to gather the essential facts 
for the story. 

3. Acquire the knack of working that in- 
formation into an accurate article in- 
vitingly written in simple, readable, 
convincing English so that the editor 
of the periodical you aim at will find 

the story interesting, entertaining, in- 
structive, or informative for his read- 

ers. 

Actually hundreds of magazines and news- 

papers buy short feature stories and articles, 
ranging from 100 to 2,500 words, from free- 
lance writers. Payment runs from Yc to 5c 

—and sometimes 10c per word. Many per- 
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sons find free-lance feature writing an in- 
teresting, profitable means of adding to their 
incomes. For you, perhaps, as for countless 
others, part-time writing will become an ab- 

sorbing hobby. There’s an undeniable thrill 
in developing a story from the initial hunch 

to the finished draft, selling it, then finally 

seeing it in print with your “by-line.” 

There are salable story subjects on every 
hand—in the city or on the farm, in town or 

country. Once you know what kind of 

stories editors want and how they wish to 
have them prepared for their particular read- 
ing audience, you have gone far to supplying 
their needs. Knowing what to write helps 

you greatly in learning how to write. 

Where do story hunches come from? Per- 

sonal observation and experience will supply 
many of them. Perhaps you have an inter- 
esting hobby—bee-keeping, gardening on a 

little lot behind a big-city apartment house, 
wood-carving, hiking, etc. Many publica- 
tions are constantly on the lookout for in- 

teresting articles on hobbies. Or perhaps 



you know a person or a place that’s unusual 

for an interesting reason. 

Let’s say the oldest woman in your town 
reaches her 100th birthday, or John Smith 
climaxes a local career that began in poverty 
and obscurity by becoming the president of a 
large company, or the railroad erects a mod- 
ern station 100 yards down the tracks from 
the present old structure that has stood 

time’s ravages for half a century, or it is 
discovered that Lincoln or Washington while 
president made his temporary headquarters 
in a now dilapidated house on Elm Street. 

These and countless similar subjects might 
make interesting feature stories for your 
local newspaper or perhaps, if you live in 

a small community, for a larger one pub- 
lished in a nearby city that circulates 
throughout the surrounding territory. If 

the story is sufficiently unusual to be of in- 
terest to people even at distant points, a na- 

tional magazine might buy it. 

Some times a small item in your daily 

newspaper will furnish the germ of a good 
story. You may read, for example, a short 
notice that the town’s aged inventor has just 
received his 100th patent, and from that 
brief announcement get the idea that perhaps 
the Interesting People Department of The 
American Magazine might run a story about 

this interesting character. Or you may read 
that Farmer Sam Warner in Parkdale Cen- 
ter has made his best chicken-raising record 
in thirty years of farming with the aid of 
special diet he has developed. The Farm 

Journal or a paultry magazine might want 
such a story. 

Another good source for story hunches is 
in special reports of scientific studies, gov- 

ernment investigations, etc. Let’s suppose 

that you come across a government report at 
the local library on the latest crime statistics. 
You find that your city has the best record 
in your state and ranks among the ten high- 
est cities throughout the country. This may 

serve as the basis for a special article in your 
local newspaper, with particular emphasis 
given to the statistics from your city and 
state, plus any extra data you may secure 

by interviewing your chief of police, district 
attorney, country judge, and leading lawyer. 
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Seasonal subjects regularly make good 
stories. Year after year stories about na- 
tional and religious holidays, moving day, 
the opening of school, college commence- 
ment, vacations, Hallowe’en, St. Valentine’s 
Day, and many others of a more or less simi- 
lar nature can be given a good local or timely 
twist that invests them with new interest. 

There are various ways of writing feature 
stories. Some times a story can be best 

handled as an interview, as, for example, 

when you write up a famous person that has 
come to your city; or again, as a personal 
experience, if you are writing about hobbies. 
Confession articles make interesting reading. 
So do “how to do” articles, telling your read- 
ers how to clear a garden of weeds, or how 

to build a log cabin, or how to fish through 
ice, or how a family of five can live in com- 
fort in a big city on less than $2,500.00 a 
year. The personality and biographical sketch 
is a favorite. With this you can paint a 
word picture of the centenarian mentioned 
a moment ago, or the new mayor, or the in- 
ventor. 

Perhaps your main interest as a feature 
writer will be in stories of adventure, or ro- 
mance, or mystery. Perhaps children, ani- 

mals, treasure-hunting, or sports have a spe- 
cial appeal for you. Such subjects furnish 

a mine of interesting material for special 
features. 

O show you how a feature writer ac- 
tually goes about the job of finding 

story ideas, let me tell you the experience of 
a young man in New York City who writes 
free-lance feature stories in his spare time. 

He does this both for the extra income it 
gives him and the opportunity it offers for 
making contacts with interesting people. 

Over a period of several years he has sold 
fifteen stories to The New Yorker for its 
Talk of the Town Department. Three of 

these stories were written about members of 
the Néw York Philharmonic-Symphony Or- 
chestra, the youngest and the oldest in the 
orchestra. The writer felt that both the 
youngest and the oldest musicians should be 
interesting, and he was right. In fact, his 
hunch on the youngest sold twice in one 
year ! 
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Another story was inspired by a short item 
in the New York Times about a baggage 
locksmith who had a sort of Jimmy Valen- 
tine touch in opening bags and trunks whose 
locks had stuck or the keys for which had 
been lost. The next story was about a well- 
known New York policeman, “Eagle Eye 
Gus” Schalkham, whose knack for discover- 
ing stolen automobiles and arresting the 
drivers had got his name into the newspa- 
pers dozens and dozens of times. Our young 

writer got the idea for this story, as you 
probably have already suspected, after no- 
ticing the regular appearance of these news 

reports about Eagle Eye’s recoveries of 
stolen cars. 

The next story was of an entirely differ- 
ent nature and indicates the necessity of 
speed on a story which depends largely on 
timeliness for its effect. When Lily Pons, 
the Metropolitan Opera Company’s famous 
coloratura soprano, made her sensational de- 

but one Saturday afternoon during the win- 
ter of 1931, he got the hunch for the story 
from a music review in his Sunday news- 
paper, was authorized by the New Yorker 
on Monday to go after the story, interviewed 
Mme. Pons and her husband after work on 
Tuesday, wrote the story that night and 
turned it in on Wednesday—and got an ac- 
ceptance on Thursday, the day that the fol- 
lowing week’s issue, which carried the story, 
closed its forms. 
A few weeks later, this writer happened 

to walk by a barber shop on West 44th 
Street and noticed in itse window a sign de- 
claring that the proprietor during his ton- 
sorial career had “trimmed” many famous 
prize fighters, whose names were listed on 

the card. This barber’s experiences with 

these fighters and other famous persons— 
among them President Woodrow Wilson 

and Arnold Rothstein—made another story 
for The New Yorker's Talk of the Town. 

A little later on, while riding in an ele- 
vator of a building in which the number 13 
had been skipped when the floors were desig- 
nated, he got the hunch from this for a story 
on this widespread superstitious practice of 
eliminating the 13th floor among New York 
skyscrapers. A month or so after that he 

was suddenly struck with the extensive and 

unusual uses to which Cellophane is being 
put and decided there was a story in Cello- 
phane and its inventor. 

The next hunch came from a five-line clip- 
ping in the New York World-Telegram an- 
nouncing the opening of a travel bureau for 
bringing together car owners with vacant 
seats and tourists to fill them. A national 
magazine accepted his story about the man 

who organized this bureau and some of his 
unique experiences in running it. Incident- 
ally, he later sold another story about this 
man and his business to The American Mag- 

azine for its Interesting People Department. 

Fifty dollars for about 1,000 words. 
A few weeks before fall moving time our 

writer notices that many trucking companies 

in New York City, particularly in the Bor- 
ough of the Bronx, have the name Santini 
in one form or another. His attention was 
further attracted by the unusual number of 
Santini trucks and moving offices he came 
across in the part of the Bronx where he 
lived and also by the long list of Santini 
moving companies in the telephone directory. 

By finding out how the companies originated 

and some of the unusual incidents that oc- 
cured on moving jobs, because so many 
companies had practically the same name, he 
secured another story that was run just be- 
fore the October moving season. 

The next story was one about penny ar- 
cades. It was inspired by an interview he 
saw in the World-Telegram with the presi- 

dent of the leading company that manufac- 
tures arcade equipment. His attention was 
particularly struck by a reference to the fact 
that John S. Sumner, Secretary of the Com- 
mittee for the Suppression of Vice in New 

York City, censored all the girl pictures is- 

sued by this particular company, prior to 
their release, by invitation of the president. 

A short note in Pathfinder, stating that 
despite the depression more bibles were sold 

in the United States during 1930 than in any 
previous year, gave him the thought that 
New York’s famous Bible House had a 
story in its work and history. 

A colmnist’s reference in the Brooklyn 
Daily Eagle to the unusual variety of um- 
brellas and canes sold by a West 45th Street 
dealer furnished the starting point for an 
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article about this man and his business in 
supplying rare canes and umbrellas to 
famous people. 

These stories netted the youthful writer 
from $15 to $28 each. None of them ran 

over 800 words, and most of them required 
just a few hours’ work, including getting the 
interview and writing the story. 

He has placed stories with many different 

publications by following exactly the same 
methods I have indicated. For example, an 
article by Norman Bel Geddes in the Ladies’ 
Home Journal gave him the idea for an in- 
terview with Mr. Geddes. This he sold to 
the NEA Syndicate for newspaper release 

from coast to coast. Another interview he 
sold to this syndicate was secured from 
George Gershwin. This was one of a series 
of Gershwin personality sketches and inter- 
views which he has written over a period of 

several years for various publications, three 
of the others being Musical America, Musi- 
cal Digest, and Broadway. 

Incidentally, by keeping this contact alive 

over a period of years so that it furnished 
the ideas and material for a number of 
stories, he proved the value of keeping the 
confidence of the people about whom one 
writes. You can do this by not misrepre- 
senting or distorting what people tell you 
about themselves and their work, by keeping 

out of print what they tell you in confidence, 
by giving them the opportunity to check over 
your story before you submit it to the pub- 
lication, and by seeing that they get a copy 
of the article when it appears. 

These sales experiences are typical of the 
way in which stories can be developed, in 
fact are being developed day after day, for 

hundreds of publications—Sunday and daily 
feature sections or pages of newspapers, 
newspaper syndicates, general magazines, 
farm publications, women’s periodicals, juve- 
nile magazines, trade papers, house organs, 
and fraternal publications. 
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Here are some of the markets in the magazine 
field that are open to the free lance writer: The 
American Magazine, 250 Park Avenue, New York 
City, wants short personality sketches for its In- 
teresting People Department. The New Yorker, 
25 West 45th Street, New York City, is constant- 
ly on the lookout for suitable articles for its Talk 
of the Town Department. Grit, Williamsport, Pa., 
desires short sketches, 100 to 300 words, for its 
Odd, Strange, and Curious Page; with one or two 
illustrations. Capper’s Magazine, 119: West 8th 
Street, Topeka, Kansas, wants short, human in- 
terest, success stories of men and women in busi- 
ness, 

Forbes Magazine, 120 Fifth Avenue, New York 
City, uses personal anecdotes about big men, 200 
words in length. 

Other markets in the magazine field using short 
fillers and personality sketches of a more special- 
ized type are: Boy’s Life, 9th and Cutter Streets, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; The Farm Journal, Washington 
Square, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; House Bcau- 
tiful, 8 Arlington Street, Boston, Massachusetts ; 
Popular Mechanics, 200 East Ontario Street, 
Chicago, Illinois; Good Housekeeping, 57th Street 
at 8th Avenue, New York City. 

Many newspapers buy feature stories with local 
or sectional interest from free lance writers. Some 
of the more prominent ones are the Bridgeport 
Post, San Francisco Call-Bulletin, Washington 
Star, Atlanta Constitution, Chicago Tribune, New 
York Times, Topeka Capital, Baltimore Sun, 
Boston Globe, Detroit Free Press, Buffalo News, 
Philadelphia Public Ledger, Dallac News, and 
Kansas City Journal-Post. The average rate of 
payment is from $7.00 to $10.00 the column. There 
are, in addition, hundreds of newspapers in the 
smaller cities and in many towns which buy suit- 
able feature stories with rates averaging $5.00 the 
column. 

Syndicates are another good market, though 
somewhat harder to reach. The unknown free 
lance writer can break into them by studying their 
requirements and editorial style. Some of the syn- 
dicates that purchase material for a wide release 
are: Affiliated Press Service, 1331 G. Street, 
N. W., Washington, D, C.; Central Press Asso- 
ciation, Inc., 1435 East 12th Street, Cleveland, 
Ohio; Associated Press Feature Service, 383 Madi- 
son Avenue, New York City; Chicago Tribune 
Syndicate, Tribune Tower, Chicago, Illinois; In- 
ternational Feature Service and Newspaper Feature 
Service, 235 West 45th Street, New York City; 
King Feature Syndicate, Inc., 235 East 45th Street, 
New York City; National Feature Service, 4035 
New Hampshire Avenue, Washington, D. C.; 
N. E. A. Service, Inc., 1200 West 3rd Street, 
Cleveland, Ohio; New York Herald Tribune Syn- 
dicate, 230 West 40th Street, New York City; 
Science Service, 21st and Constitution Avenues, 
Washington, D. C 
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The 

Detective 

In Fiction 
By Marion Scotr 

Author of: “Face in the Snow’; “Death to Come’; “Witch Night 
Murder’; “The Amber Menace”; “The Whistling Beast’ ; 

“The Silenced Four’. 

that Bertie, the Ferret, would pick 

Muldoon’s speak’ as a_hide-out, 

after he killed Officer Kenney ?” 
Lieutenant Stacey grinned at me through 

a cloud of cigar smoke. He has a fat, good- 
natured face, small, bright eyes and a big, 
humorous mouth. He is on the homicide 
squad of one of the most efficient police de- 
partments in the country. 
“How did I know that Bertie would pick 

Muldoon’s speak’ as a hide-out?” he re- 

peated. “Well, now, I just had a hunch—” 
And there, I think, lies the greatest differ- 

ence between the detective of fiction and the 
real life sleuth. Talk to any man whose 
business is crime and the capture of crimi- 
nals ; get him, if you can, to relate the history 
of a half a dozen cases on which he has 
worked. Then make a list of the times he 
says, “Well, now, I just had a hunch—” 

Of course, it isn’t as casual as it sounds, 
this hunch business. Often the officer uses 
that handy term to avoid explaining the long, 
tedious process of elimination and deduction 
by which he arrives at a given conclusion. 
Sometimes he may not actually be conscious 
of these mental gymnastics. Through his 
trained mind runs a sequence something like 
this: 

“Bertie, the Ferret, has a moll named 
Lizzie Banks. Lizzie’s brother, Dan, pals 

se Bi: how,” I insisted, “did you know 
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around with Louie Spinaza. Louie Spinaza 
is chief-lieutenant to Art Muldoon — Why 
wouldn’t Bertie hole up at Art’s place. . .?” 

No, it isn’t at all slip-shod, this hunch 
stuff, but the fiction detective just isn’t 
allowed to get away with it. It gives me a 
headache to think how many times I have 

seen something like this in an editorial letter : 
“Detective Lawlor must have something 
more definite than a hunch as a motive for 

arresting Simeon Digby.” 

“Give Sergeant Grimm a better reason 

than intuition for opening that cellar door.” 
“Constable Hardacre isn’t justified in 

merely assuming that Lily, the Lookout, did 
so and so.” 

In other words, it appears the reader of 
detective fiction desires hard and fast, plain 
as day, eighteen carat deduction as a basis 
for what the sleuth does. This is well enough, 
and the reader has a right to demand what 

he wants. But since the trend in modern 
fiction is, and has been for some time, to- 

ward realism, toward a truthful presentation 
of life as it is, why not invest our fiction de- 
tectives with a little more ‘real life’ qualities? 

It is true that if the detective story pre- 
sented a real, honest-to-goodness officer, 
working along routine lines on a case, it 
would in many instances be dull as ditch 

water and reach proportions somewhat ap- 
proximating Webster’s unabridged. 
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There are real cases where, through bril- 
liant detective work, fast action, whirlwind 

conclusions and — a bit of good luck, the 
criminal is apprehended in record time. 

These cases, if presented to the reading pub- 
lic, would be of interest far surpassing the 

best that the fiction writer can do but—the 
majority of cases are solved by painstaking, 
oft-times hum-drum plugging, a limitless 
amount of patience, and a proper regard for 

hunches. 

These last-named ingredients do not al- 

ways make a hair-raising, rip-roaring de- 
tective yarn which the fascinated reader will 
sit up all night to follow. So we can decide, 
I think, that a certain exaggeration is re- 
quired for the purpose of dramatization in 
fiction, just as it is essential to satisfying ef- 
fects in the theatre. 

If the fiction detective is to achieve fame 
for his creator, he must be a bit of a super 
man—in some respects. Perhaps he is a 
Goliath for strength. Possibly he is a bear 
cat for punishment. Sixty-four hours with- 
out food or sleep may be nothing for him, 
though when I run across that sort, I imme- 

diately get terribly sleepy and quite faint 
from hunger, just thinking about the fellow. 
He may be a linguistic expert. Forty-nine 
languages and a hundred and sixteen dialects 
are his for the using. He is an authority on 
ancient Babylonian art and is therefore able 
to state that the characters inscribed in the 

dust of the attic floor beside the body of the 

murdered art connoisseur— 

Oh, well, you know! 

But the point is, we want ’em different. 

We are not satisfied with the quiet, rather 
slow looking, heavy-faced fellow, who 
ambles around, asking endless questions, 
checking through records at pawn brokers, 

visiting garages, in a methodical, routine, 

endeavor to identify the body of a girl found 

beside a burned automobile in which jewels 
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and silver plate from a millionaire’s home 
had been transported. 

And there is no quarrel in that. We are 
hum-drum enough ourselves. Every day we 
go through a methodical, routine but reason- 
ably sincere endeavor, to earn our own liv- 

ing. So when evening comes, who wants to 
read about just such another stupid fellow? 
Rather give us something startling. Show 

us a detective who tosses gangsters hither 
and yon, like nine pins. Who pulls down the 
rickety bed to which he is spread eagled, by 

exerting his terrific strength. Who rescues 
beautiful ladies from noisesome attics in the 
face of a yowling yellow mob by his own 
wits and strong right arm. More power 
then to the super dick! Long may he pros- 
per! 

But I’m holding a brief for the real detec- 
tive. His good qualities emphasized; his 
strength pointed up a bit; his deductive fac- 
ulties sharpened for fiction purposes; his 
humanness accentuated. The real-life, hon- 

est-to-goodness officer who works like a dock 
hand, misses his meals and his sleep (for 
sixty-four hours, if necessary) who barges 

straight ahead into danger when occasion de- 
mands and who reaches his conclusions, ar- 
rests his man, partially at least, by following 
hunches! 

ND right here, what are his hunches? 

What is their origin? Is it hard to ex- 
plain? Maybe. But couldn’t it be, in the 
case of the detective who plays them, merely 
another term for his understanding of human 
nature? Couldn’t Lieutenant Stacey have 
gone straight to Art Muldoon’s speak to ar- 
rest Bertie, the Ferret, because he knew 
what crooks like Bertie would do in a given 
situation? I believe so. And I also believe 

that this quality should be stressed by the 
sincere writer who decides to do himself a 

detective novel. 

A 
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I thought rather hard when I set about 
creating my pet detective. The stcry was 
aimed at Street and Smith Detective Story 
Magazine, and Mr. Blackwell had often 
stressed character interest, a quality in his 
stories which, in my opinion, lifts his maga- 

zine far above the common run. 

Captain Courtney Brade, I decided, 
should, if I could make him so, be a human 
being. There is nothing especially super 
about him, unless it is his sympathy, his un- 

derstanding, his knowledge of folks. He be- 
lieves that people do what they do, play golf 

or commit murder, because of what is inside 
them. So when he sets about solving a mur- 
der, he first attempts to understand the men- 
tal and emotional natures of those involved. 
He works on clues, of course, but his real 
interest is in that complicated, contradictory 
thing called human nature, and from this, he 
digs out motive, method, and finally claims 
his criminal. How well I succeeded in mak- 
ing “Wasted Murder,” the serial in Street 
and Smith Detective Story magazine (also 
issued by Macmillan under “Dead Hands 
Reaching” say what I wanted it to, is hard 
to tell. There is a demand on the part of 
readers for a more consistent detective. Less 
the paragon, the cross-word puzzle king. 
More the flesh and blood officer who solves 
his cases through that same understanding of 

human nature, its strength and weaknesses 
and playing these for what they are worth. 

A man, who in spite of our decision that he 
must be just a bit super, still trods the same 
path as the people who read about him, with 

an acumen sharpened by experience and an 
intuition clicking one hundred percent. 

Not an arm chair dick, with a bulging 
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forehead, diction of a college professor, ab- 
sorbed by an abstruse interest in the fourth 
dimension, condescendingly consenting to 
leave the rarified atmosphere of exalted 
science because of an abstract interest in 
high powered murder, considered as an in- 

tricate theorem? 

After all, living is done emotionally. Peo- 
ple eat their ham and eggs that way. Laugh; 
cry. Enjoy themselves and kill their ene- 
mies in the same manner. So, isn’t it reason- 
able to suppose that a detective, with 
emphasis placed, not on his over-sized 
cranium, but on his good-sized heart, has a 
better chance of knowing his humans because 
he’s one of them than a logarithm sleuth, 
whose closest friends are eye shades and 
Britannicas? It’s an old saw and well 
proved, which says: “You can admire a man 

for his attainments, but he’s human to you 

because of his faults”. 

There are some readers, there always will 
be some readers, whose interest lies wholly in 
the mathematical problem of why C killed Z, 
if at all, and if he didn’t who did? Whose 

chief enjoyment is derived from working out 
a puzzle unencumbered by human emotions 
or relations, but I believe they are in the 

minority. 
And speaking of the detective story as a 

puzzle, brings up another point. If you are 
setting about to solve a puzzle, aren’t you 

entitled to be in possession of all the compo- 
nent parts? I think so. The fun comes in 
sorting them out, arranging them, rearrang- 
ing, with sweat pouring down the well- 

known brow, until at last with a whoop of 
joy, the picture is complete, and the tangle is 

solved. 
It seems that it would be rather hopeless 

to attempt to put a cut-up puzzle together if 
sixty percent of the parts were missing. You 
might sit by, reasonably interested, while I, 
having them all in my possession, went about 
the business of arranging them. You might 
even feel a thrill of triumph when I suc- 
ceeded. But would you have the same fun 
out of it that you would if you had the same 
number of pieces as I had and the same 

chance to fit them together. I think not. 

So, if the detective story is to be con- 
sidered as a puzzle, my contention is that 



the reader should be supplied with the same 
facts as the detective, given the same chance 
to make sense out of them. 
And would any article on detective stories 

be complete without a refernce to that great- 
est of all detectives, Mr. Holmes? He is 
the despair of all of us. The aim and end of 
our ambition, but, alas, we can never create 

another Holmes. 
And now, having paid my tribute, may I 

not offer my puny criticism? MHasn’t it 
proven annoying when Holmes dashes off 

on some errand of his own, bidding Watson 
busy himself on some non-essential task? 
Haven’t you squirmed and fretted, wonder- 
ing what Holmes was doing? And when he 
returned at dusk, tired and excited, with the 
fire of triumph burning in his sunken eyes, 

haven’t you just about perished with curios- 
ity as to what it was all about? I have. 

Then, with fitting accompaniment, Holmes 
and Watson set off on some mysterious er- 
rand, the nature of which is kept from Wat- 
son and—the reader! Of course, it always 
ends with the arrest of the criminal. That 

is thrilling. Naturally it is. And then you 
return with the two of them to the cozy flat 
in Baker Street and, over pipes, Holmes 

tells Watson how he did it. 

Yes, Watson is given some clues, along 
with the reader. A faint light is now and then 

shed on his monumental darkness, but—I 
think that the reader should go hand in hand 
with the detective in the business of unravel- 
ing a crime. He should see what the detec- 
tive sees. Hear what he hears. He should 
be given the benefit of the detective’s pro- 
gressive deductions. He should in short, be 

let in on the matter. That is where the fun 

comes. 
The man with the tragic face cries, “I 

threw the knife that killed the Judge.” 
“Oh, yes,” drawls the detective, or “Oh, 

yeah,” depending upon what kind of a dick 
he is. “So you hurled that knife with suffi- 
cent force to bury it in the Judge’s heart? 
By the way, how did you hurt your wrist? 
It is terribly burned. The tendons and mus- 
cles are atrophied—” 

Well, that’s simple, of course, since it re- 
quires force to hurl a knife; a man with a 
ruined wrist just couldn’t do it. Even a 
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detective could figure that out. So could the 
veriest amateur reader. But—if the man 
with the tragic face makes his confession as 
to hurling the knife, if the detective, through 
devious means, discovers about the atrophied 
muscles and keeps the knowledge to himself, 
until the conclusion— 

“Well, that just isn’t fair. 

Of course, this definite statement may be 
qualified just a bit. It is fair, in the interest 
of suspense, if, nearing the climax of the 
story, the detective holds back a few, a very 

few discoveries. Otherwise there would be 
no climax. But through, by far the greater 
part of the story, the reader is entitled to 
be in on the know. 

This is generally stated in anything written 
about a detective story. It seems to be part 

of the basic tradition, so I am presenting 
nothing new. But it is amazing how many 

times it is disregarded. How few detective 
story writers seem to consider it their sacred 
duty to give the reader a chance. 

And along the same line, it is also part of 
the tradition that the murderer should be a 
person of some importance in the story. But, 
alas, alack! I could name a yarn, written 
by a well known author, where the reader 

was given only two looks at the murderer 
and then he was in the midst of a large 
crowd of unimportant people and no hint 
was thrown out suggesting that he might be 

of interest. Imagine my disgust, when he 
was finally dragged out and paraded as the 
criminal! Not fair! Not square! The 
murderer, the thief, whatever he may be, 

should be there in front of your face all the 
time. You should see him going about his 
daily affairs. Eating. Reading. Sleeping. 
You should hear him talk. Have a chance to 
study him. Be able to scratch your spin- 
ning head and cry, 

(Continued to page 56) 
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Reliable Contest 

Announcements 
By MADELAINE ARCHER 

Eprtor’s Note: We believe the firms listed in 
this column are reliable. When the closing date is 
not specifically given, we suggest querying before 
going to any extensive work. 

Play—Serial—Book—Short Story 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
The Avery Hopwood Awards, $10,000—four awards 
of $2,500 each—will be awarded to qualified senior 
and graduate students for best contributions in four 
tlasses: dramatic writing, essay, fiction and poetry. 
Closes April 20, 1933. Write for details. 

The Yale Review. $2,000 in two awards. $1,000 
for the best prose composition in fiction, sketch or 
essay—and $1,000 for the best article covering a 
ublic question—social, economic or political which 

is published in the magazine. These are the 1933 
Awards. Send contributions to The Yale Review, 
Wilber Cross, editor, Box 1729, New Haven, Conn. 

Atlantic Monthly Press, 8 Arlington St., Boston, 
Mass. $5,000 for the most interesting unpublished 
work of non-fiction. Closes March 1, 1933. 

Senator Arthur Capper. Annual offer of $5,000 
for the best contribution of national importance to 
agriculture. 

Popular Science Monthly, 381 Fourth Avenue., 
New York City. $10,000 award for the scientific 
achievement of greatest value to the world con- 
tributed by an American citizen. 

The Scholastic Magazine, 155 East 44th Street, 
New York City. Conducting a series of writing 
— for students. Final contest will close in 

pril. 

Liberty Weekly, Lincoln Square, New York City. 
$10,000 in cash prizes—$5,000 to $1,000—for stories 
from 20,000 to 100,000 words in length. “Must be 
so plotted and written as to break readily into in- 
stallments of about 7,000 words each.” Those eli- 
= to compete are those who never have had a 

k of fiction published, sold a serial of 20,000 
words—or more—to a nationally circulated period- 
ical or newspaper that syndicates its material. 
Closes there March 30, 1933. 

True Romances, 1926 Broadway, New York City. 
A special prize of $100 for best 3,500 word true 
romance stories. Stories for the contest should be 
addressed to Special Story Contest Editor, above. 

Short Stories, Garden City, N. Y: $15 monthly 
for best true and exciting first person stories sub- 
mitted to their “Adventurers All” department. 
1,000 word limit. 

Portland Oregonian, Portland, Oregon. At this 
writing the Oregonian continues to pay three prizes 
—$5, $3 and $2—every week for true stories of 
animal wild life. 1,000 word limit. Address Wild 
Life Editor, above. (Manuscripts not returned.) 

The Denver Post, Denver, Colo. Conducting a 
weekly contest paying three prizes—$5, $3 and $2 
for true, interesting stories of animal wild life. 
$1 for all others published. Address “Voices of the 
Wild” editor, above. 

Liberty Weekly, Lincoln Square, New York City. 
$100 to $500 for short stories not over 1,200 words 
in length. This apparently is a standing offer. 

True Story, 1926 Broadway, New York City. 
$5,000 in thirteen prizes—$1,000 to $250—for prize- 
quality true stories. Read rules in current issue 
before submitting. 

Blue Book, 230 Park Avenue, New York City. 
The December issue published five prize stories as 
usual, but we didn’t see the usual announcement 
of the contest. They have been paying $50 up for 
these stories of true personal experiences told in 
the first person. The stories are from 1,000 to 

words in length. Address Real Experience 
itor. 

The Gentlewoman Magazine, 615 West 43rd 
Street, New York City. $2 for every brief, true 
“ghost” story published in their “Weird Whispers” 
department. Monthly offer. 

Essay—Music 

Boston Society of Natural History. Two prizes 
—$60 and $50, will be awarded for best memoirs 
(in English) on any subject in the field of botany. 
This contest is the annual “Walker Natural History 
Contest.” Closes March 1, 1933. 

United Daughters of the Confederacy. $1,000 
award for best essay in the field of Southern his- 
tory. Query Mrs. T. O. Timberlake, 1511 Virginia 
Street, Charleston, W. Va. Closes April 1, 1933. 

National Woman’s Party. $500 first and $200 
second—for essays between 2,000 and 3,000 words 
on the proposed “Equal Rights Amendment.” Any 
phase or phases of the subject. Undergraduate 
women carrying full time schedule (1932-1933) are 
eligible. Write to Alva Belmont House, 144 B 
noe” Washington, D. C., care of the Students 
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National Federation of Music Clubs. $1,000 for 
Symphony ; $500 for Woman’s Chorus composition 
and $500 for trio for violin, ’cello and piano. Write 
to Miss Virginia H. Anderson, 22 Rhode Island 
Avenue, Providence, R. I., for details. 

Slogan—-Letter- Writing 

American Magazine, 250 Park Avenue, New 
York City. $50 monthly for letter-articles on 
changing topics. The subjects are always interest- 
ing. These contests offer new writers practice and 
development in article and essay writing. Some 
of the winning entries are published in The Ameri- 
can. 

Farm Journal, Washington Square, Philadelphia, 
Penna. $5 and $1 for best letters on “The Oddest 
Thing I Saw In 1932.” 250 word limit. Closes 
January 9th, 1933. Address Odd Mention Editor, 
above. 

Hollywood Magazine, 1100 W. Broadway, Louis- 
ville, Ky. Conducting monthly contests which pay 
$50 in seven prizes. Necessary to see magazine to 
compete. (Not fan letters!) 

Screen Weekly, 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 
City. $5 weekly for best letter. Necessary to see 
magazine for letter topic. 

Pencil Points, 419 Fourth Avenue, New York 
City. $10 for best suggestion offered for their 
“Good Wrinkle Section.” Closes 15th of month. 

Poultry Tribune, Mount Morris, Illinois. Monthly 
letter contests paying cash prizes. Poultry subjects. 

Lavorice Company, Minneapolis, Minn. $20 in 
cash prizes—$10 to $1—for best statements of fifty 
words on “What you would say to your friends in 
recommending Lavoris.” Carton top to accompany 
entry. 

Illustrated Love Magazine, 55 Fifth Avenue, New 
York City. $10 for “Your Love Story.” Write an 
account of what actually happened from the time 
your romance began until its final culmination in 
wedding bells. Address My Own Love Story Edi- 
tor. Seems to be a monthly offer. 

Dream World, 1926 Broadway, New York. Sub- 
stantial cash prizes for solutions of heart problems. 
Also success letters. 

True Romances, 1926 Broadway, New York City. 
$55 in cash prizes for letters on “The Happiest 
Moment of my Life”; $20 in prizes for letters on 
“How to make Money at Home” and $30 in prizes 
for letters to the Charm Lady on her department 
—How it helped you, etc. Monthly contests. Sug- 
gest contestants read the winning letters to get 
slant. All prize letters are published in the maga- 
zine. 

Movie Classic, 1501 Broadway, New York City. 
$20, $10 and $5 monthly for the three best fan 
letters submitted. 

Miscellaneous 

Bunk, 155 East 44th Street, New York City. $225 
in cash—68 prizes—for four line jingles. Verse 

will not be returned. Don’t try this contest with- 
out seeing a sample verse in the magazine. Closes 
March 15, 1933. 

Burma Vita Company, 2019 Lake Street, Minne- 
apolis, Minn. $100 for ad-jingles on Burma Shave. 
Query for rules and details. 

Gilmore Oil Company, Ltd., 506 Union Insurance 
Building, Los Angeles, Calif. $5 each week and a 
grand monthly prize of $100 for best verses to 
“The Gilmore Song” (the longest song in the 
world). On the folder, which may be obtained from 
Gilmore dealers, are the music and a number of 
prize-winning verses. Eight lines are required, and 
metered to fit the music. Entries must be on the 
official blank, or accompanied by it. Open to all 
who live in territory served by the Company. 

Better Homes and Gardens, Des Moines, Iowa. 
A major contest paying a $1,000 first prize in a 
“More Beautiful America Contest.” Contest closes 
October Ist, 1934. Investigate it by writing the 
magazine. 

College Humor, 1050 N. La Salle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois. A number of prizes, with a ten dollar first, 
for titles to a picture appearing in the magazine. 
The titles are snappy sentences called “blurbs.” 

_College Life, 25 West 43rd Street, New York 
City. $25 each month for titles for the picture on 
the outside cover. Also a crossword puzzle contest. 

Judge, 18 East 48th Street, New York City. $10 
every issue for a humorous, original crossword 
puzzle. 

Life, 60 East 42nd Street, New York City. $20 
monthly in a clever “question” contest. 

Elks Magazine, 50 East 42nd Street, New York 
City. Cash prize for best crossword puzzle sub- 
mitted. Every issue. 

Verse 

The Step Ladder, 1223 East 53rd Street, Chicago, 
Illinois. Prizes for best poems. $100 (George Ster- 
ling Memorial Award) for best poem published in 
the magazine during the year. 

The Poet, Vernon at Arcade, St. Louis, Mo. 
(University Press). Monthly poetry magazine 
edited by John G. Hartwig. All poems published 
become eligible for the contests. The Jury of 
Awards makes the awards in = for the year 
preceding. Prizes: $100 first, $50 second, $25 third, 
$15 fourth and $10 fifth. Also a monthly prize 
of $5, 

Verse Craft, Emory University, Ga. Several 
contests with cash and other prizes for best poems 
published in the magazine. A Bi-Monthly edited 
by Wightman F. Melton. 

Expression, 76 Heights Road, Ridgewood, N. J. 
A poetry quarterly edited by James Gabelle. Con- 
tests announced in each issue. 

Fantasy, 950 Heberton Avenue, Pittsburg, Penna. 
$5 each issue for best poem on an announced sub- 
ject. Stanley Dehler Mayer is editor. 
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Plots From The Love Lorn 
Columns 

By Minna Barpon 

OU probably know honest-to-goodness 
writers who wouldn’t be caught read- 

ing a love-lorn column in the news- 

paper. You know others who say disdain- 
fully: “Those letters are faked. Why, I 

wouldn’t write letters like that to a stranger, 

asking for advice. Would you?” 

But the letters aren’t faked. I’ve seen 
stacks of them myself. Pitiful stacks. 
Scrawls on tinted notepaper from the five- 
and-ten cent store. Painfully awkward lines 
on ruled tablet paper. 

Writers who ignore love-lorn columns 
when they hunt for story material are miss- 
ing good stuff. 

If you write, as I do, for the reader of 
pulp paper love stories, then you want to 
know the love problems of the girls for 
whom you write your stories. If you know 
what their problems are, then it’s simpler for 

you to give them stories that will reach their 
hearts. 

Admitting that the letters in the love-lorn 

columns are authentic which they are, you 
may consider it heartless to make their prob- 
lems into fiction. I don’t think it is. The 
things that happen in these letters are things 
that happen in the lives of your readers. 

They are more or less universal problems 
done in terms of the love story reader. 

Some of the columns are silly and useless, 

of course, with problems and advice that are 
worthless from the writer’s point of view. 

But you’ll find some surprisingly interest- 
ing situation with some startlingly good ad- 
vice to help you in your fictionized solution 

of the problem. 
For instance a letter I read not so long 

ago needed very little change to make it into 
a real story that I sold to Love Story Maga- 

sine, 
Here was the letter: 
‘Dear Mrs. Evans: I am 23 years old and 

in love with a man 28. I have been going 
with him 15 months. 

He wants to marry me and I’m sure he 
loves me but still I hesitate. He is good to 
me, will take me anywhere I wish to go, and 
will get me anything I want... 

But here is my trouble. He has been mar- 
ried before. His wife died four years ago, 
leaving him with two babies .. . 

. When his wife first died, he nearly 
went crazy .. 

. He loves me but he still loves his wife 
and is grieving for her .. .” 

There. That was the letter. I’ve left out 
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a few things that aren’t important to our 
story. 

Let’s put into our story this girl who loves 
a man and the man who loves her but still 
grieves for a former lost love. Because 

we’re doing a pulp love story, let’s make her 
a dead fiancee instead of a dead wife. We'll 
open the story with the man proposing mar- 
riage to the girl but telling her at the same 
time that he can never love another woman 
quite as he loved this girl who died before 
the date of their wedding. He tells our 

heroine all about the other love affair. Love 
at first sight. After only a week the girl left 
for a trip abroad. She was to join her sister 

in Europe and afterwards to come back and 
marry the hero. But the ship was lost at sea 
—with the girl. 

The heroine loves the hero with all her 
heart. Some of the glamor is gone out of 
her love but still she loves him and she 

wants to marry him. Together they make 
their plans for the marriage and little by little 
her nearness drives away the memory of the 
girl who died and he seems happier in his 
new love than he had ever thought possible. 

Then, without warning, comes a catastro- 

phe. The dead girl’s sister comes to town 
and writes the hero asking him to See her. 
He meets her and finds his dead love come 
to life again, almost. The two sisters look 
alike, talk alike. He is infatuated with the 
sister and comes to the heroine and tells her 
about it. 

Bravely the heroine decides that his hap- 
piness comes first. If he loves this girl, she 
isn’t going to stand in his way. So she tells 
him that she, too, has lately been afraid that 
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they have made a mistake. She loves him— 
but there is another man whom she loves 
more. 

Here’s 
with it ? 

The heroine promises to go to a studio 

party that night and meet the girl and make 
friends with her. Then she looks around for 
a new dress and a new beau to help her face 

the music. She finds both. That beau isn’t 
really new. He’s just resurrected. A news- 
paper man who has been out of town for a 

while and has just stopped over for a short 
time. She tells him the story—all of it—and 
he agrees to go to the party with her and to 
help her pretend that she doesn’t really mind 
about the hero’s new love. 

But the new beau is no stranger to the 
hero’s new love and her dead sister. He has 

a letter from the sister, written immediately 

after she had met the hero. In the letter 
she mentions that she had met the hero and 
decided to marry him. He has money and 
will have more. The man she really loves— 
this new beau in our story—must say good- 
bye to her forever. 

In short, the dead sweetheart whom the 
hero had adored was nothing but a gold 
digger who wanted to marry him for his 
money and the sister to whom he had trans- 
ferred his love was another of the same kind. 

The new beau exposes the sister to the 
hero and the heroine, but the chivalrous 

heroine prevents him from spilling the whole 

story. She leaves the hero his illusions about 
his lost love, satisfied that she can make him 

so happy that the lost love will be only a 
sweet and poignant memory. 
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There’s a hectic scene at the end where the 
exposure takes place and the hero turns to 
the heroine for comfort and new happiness. 

The germ of the story lies in the letter I 
have quoted. 

LMOST every love-lorn column will 
A furnish at least one story. For ten 

years I’ve clipped every interesting 

one I’ve seen. You’d better do the same if 
you’re interested in writing for the pulps. 

Most of the letters I have are too long to 

quote in full but I’ll give you the substance 
of several of them and we'll see how we 
can work them into story plots. 

One girl writes in to ask, frankly, how she 
can get a husband, and the advice given her 
is to go where there are plenty of men and 

then use tactics of surprise on the one she 
likes. 

There’s a story for you. Mary wants to 
get married and all the boys around home 
are too used to her to do any proposing. Of 
course she’s interested in one of them. John, 

let’s call him — the boy next door. 
He likes her because he’s used to seeing 

her around—good old Mary who’s always 
handy when you can’t date anybody else. 

But Mary wants to be a glamorous lovely 
lady led to the altar in a mist of frosty white 

tulle instead of just good old Mary. 
So she buys herself a lot of new clothes, a 

railroad ticket and a lot of new determina- 
tion. In order to get John, she’s going to 
have to get somebody else too. 

She meets an attractive man who seems 
to like her. On impulse she tells him her 
story and he agrees to help her get John. 
Of course she could just use him without 
frankly telling him, but if you want to keep 
your reader’s sympathy for your heroine, 

you'd better let her be spunky enough to be 
frank. 

She goes back home plus the new deter- 
mination, the new clothes and the new beau. 

John, of course, sits up and takes notice. So 
do a few of the other boys, now that the 
new beau has started something. 

In the end, instead of marrying John, 
Mary loses interest in him. Somehow the 
new beau has ousted the old ones from her 
heart. Of course the new beau has loved her 
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all the time and only agreed to the plot in 
the first place in order to see more of Mary 
and make her realize that she liked him 
better than she liked John. 

That’s a perfectly simple plot, as obvious 
as possible. Yet you and I have seen ver- 

sions of it used at various times in dozens of 
stories in slick paper as well as pulp paper 
magazines. Yet it crops up again and again 
in love-lorn columns. Anything that happens 
this often can be told rather often—if you’re 

careful to give it a new twist each time. 

, \NHERE’S another letter about a girl 
who started to correspond with an un- 
known boy who was a friend of a 

friend of hers. His letters are interesting 
and month by month they get more and more 

thrilling. Soon the letters on both sides are 
exciting love letters. Photographs are ex- 
changed. The girl finds herself dreaming 
about this wonderful man who loves her 
enough to write her such marvelous letters. 

Then he comes to see her. He’s—terrible! 
Worse than anything you can imagine. His 
letters may be wonderful, but he is impossi- 
ble. And he loves her just as much when he 
sees her as he did before. What is she going 
to do about it? 

That’s the end of your letter and the be- 
ginning of your story. 

Anne, your heroine, has been going with 
Bob for ages but thinks that he’s not really 
romantic enough to marry. Her idea of ro- 
mance, she tells him, is a man with the soul 

of a poet, etc. One day when he leaves her 
house, he drops a letter from a man far away 
—an old friend of his who mentions how 
lonely he is and says how much he wishes 
he knew some girls who would write to him. 
Of course, Anne sits down and writes to this 
man—George. A romantic correspondence 
follows, just as in the love-lorn column let- 

ter. 
All the time Bob hangs around, steady and 

reliable, but as dull as ditch water beside the 
romance of these wonderful letters from 
George. 

Then comes George—straight from the 
wilds of this lonely spot to which Anne had 

addressed the letters. 
He is impossible—and he loves her and 



tells her so. She is afraid to say that she 
doesn’t care for him because she has written 
him all of these foolish letters in answer to 
his romantic ones. So she submits to an 

engagement, to the horror of her friends 
and family and puts as brave a face on the 
affair as possible. 

But Bob comes in one day to find her 

weeping and she sobs in his arms telling him 
all her troubles. Then he tells her the truth. 
It was all a put-up job. He wrote the letters 
himself and George is a friend of his who is 
in his confidence and who helped him with 
the posting of the mail. 

Bob takes the letters that Anne wrote to 
George out of his pocket and gives them to 
her. “I had hoped,” he tells her, “one day I 
eould tell you that those letters I wrote you 
were sincere and from my heart. I can’t tell 

you of my love in a romantic way in words, 
so I tried to put it all on paper. Now you'll 
never really know how much I love you. 
You'll never believe me. You'll never want 
to say to me the things that you said to 
George in answer to my letters.” 

But a revelation has come to Anne. She 
knows now why George in person was such 

a disappointment to her. The letters sounded 
like Bob, and it was Bob whom she loved 
without realizing it. 

“Wait a minute, Bob,” she calls after him. 
As he turns back she holds out the letters— 
the romantic letters telling how she loved 
the man who had written so beautifully to 
her. “Wait a minute, Bob,” she says. “Here 
is Something that belongs to you. The letters. 
I wrote them for you.” 

Of course this is only a framework but it 
shows you how a letter can be woven into a 
plot without really adding any important 
details to it. 

A good test for yourself is to take love- 
lorn letters out of several successive issues 
of a paper and make a plot out of each of 

them just to see how you do it. For practice! 
You don’t have to make a real story out of 
each although sometimes when you finish 
plotting you just can’t help writing the 
story—it will clamor to be written. 

But you will learn that the writer of each 
of these letters is facing a problem that will 
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be interesting to the reader of your pulp 
paper magazine if you can only get the right 
angle on the plot. Try the simplest method 
first—plotting the story just as the situation 
is in the letter and solving your problem just 
as the writer is advised to solve it in the 
column. 

Darn it, as I sit here with seven editorial 

assignments in my typewriter desk, with two 
checks in the day’s mail, with a hundred fan 
letters coming in every week, with a dozen 
open markets to all my available work, I fer- 

vently wish that I could reach out and husk- 
ily shake about 99 per cent of all the writers 

who will read this. Sure, you read my ar- 
ticles, and write me that you like them. You 
tell me I know my stuff. But when I tell 
you to do that which has brought me suc- 
cess, and when that thing embodies even a 
little work, I know deuced well you won’t 

do it. 

Yet, if there’s a single writer or a hundred 
writers reading this article who will study 
the lovelorn columns for the next year, day 
in and day out, making up plots in his mind 
for every love-lorn letter he reads, I know 

that writer or writers will definitely be a 
skilled professional plot builder at the end 
of that time, the kind of writer to whom an 
editor can say, as one did to me today over 
long distance: “Minna, I gotta hole in my 
book. Send me 6,000 words air. mail off a 
boy and girl triangle. If you disappoint me 
babe, I’m cooked. Get (It’s impossible to re- 
sent any Editor’s love of trade slanguage. If 

,% 
you do, they blubber) goin’. 

A publisher once told me, when I asked 
him why there were relatively so few pub- 
lishers, this sage reply: There’s a lot of drug 
stores, young lady; one on almost every cor- 
ner. That means running a drug store can’t 
be an awfully hard business. But there’s 
mighty few publishers. Only a few in each 
city. It takes a lot of guts to be a publisher. 
You have to know how to lose and to come 

back for more. You have to know how to 
take it. That’s why there are so relatively 
few of us.” And I suppose that’s why there 
are so few professional writers. We have 
to know how to work, not only hard but con- 
sistently; training ourselves over a long 
period of time to be observant and alert. 



The Health Science Article 
by Don CHALMERS Lyons 

Each month Wrirer’s Dicest covers a different fleld of 
magazines in a careful, reliable, analytical article written 
by a writer who contributed to three or more magazines 
in that fleld. 

HE field covered by the health science 

article is a wide one and holds gener- 

ous rewards for those who aim their 
literary efforts in that direction. It is not 

over-crowded with writers, possibly because 

there are few who seem to succeed in mak- 
ing their material attractive enough to inter- 

est the editor and reader. Magazines are sel- 

dom overstocked with this type of article, 
because much of it is of a timely nature 

which they do not buy in advance. Profes- 
sional education is not an essential. The im- 
portant basic factor is ability to take facts 

and present them in an interesting way. 

The first requirement of the health science 
article is an objective. The writer should 

ask himself or herself, “Why am I writing 
this article?” “What am I trying to commu- 
nicate to my readers?” After these questions 

the writer must decide what audience is to 
be reached. If the audience is to be made up 

of the readers of nurses’ magazines, of school 
teachers, etc., one uses different language 
from that which one uses for the average 

lay reader who may be mentally or physi- 

cally weary, of very average intelligence, 
looking for a thrill in every sentence. After 

these factors are decided the writer of this 
article must determine how his facts are to 
be presented, in other words the writer has 

a folio of facts concerning the case; which 
of these facts can be used and how. 

The second requirement is to use facts 

that tell the truth. One must marshal a body 
of facts which even though they might be 
disputed, cannot be disproved. The reading 
public takes a rather malicious pleasure in 
disputing statements and telling editors about 

it. They often become very indignant about 
their beliefs. Therefore it behooves the 
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writer of this material to do two things, 

(1) always qualify his statements unless he 
is such a great authority that his word is a 

law unto itself, (2) always be able to back 
his statements with—‘“so and so finds that 

this is a fact”—“my authority for this state- 
ment can be found in this or that document 

or publication.” 
Authorities may be mentioned in such 

articles to give them an authentic back- 

ground, but only in an anecdotal way. For 
example one might tell of the discovery 
made by Professor X, who found that such 

and such toothpaste caused him great dis- 
comfort and caused his lips to swell, but the 
telling should be confined to a story of how 
his family teased him about his swollen lips, 
how they eventually suffered the same dis- 

comfort until he had found the cause (this 
incident is reported in medical journals). 

The fact could be worked into an article on 

the relation of cosmetics to health, one of the 

personality value of clean teeth and so on. 
It is not enough to have something to tell 

the reader, he must be made to want to hear 
what you have to say. In other words he 
must be made curious and interested. The 
third cardinal factor in the health science 
article, therefore might be called human in- 
terest. Some years ago when the author had 
sent his first article to Physical Culture, it 

was returned with a letter from the editor, 
who was then H. A. Keller. He gave some 
very good advice in that letter, which when 
followed resulted in a number of accept- 
ances. One paragraph in particular gave in 

a few words the essence of the requirements 

of the health science article and also ex- 
plained many failures. He stated, “The 

difficulty with your article seems to be that 
your style, your diction, is technical. Mate- 

ola 



rial for publication, certainly for this maga- 
zine should have the saving grace of a human 
note running throughout. This human note 

is achieved by introducing personal anecdote 
and experience, and case history, and in gen- 
eral getting around the use of technical and 

esoteric terms.” 

So many writers of this material seem to 
forget that their audience knows nothing 
about the subject at hand, nothing of the 
scientific terminology, or the technical back- 
ground, and they don’t want to know it. In- 

struction with amusement is their war cry. 
A judicious use of narrative and some fiction 
is needed to brighten the material. The 

average reader must be told this story in 

terms which are as understandable as those 
used by the teacher who is teaching the 
A-B-C’s to her children. 

OME time ago a famous philosopher 

told a group of students at an Honors 

Convocation that the man who could explain 

his subject to the scientists in their language 
would be well thought of; and if the same 

man could tell the same thing to a group of 
college students and interest them, he would 
be well known; but the man who could tell 

it to the scientists, to the students, and also 
tell it in an interesting way to the group in 

the basement of the cross-roads church, 
would be famous and world-wide known. 

The same is true of the health science 

article writer. The average physician, den- 
tist, or health worker fails as a writer of this 
type of article because of his inability to 
talk down, to his reader. From that stand- 

point the general lay writer has the advan- 
tage over the professional man because he 
has the ability to take dry health facts and 
give them sparkling wit and humor, and the 
needed hypodermic injection of life. 

There are many sources of this material. 
Mrs. Jones, the neighbor on the right, may 
have found that her family does not suffer 

from colds any more because she does not 

permit her house to become too dry or hot. 
Mrs. Smith on the left has solved the old 
problem of making her children eat every- 
thing placed before them. The world would 
like to know how she did it. The evening 
paper gives many hints for articles; for ex- 
ample an item telling of a group of children 
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who went on a weinie roast and became sick 

was the basis of an article, “Plants that 
Many Should Avoid” (All Outdoors). A 
friend over the bridge table told how she 
avoided stomach distress by cooking foods 
in a certain way led to, “Control of Diges- 
tion,” etc., which appeared in American 
Cookery, and so on. 

Markets for this material are many, the 

following being a comprehensive list of those 
accepting these articles more specifically than 
general magazines which also are good mar- 
kets for articles meeting their requirements. 

American Cookery, 221 Columbus Avenue, Bos- 
ton, Mass., is edited by R. B. Hall. This magazine 
was formerly the Boston Cooking School magazine 
and can be found in the homes of thcse women 
who are interested in fine cooking. Health articles 
which are linked up with foods find a market here. 
They must have an authoritative basis. Human in- 
terest is not as important as truth and fact. As 
the editor stated on one occasion, “I wish there 
was more detail and a fuller discussion,” these 
points are to be considered in manuscripts aimed 
at this market. 
American Childhood, 120 E. 16th Street, New 

York City and edited by Carolyn Sherwin Bailey, 
takes articles ranging from 1,600 to 2,000 words in 
length. This magazine wants material which fur- 
nishes practical help for the mothers of children 
who are of a pre-school age; that is, up to five or 
six years. Articles dealing with methods of health 
control of the nursery child, home discipline, use 
of time and material, etc., are the sort which find 
a market here. 

The American Journal of Nursing, 120 E. 16th 
Street, New York, and the Trained Nurse and 
Hospital Review, 468 Fourth Avenue, New York, 
are edited by two friendly editors, namely, Mary 
M. Roberts and Meta Pennock, who take time to 
write long letters to the authors of material sub- 
mitted to them if it comes near filling their require- 
ments. Their suggestions are almost outlines of ar- 
ticles, and when followed almost always meet ac- 
ceptance. Both magazines want material of inter- 
est to the nurse which can be of a practical value 
to her personally or in her work. Their space limits 
run from 1,500 to 2,000 words, but they want the 
material under discussion fully covered, but un- 
derstandably so. 

Babies: Just Babies, 1926 Broadway, is a pro- 
jected McFadden publication, with Mrs. Franklin 
D. Roosevelt as editor. This magazine is a cross 
between Parents Magazine and Physical Culture, 
with a mixture of American Childhood. Material 
covering child health and guidance will be desired. 

There is another publication called Babies, pub- 
lished by the Matthews Co., 685 Mullett Street, 
Detroit, Michigan, and edited by Jessica Ayer Hay, 
which furnished a good market for health science 
material slanted to the use of certain dairy prod- 
ucts and foods in the care of child health. 1,000- 
1,500 is the word limit. 

Child Welfare, 1201 16th Street, N. W., Wash- 
ington, D. C., is edited by Martha Sprague Mason 
and is the national publication of the parent-teach- 
er associations. This magazine, which goes into 
the homes of the parents of school children, uses 
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material which deals with the welfare and health 
of these children. The articles must be of a prac- 
tical nature, written from a practical standpoint, 
of the home and school efforts, experiments, and 
results of parents and teachers in guiding children 
to better health, conduct, and normalcy. Articles 
ranging in length up to 2,000 words are welcomed. 

Civic Health, Matthews Publishing Co., 685 Mul- 
lett Street, Detroit, Michigan, is edited by Jessica 
Ayer Hay. The magazine deals practically with 
material linking health and milk products. As the 
editor said in a letter, “discussing the newer dis- 
coveries and practices in health education as linked 
with pasteurized milk.” The word limits are from 
1,000 to 1,500 

_Forecast is mentioned elsewhere in this maga- 
zine, as is Parents Magazine. 
Home Digest, published at 1235 Book Building, 

Detroit, Michigan, and edited by W. D. Roy, uses 
articles from 800 to 1,400 words in length. This 
magazine likes lots of human interest in its mate- 
rial to the point where it is almost fiction. Inter- 
views with famous people or celebrities concerning 
their viewpoints relating to health and food are 
welcomed. 

Home Topics is published by the Huffman Print- 
ing Co., at Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin, and edited 
by Mary M. Kaudy. This company prints several 
magazines which are bought by electrical com- 
panies, utilities, and milk companies and distributed 
to their customers. Articles are desired which link 
health to these commodities. 

Hygeia, 535 N. Dearborn Street, Chicago, IIl., 
is edited by Morris Fishbein, M. D., and sponsored 
by the American Medical Association. This maga- 
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zine stands very high in the field of public health 
education, and its articles are used as standards in 
many schools and groups. All sorts of material 
dealing with health is used; stories, juvenile plays, 
verse, articles concerning all phases of health 
science, articles dealing with famous men of health 
science, and pictures concerning this field. 
Mothers Journal, 4 West 51st Street, New York, 

uses articles up to 2,500 words in length. Care of 
infants and children under seven are desired. 

Oral Hygiene, 1117 Wolfendale Street, Pitts- 
burgh, Pa., is edited by Arthur G. Smith. Dr. 
Smith took the editorial chair the first of Septem- 
ber and so his editorial policies have not been es- 
tablished as yet, but one does not expect many 
changes over the established policy of the magazine 
which goes to every dentist in this country and 
many others, as well as to many lay individuals. 
This magazine uses articles on health science, par- 
ticularly dealing with dental health or its branches. 
Articles dealing with the reactions of the public 
in the dental office or to dental practices are wel- 
come. The best lengths are from 1,000 to 2,000. 

Physical Culture, a McFadden publication of 1926 
Broadway, New York City, is edited by Harry 
Payne Burton. Word limits from 3,000 to 4,000. 
This magazine is one of the pioneers in the health 
science field and has always welcomed contribu- 
tions from the amateur writer. Their editorial pol- 
icy to help those who have something of interest 
to present. A wide range of health science articles 
are used, but one must in general avoid the sug- 
gestion of the use of medicines. Recovery of health, 
prevention of illness, and health preservation by 
natural means are desired. Lots of human interest 
necessary. 

Canadian Markets 
by MiLton CRONENBERG 

UST now, with the Canadian dollar al- 

most back to normal, and the Canadian 

magazines doing their utmost to in- 

crease circulation or prevent their present 

circulation from slumping, writers who 
know something about the market in Canada 
have a good chance of increasing their in- 
comes. 

Naturally, a certain percentage of material 
used, especially articles, must have at least 
a semblance of Canadian “atmosphere.” A 
few magazines, though, take material that 
has been printed before in the United States, 
providing it has never appeared in any Cana- 
dian publication. In these cases by selling 

stuff twice a writer can earn so much extra 
money. An opportunity that knocks very 
faintly these days. 

The Toronto Star Weekly, 80 King Street, West, 
Toronto, is one paper that accepts second run ma- 
terial, both articles and stories. According to the 
editor, J. H. Cranston, “The Star Weekly is look- 
ing for stories in the fiction line which are full of 
action and which furnish opportunity for striking 
illustrations.” If the setting is Canadian all the 
better, although this paper uses stories with setting 
located in all parts of the world. Short shorts, 
long yarns up to 4,500 words, and serials are all 
acceptable. Incidentally, “cute” love stories with 
a dash of adventure—somewhat of the Collier’s 
type—find a ready market here. Mystery and de- 
tective stories are also used. — with over- 
developed sex themes are not wante d. 

“Articles may range in length from 1,500 to 2,500 
words and must be capable of good action illustra- 
tions.” Humorous articles, short sketches of fa- 
mous people, exciting adventures and accounts of 
strange or weird customs in other lands are favor- 
ably received. Nothing dry or pedantic, though. 
The primary purpose of this paper is to entertain, 
so use your judgment when sending in scripts. No 
poetry. Pays three-quarters of a cent a word at 
the end of the month of acceptance. 

J. L. Rutledge, editor of The Canadian Maga- 



sine, 347 Adelaide Street, West, Toronto, states 
that he is looking for stories of about 4,000 words, 
preferably young love stories, stories of domestic 
incident, or stories with a business background. 
There is a slight preference for love stories from 
what I can judge by a survey of the magazine. 
If you have a slick love story with a handsome 
hero, a beautiful heroine, and an interesting plot 
(which doesn’t have to be too original providing 
it is handled in a proficient manner) you should 
sell here. Characters should revolve in that magic 
circle where financial worries never enter. The 
setting can be anywhere. Here is some further in- 
formation supplied by the editor: 
“We would not want to use fiction that had ap- 

peared in magazines with a large circulation in 
Canada, but the appearance of a story in an Ameri- 
can magazine with a limited circulation in Canada 
would not prejudice us against it. Our serial re- 
quirements are very limited so we are not anxious 
to consider them. The same applies to poetry. 
Articles to be in our field must deal either directly 
or indirectly with Canada. We do not want the 
article of the Canadian who has made a great suc- 
cess in the United States. We would be more in- 
terested in the story of an American who had a 
stake in Canada and who made a success here.” 

Payment is approximately one cent a word, on 
publication. The magazine expects shortly to re- 
turn to its former policy of paying on acceptance. 

ACLEAN’S MAGAZINE, 149 University Avenue, 
Toronto, is buying brightly written love 

stories, and others which come within the field of 
a general popular magazine. All material here must 
have at least a little Canadian background, and the 
more the better. If you dwell too much on the 
effects of the depression, or your story has an un- 
happy ending don’t expect to sell to Maclean’s. As 
the editor, H. Napier Moore, says, “We are not 
interested in any story that is grey in tone. We 
feel that people have enough to be doleful about 
without finding extra grief in their popular maga- 
zines.” 

Stories are your best bet here, just now, as this 
book is overloaded with articles until the end of 
the year. From January, 1933, however, short, 
snappy articles dealing with Canadian development 
in all fields will be in demand. Long articles, ex- 
cept in special cases, will have very little chance 
of selling. No serious poetry is wanted, but non- 
sense rhymes or verse is used in the “Wit and 
Wisdom” department. First rights for all mate- 
rial or simultaneous publication in United States 
and Canada is required by this magazine. Payment 
on acceptance at good rates, varying according to 
material accepted. 
A magazine that began thirty-two years ago as 

The Western Home Monthly, exclusively circulat- 
ing in the Western provinces of Canada, has, with 
the October number, “gone national” and will hence- 
forth be known as The National Home Monthly, 
with the largest circulation of any magazine in 
Canada. The editorial offices are in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, and the editor is L. E. Bromwell. 

HE Nationa, Home MonrS_ty is interested in 
stories of 4,000 to 7,000 words. Settings and 

characters can be from any country, and stories 
with an American background are readily accept- 
able. This also applies to serials of approximately 
30,000 to 40,000 words. From an analysis of the 
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11 West 42nd Street 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
on MANUSCRIPT CRITICISM 

If you are not completely satisfied with the 
constructive, specific, and detailed criticism 
I give you, a simple request will bring a 
prompt and unquestioning refund. 

Rates: 50c per thousand words. 

Minimum charge $3.00. No plays or verse. 
If I do not think criticism will help you, your 
remittance will be refunded minus a charge 
of 50c for reading and brief comment. 

Remittance must accompany manuscript. 

ROBERT SMITH 
New York, N. Y. 

Route 2—Box 11 

ONE FREE SUBMISSION 
of any manuscript typed by NORTHWESTERN TYP- 
ING SERVICE. Rates are 50c each 1,000 words, one 
carbon copy included. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
ANALYZING and GRADING at 30c a 1,000 words. 
We do not type hopelessly unavailable stuff. Write for 
particulars. 

NORTHWESTERN TYPING SERVICE 
Garrison, North Dakota 

2701 Easton Drive 

TO IMPRESS EDITORS 

manuscripts should be neatly arranged and type- 
written. Are yours? I will type your scripts neatly 
and accurately at 60c per thousand words; with nec- 
essary corrections, $1.25 per thousand words. Poetry, 
four cents per line: manuscript marketing, $3.00. 

DOROTHY L. YOUNG 
Burlingame, Calif. 

Short... 
Short Stories 

| have a client who is in the market 
for about fifty short, short stories. 

He prefers those actually rejected 
by either Liberty or Collier's. So in- 
close your rejection slip if you have 
saved it. 

Decision will be prompt and pay- 
ment liberal ieeniia altogether on 
the quality of the yarn. 

Pin a dollar bill to each manuscript 
submitted (| cannot wade through 
drivel) and enclose a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope. 

If unavailable your manuscript will 
be returned together with free criti- 
cism, suggesting how it can be made 
to conform with my client's require- 
ments. 

Daniel Ryerson 
510 WEST GARFIELD BLVD. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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CRITICISM—ONE DOLLAR 
by a consulting literary critic, associate magazine editor, and 
educator of recognized ability. My analytical letters of detailed 
eriticism are unconditionally guaranteed to give you concrete, 
explicit revision instructions and market suggestions or your 
dollar refunded. Send your rejected manuscripts, any length, 
with return postage, and learn why my clients tell me: ‘Mr. 
Nathale, you have started me on the road to creative success!’ 

N. RALPH NATHALE 
Studio 101, 814 44th Avenue, San Francisco, Calif. 

WE NEED MANUSCRIPTS 
The past month has brought numerous requests from editors ask- 
ing for new stories. Perhaps you have a story they could use. 
If your story is salable we can sell it for you. We also offer a 
complete service for writers: Collaboration, $1.00 per 1,000 
words; Criticism, 75¢ per 1,000 words; Typing, 40c per 1,000 
words. 10% commission on all work sold. $1.00 reading fee 
must accompany each manuscript submitted for marketing only. 
We invite inquiries. 

EDWARD H. FARNHAM & ASSOCIATES 

505 Rice Building 10 High Street Boston, Mass. 

ANUSCRIPTS WANTED 
1000 WORDS AND UP. NO CHARGE 
Unless we publish and sell it on a roy- 

alty. Is this fair? Tell us what you have. 

ECONOMY PUBLISHERS 
1706 Tacoma Ave., So. Tacoma, Wash. 

COLLEGE GRADUATE 
Will type your manuscripts neatly and accurately 
for 30c a thousand words, without corrections. With 
grammatical corrections, 40c a thousand words. 
Carbon copy included. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Jokes and poems one-half cent a line. 

MINNIE L. BATES 
R. D. 2, Fayetteville, N. Y. 

SEE THE LIGHT, WRITER! 
Send any Short Story with $1 and 10c postage for 
expert analysis by capable critic. Wiil market for 
10% if suitable, and refund $1 if sold. Also, will 
revise free if merited. 

Get the help you need, here, NOW! 

CHARLES P. GORDON 
Box D-148 Dante, Virginia 

October issue I find there are five stories, includ- 
ing one serial. The serial is of the “murder, de- 
tective” variety. Here is the recipe: Take a mys- 
terious lonely house in_the valley of the Selkirk 
Mountains in British Columbia, add the body of 
a woman found killed by a blow on the head, let 
boil for a thousand words or so, then add the hero 
who finds the body and is accused of the murder. 
Stir slowly, pour in a dash of girl in love with 
the hero and shake well. You have all the require- 
ments for an entertaining serial in The National 
Home Monthly! 

Of the four short stories, the first is a sophisti- 
cated love yarn in a New York setting, with a 
hero who is not described and a heroine who is 
“small and slender and dark, with wavy, blue- 
black hair and blue-black eyes, and a complexion 
like white velvet.” The second is a historical drama 
of Hudson Bay in 1704 with a sufficient amount of 
love interest. The third story is an excellent dra- 
matic yarn of a gunman fleeing from justice in the 
snow-covered North, somewhere near Alaska. 
(No humor, woman or love in this one.) And the 
last is a skillful saga of a “semi-bull terrier” with 
a fighting heart. The setting for this story is also 
in the Northern woods. Distinctly a man’s story. 

As for articles, anything of general interest has 
a chance here, as the magazine does not confine it- 
self to Canadian subjects. Articles and stories that 
have appeared in American magazines with a large 
circulation in Canada cannot be accepted. A little 
poetry is used. Payment at various rates either on 
acceptance or on publication according to the ma- 
terial. 

HE foremost magazine for women in Canada, 
The Chatelaine, 153 University Avenue, Toron- 

to, Byrne Hope Sanders, editor, is interested in well 
written stories and articles that are up to the min- 
ute in interest. They must all, of course, have the 
woman’s angle. Stories may be laid in any part of 
the world, and should run between 4,000 and 5,000 
words. The throbbing emotional story is the type 
most used—stories that are “poignantly human” 
(with love or marriage the basic ingredient), and 

__tug at the heart-strings. Articles should be short 

"l received the check for my story.""—N. N. 

“This detailed criticism was just what | needed. 

1,000 words; lower 

se!ling. Book fee refunded on sale. 

65 FIFTH AVENUE 

WRITERS! Sell Your Stories 
are next door to the largest world market for stories—in direct contact with publishers. We need 

E si types of fiction for editorial requirements. 
wi us your manuscripts—we sell them or fell you why. 

IF you are selling, let us expand your market. If you have not sold, get started now. Intelligent, sea- 
soned advice, directed efforts—not luck—mean sales. Our professional, annotated criticisms increase 

the placement chances of your manuscripts. Read some of the numerous appreciations: 

"Your letter bristles with facts needed to produce marketable work . 
1 can't tell you how inact as “appreciate e. 

“Your criticism of my manuscript—was worth more than it cost me. . ."—W. C. D. 

TRY USI We help you open the editor's door! Get personal editorial cundiieretion for scripts after 
the effort you've put into them. Don't market haphazardly x. write blindly. Send us your 

short stories, novelettes, serials, books—WE SELL THEM OR TELL YOU WHY! 

For this ———s service, including revisions, the fee is exceedingly low—60 cents a 
ee for longer material and books; two dollars minimum for any 

single manuscript; authorized commission on sale only. Fee is waived after you start 

PUBLISHERS’ AGENCY 
Manuscript Placement for Authors 

Editors are looking for new material, new authors. 

-"'—E, M.M. 

NEW YORK CITY 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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and of immediate interest to women. Discourses 
on political situations and international affairs are 
not wanted. Articles in the lastest issue of The 
Chatelaine deal with the art of “making up,” the 
influence of the depression on French clothes de- 
signers, a debate on the sudden change of char- 
acter in men and women after marriage, and so 
on. This will give you an idea of what is required. 

At the present time the magazine is featuring 
Canadian writers, but writers in the United States, 
whether Canadian or not should be able to sell 
here providing they write according to The Chate- 
laine’s specifications. For the most part, the more 
Canadian the “atmosphere” of the story or article, 
the better chance you have of selling. First rights 
wanted for all material. Payment on publication. 
Good rates. 

Canadian Homes and Gardens and Mayfair, both 
at 153 University Avenue, Toronto, are pretty well 
stocked up for the present, but by next March will 
be paying one cent a word for material on publica- 
tion, so J. H. Hodgins, editor of the magazine, 
states. Canadian Homes and Gardens, as its name 
suggests, uses photographs and drawings of beau- 
tiful gardens and homes, and articles on the fur- 
nishing and decorating of homes and_ gardens. 
“Written material should be 100 per cent Canadian.” 
Stories are chiefly done on assignment, though an 
occasional free lance contribution is accepted if it 
suits the editor. Mayfair is somewhat a Canadian 
replica of Vanity Fair. “Pictures about Canadian 
smart society, fashions, and sports” are accepted 
here. “Again, only 100 per cent Canadian copy” is 
wanted. Articles and stories for this magazine 
should be written with the sophisticated air that 
distinguishes its American contemporary. Writers 
who know their Canada well should be able to 
place material in either one or both of these pub- 
lications. 

RIDLE & Goirer, 350 Bay Street, Toronto, 
is a class publication similar to Spur, Town 

and Country, and The Sportsman. In fact, as the 
editor, J. Lewis Brown tells me, Bridle & Golfer 
“attempts to embody a combination of these three 
United States publications.” The magazine uses 
articles dealing with the various sports and recrea- 
tions that have a social background, such as polo, 
golf, hunting, and swimming. Articles on travel, 
art, and music are also wanted. Interesting and 
artistic photographs to illustrate articles are used. 
Material does not have to be Canadian in tone, as 
this publication caters to the cosmopolitan. Some 
poetry is used, but payment is not made for poetry 
of any kind. Articles are paid for at the rate of 
one cent a word, on publication, and only original 
manuscripts are accepted. 

Here’s another break for Canadians. C. Gordon- 
smith, editor of The Family Herald and Weekly 
Star, Montreal, writes me that the policy of his 
paper is to encourage Canadian writers in every 
way possible. Young Canadian writers are wel- 
comed. Short stories are wanted not exceeding 
3,000 words. They can be of almost any type— 
business, love, adventure, mystery, etc. Action can 
take place anywhere, but if the hero (or heroine) is 
a Canadian you have a better chance of selling. 
(This does not exclude American writers from sub- 
mitting manuscripts. By the simple expedient of 
changing the hero’s nationality from American to 
Canadian, and, of course, making corresponding 
changes in the script, you can send in the story, 
even if it has previously been printed in the United 
States, providing it hasn’t had a large circulation 
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PREA........ 
try a NOISELESS! 

USHED asa whisper— 

that’s the new Reming- 

ton Noiseless Portable type- 

writer. Use it at home, on 

the train, in the hotel 

without disturbing others. 
Feather-light touch. Swift 

carriage return. Clean cut 

carbons. A machine every 

writer should own. New 

model greatly reduced. On 

terms, only $5 down and $5 

a month. Mail coupon for 

free trial. 

Typewriter Division of 

Remington Rand 
Buffalo, N. Y. 

Tell me more about this Remington Noiseless 
Free Trial Offer. 

Name... 

Address 
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CAUGHT SHORT! 
on Short Shorts! 

Positively editors are urgently requesting me to 
send them this much sought type . ALSO 
OTHER LENGTHS. (As _— as three unsolicited 
editorial requests in a day) AND I AM SELLING 
FOR CLIENTS! “Salability” revision a specialty. 
Journalism graduate, Univ. of IIl., 100 personal 
sales, short shorts short stories, articles and novel- 
ette length. BENEFIT by my “through the-mill” 
experience and established markets! I deal in prac- 
ticalities that lead to the sale of YOUR STORIES! 
To prove it: 

ANY LENGTH TO ME IN JANUARY (the last 
month at this rate) ONLY $1! 

JOHN T. KIERAN 
1428 Walnut St. Danville, Ill. 

YOUR SONG 
May Have a Chance in Hollywood 

We handle and publish theme songs and concert ma- 
terial, and are in constant touch with the movie 
market. Information furnished on request; please 
include postage with all inquiries, poems, or songs 
submitted. 

SAUNDERS PUBLICATIONS 
5617 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Cal. 

Writer’s DIGEST 

Member, Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce 

COMPOSERS music! 
BRILLIANT OPPORTUNITY! 

WRITE 
IMMEDIATELY 

BURRELL VAN BUREN 
1023 McCLURG BUILDING 

* SONGWRITERS! 
Submit your songs or poems for free 
examination and advice. Free booklet 
by America’s best known arranger 
and composer. Write for it now. 

STAN TUCKER, 707, New York crrv 

SONG WRITERS 
m Substantial Advance Royalties are paid 
3 writers of songs found acceptable by 

publishers. Send us your best songs 
or poems for free examination and ad- 
vice. Past experience unnecessary. We 
compose or arrange music and secure 
copyrights. Writetoday for free booklet. 

EERIE Newcomer Associates, 1674R broadway, New York 

SONGS fo: TALEING 
5 Songs Just Placed 

FOR PUBLICATION AND IN TALKING PICTURES— 
8 with one of the largest Music Publishers in the country—- 
another being brosdcast over NBC 
WORKS and 
Coast. THAT THE THRILL WE 
CLIENTS. YOU may be iy as capable of writing accept- 
able songs. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose musis 
to phe to your musie, secure U. 8. copy- 
right, pesadenss over the radio. Our ite Dept. 
submits to Music Publishers. an os Hollywood Pict Studios. 
WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOK giving full details of 
the most complete and practical song service ever offered. 

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE 
633 Meyer Bi Western Ave. and Sierra Vista 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

CHICAGO 

MADE 4HZMA XOOW ZMZ 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

here.) “Articles can bear on any subject about 
which the writer has special information and the 
gift to express it.” They should be short, about 
the same length as stories, or not much longer. 
Serials cannot be used. “Good pictures accompany- 
ing articles will always be an added inducement 
towards acceptance.” Fair rates, on publication. 

The Canadian Home Journal, 73 Richmond 
Street, West, editor C. Wilma Tait, is in the 
market for short stories from 3,000 to 5,000 words, 
short shorts up to 2,000, and serials up to 80,000 
words. Stories should be written to appeal to 
women. (This magazine is something like The 
Ladies Home Journal), but setting can be any- 
where, and characters of any nationality. Stories 
are wanted that are real and genuine rather than 
flippant and clever. Short shorts should have drama 
and “punch.” Romantic historical fiction has a 
good chance of selling here. All material should be 
capable of being attractively illustrated. Articles 
are wanted dealing with the various ramifications 
of feminine interest. 
about 2,500 to 3,000 words, and written in an in- 
teresting manner. Only first run material accepted. 
Payment is made (on acceptance) according to the 
value of the material, and by agreement with the 
author. Rates are good 

Contest Winners 

(Continued from page 9) 

18. G. W. H. Davis 
California. 

19. Frank Morgan Mercer 
Los Angeles, California. 

20. W. D. Simpson 
South Carolina. 

21. M.S. Sandoz 
Lincoln, Nebr. 

22. A. Palmer Baker 
St. Paul, Minn. 

23. W. E. Cooper 
Georgia. 

24. E. W. Chamberlain 
Washington. 

25. Eugene F. Kinkead, Jr. 
New York City. 

26. H. F. Hamill 
Illinois. 

27. Stanley Olmsted 
Virginia. 

28. Charlotte Tschientschy 
Wisconsin. 

29. Chestine Kendall 
Illinois. 

30. Florence Ford 
Ohio. 

31. J. W. Corbett 
Los Angeles, Cal. 

32. Frances Harrington 
California. 

33. Katherine Wald 
New York. 

34. Grace Reeve Fennell 
California. 

35. W. David Johnson 
Atlanta, Ga. 

They should be short, from 
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37. 

38. 

39. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47, 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

Dulany Terrett 
Montana. 

Gerry Ronn 
Michigan. 

Jennie Marks 
New York. 
James Alden Barber 
Missouri. 

Frank K. Kelly 
Kansas City, Mo. 

E. R. Noderer 
Pennsylvania. 

Mr. Clifton B. Kruse 
Kansas. 

Lilith Shell 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Sara Maynard Clark 
Pennsylvania. 

Mable Fowle Tuttle 
New York. 

Ellen Strong Stites 
Idaho. 

Ben Tucker Dean 
Miss. 

Charles Herbert Yalden 
New York. 

Patrick O’Keeffe 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

E. H. Fuller 
Columbus, Ohio. 
F. P. Wilson 
Detroit, Michigan. 
Leo C. Dean 
Iowa. 

Vaida Lawrence 
Texas. 

Mrs. Bess N. Miller 
Memphis, Tenn. 

Miss Elizabeth Curl 
Illinois. 

J. G. B. Morse 
Conn. 
O. B. Rives 
Illinois. 
C. J. Evans 
Cleveland, Ohio. 

Tamara Andreeva 
California. 

Doris M. Stead 
New York. 
E. R. Buell 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
W. R. Gwinn 
Oregon. 
Rahn Linton 
Florida. 

Mrs. E. B. Paegelow 
Illinois. 
Emma Woodruff 
Illinois, 
H. J. Savage 
Ohio. 

Send For Our 50-50 Plan 
70 Copies of Every Song Furnished 

Submit songs or poems with first letter. Our service is 
recognized as the most outstanding in the country. Our 
songs are, “On The Air, Everywhere.” Radio stations 
WLW, KFI, WGY and hundreds of others have used 
our songs. 

(BROOKSIDE) 
SALEM, IND. 
a 

© Songs by 
LON HEALY that sing their own praises 
“NEVADA MOON” (Quincke; “ARIZONA ROSE’ (Feist); 
“COLORADO ROSE” (Shapiro-Bernstein). Co-authored songs: 
“TWILIGHT MEM’RIES” and “YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE 
OF HAPPINESS” (Quincke); “ALL WE WANT MIAMI,” 
which won $100 in contest; ‘* EN TRY TO FORGET I 
REMEMBER,” which placed in San Diego Sun-Fox Theatre 
contest; ‘‘I NT TAKE THE TRAIN THAT GOES 
TO HEAVEN” (Lyric & Melody Co.), ete. 
For good work, fair prices, and square dealing in composing, 
arranging (piano and orchestra), copywork or reproduced manu- 
script copies write to 

LON HEALY 
Liberty Theatre (Enclose stamps) Colorado Springs 

CRITICISM — TYPING 
Criticism $1 for stories under 5,000 words, with de- 
tailed instructions as to revision if story can be 
made salable; sales 10%. Enclose fee with each 
story. Typing 40c per 1,000 words. Special rates 
on books. 

AUTHORS’ SERVICE 
P. O. Box 43 Minneapolis, Minn. 

NEW YEAR SPECIAL 
Give your best story a treat and let me type it for 
you. My work is perfect in every detail. S 
price only 30c a thousand words; 1c a line for 
verse. 

ARLEY SHAW 
740 N. 24th St. Milwaukee, Wis. 

YOUR POEM MAY APPEAR... 
in THB ATLANTEAN POETRY ANTHOLOGY, with career. 
Submit for consideration promptly. Prefer brief lyrics not over 
16-20 lines. Unusual prominence designed. Arrangement a 
on request. Also, $50 prize contest-best m, for originality, 
rhythm, ides,—open to all, without erence to antho 
closes Feb. 20, °33. Our impartial judges’ decision final—to 
announced in our book appendix. Addressed, stamped envelope 
for ms, return; keep copy. Not responsible for losses. 

K. R. Gibson, Pub., P. O. Box 105, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 

BEGINNERS 
Send me $1.00, postage, and your manuscript for 
synopsis, general criticism, technics, plots, scenes, 
and elements to guide you. Sixteen years in fic- 
tion and drama. Mutual collaboration. Extended 
charts only $1.00 each. Love, Detective, Short Story. 

GEORGE T. McCUTCHEON 
Macon Andrew Building Memphis, Tenn. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 



Mss. Reconstruction! 
WRITERS: Why not have your MSS. prepared 
by an author who is selling his own work? If 
that story has been rejected, or lacks that 
“something,” let me re-write it for you. Why 
take chances with your “Brain children” by 
sending to people who know no more about story 
construction than a haberdashery does about 
eggs? I can give you editorial service. I re- 
write, revise, edit, and type manuscripts of all 
lengths. My specialty—re-construction, and I 
please! Sportsmen, I have that “IT” when it 
comes to re-writing Hunting or Fishing stories! 
Come on with those novels as well as short 
stories. 

AUTHOR’S RECONSTRUCTION SERVICE 
Collettsville, N. C. 

Expert Manuscript Preparation 
I am prepared to “finish” your manuscripts in all 
matters of spelling, punctuation, paragraphing, typ- 
ing, etc. Prompt, accurate service guaranteed. 
Rates: with one carbon copy, extra copy first and 
last sheets, 85c per 1,000 words. Poetry le per line. 

MILDRED M. GABLENZ 
422 West Ninth St. Dallas, Texas 

SHARDS 
a quarterly of good verse. 

Manuscripts solicited. Prizes of $5 and of 
$10 in each issue. Subscription, $1.50 a 
year. 

Box 2007 Augusta, Georgia 

AUTHORS 
Manuscripts typed, editorial requirements. Hammermill 

Paper; errors in spelling, grammar, punctuation, 
paragraphing corrected; carbon copy, work guaranteed. 
50c per 1,000 words; books, 40c; poems, lic per line. 
FIVE LIKELY MARKETS suggested if requested. 

RENA VAN CISE 
3531 LaSalle Ave., Youngstown, Ohio 

CORRECT TYPING 
Fiction Non-Fiction 

Will do your typing neatly and accurately for 35c per 
thousand words. Ic per line for poetry. Carbon copy 
included. Satisfaction guaranteed. Fee should accom- 
pany Mss 

MARY WALSH 
Box 1058 Buffalo, N. Y. 

$500 — POETRY AND SHORT-STORY PRIZES 
KALEIDOGRAPH will pay in excess of $500 in cash and mer- 
— prizes in 1933. New talent invited, poets and story 
write ANTHOLOGY for poetry contributors—no charge for 
sees.” ” Poetry Book Contest. SIGNS AND MARKERS, Roa 
Information for Hitch-Hikers Along the Leorsey Highway, in- 
reg 500 aac TO SEND POEMS, $1; THE PRAC- 
TICAL RHYME $1 Send stamped eavelone for PRIZE 
PROGRAM and Xe. valuable information. 

KALEIDOGRAPH, A National Magazine of Poetry 
(24-28 pgs. monthly, $2 8 year, 25c copy) 

702 North Vernon Street Dallas, Texas 

THE MANUSCRIPT MART 
Literary Advisers and Managers 

We specialize in book-lengths of fiction, non-fiction, 
plays, and verse; also handle short fiction. 

Criticism When Desired—Typing Service. 
Our representative makes frequent trips to New Yerk. 

Wrigley Building (410 N. Michigan Ave.) Chicage 

Writer’s DicEst 
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Writer’s Digest is your best introduction 

E. G. Ashworth 
California. 

Ruth O. Bailey 
Colo. 

Arthur G. Haggis 
Ohio. 

Florence D. Gabbert (Ann Barnard) 
California. 

Robert M. Burtt 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Mary Elizabeth Schwartz 
Portsmouth, Ohio. 

Edward H. Lawson, Jr. 
New Brunswick, N. J. 

Louis Zara Rosenfeld 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Leslie J. Edgley 
Indiana. 

Frank M. Hamilton 
Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Miss Mary Louise Jones 
Pennsylvania. 
S. Paul Johnston 
New York, N. Y. 

Eric Foulk 
Pennsylvania. 
Helene Talbot Taylor 
San Francisco, Cal. 
Mrs. Honora Trew Bibaud 
Colo. 
M. Yates Cornog 
Pennsylvania. 

Miss Elise Jester 
Texas. 

George Best 
Kentucky. 
Walter Des Marais 
Ohio. 
Virginia Van Paterson 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
Mrs. Edward Pratt 
New York. 
Mrs. Laura Lewellyn 
Arkansas. 
Anne M. Lady 
California. 
C. A. Strickland 
Florida. 
Harry M. Savage 
Canada. 
W. D. Smith 
Canada. 
Mr. V. A. Walsh 
California. 
Miss Nancy Urquhart 
California. 
Mrs. Lucile E. Troutman 
California. 

Helen Meyer 
Colorado. 
Miss Mabel L. Joy 
California. 
Miss Thelma James 
Montana. 

when writing advertisers. 
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The Largest Magazine For Free Lance Writers 

WRITERS 
FADIGEST 

NEED 

i 
| 

How to Write and Sell a 
Short Story 

ken cine by np ctrhe 

The Future of the Novel 
HG Webs salle the derecten of moral 

Stalking Celebriti 

An metrectre ertcle en meng mtarvowy 

Writing True Crime Stories 
by Dewees Loreen 

Lone, 

Movie Magazine Psychology 
om mean 

. 

Not without just cause has Writer’s Dicest gained a 
circulation greater than the combined circulation of all 
the magazines within its fleld. The chief reasons for its 
popularity are: 

(1) Accurate, authoritative articles by leading editors, 
writers, and critics. 

(2) Accurate first-hand marvet information. 

(8) Consistent publication of articles that inspire 
you to create salable material. 

(4) The knowledge that countless writers have found 
their way to literary success through guidance 
in these pages. 

The above points boiled into one sentence read: Writers 
who subscribe to Writer’s Dicest write and sell more 
material than they otherwise would. Price $2.00 the year. 

The new revised edition of Roget’s standard “Thesaurus 
Of English Words and Phrases” is now ready. To an 
student of words, it is not necessary to describe the ee 
of this book, declared invaluable by every writer of fiction 
and fact. 

Physically the book is cloth bound in durable blue 
cloth, stamped in gold, with a red dust cover. The book is 
5% inches wide by 8% inches long. The paper is white 
book paper. The type is much larger than ordinary dic- 
tionary type. There are 691 pages. It is impossible to 
speak too highly of this book of phrases and synonyms 
marvelously compiled for ready instant reference. 
Price $2.50. 

Both for only $3.50 

WRITER’S DIGEST, 

22 East 12th St. 

Cincinnati,Ohio. 

Gentlemen : 

my money by return mail. 

ia New 

Name 

Address 

Please send me postpaid by return mail one copy of “Roget’s Thesaurus of English We 

and Phrases” and enter my subscription to WRITER’S DIGEST for one year. 

I will pay the postman $3.50 upon receipt of the book which pays for both my subseriptic 

and the book. If I am not completely satisfied, I will return the book and you will refun 

C) Sr 
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A Well Matched Pair 
ee ED by a Corona on thousands of writers’ desks throughout the world is that sturdy pais 

of helpers, Writer’s Dicest and Roget’s Thesaurus. 

Over either of them we could grow lyrical, but that staid sense of business that regularly keeps 

us from tossing posies in your path as you march to the newsstand each month to purchase your copy 

wor Writer’s Dicest whispers sagely in our ear that lyrics don’t sell books. 

Instead, allow us to creep into your graces by reprinting the synonyms Roget gives for one word, 

—and remember there are literally thousands of such words in this 691 page book. Well, since we 

mentioned it, let’s see what Roget gives for “lyric.” Here it is: 

LYRIC. poetry, poetics, poesy, Muse, Calliope, tuneful Nine, Parnassus, Helicon, Pierides, Pierian 
spring, inspiration. 

, versification, rhyming, making verses; prosody, scansion, orthometry. 
poem; epic,—poem; epopee, epopoea, ode, epode, idyl, lyric, eclogue, pastoral, bucolic, georgic, dithyramb, 

anacreontic, sonnet, roundelay, rondeau, rondo, triolet; madrigal, canzonet, cento, monody, elegy, palinode; 

rhapsody. 
dramatic—, lyric— poetry; opera; posy, anthology; disjecta membra poetoe. 

. song, ballad, lay; love—, drinking—, war—, folk—, sea— song; lullaby; music, &c. 415; nursery 
rhymes. 

(Bad poetry) doggerel, Hudibrastic verse, prose run mad; macaronics; macaronic—, leonine—verse; runes. 
canto, stanza, distich, verse, line, couplet, triplet, quatrain; strophe, antistrophe, refrain, chorus, burden. 
verse, rhyme, assonance, crambo, metre, measure, foot, numbers, strain, rhythm; accentuation &e. 

(voice) 580; iambus, dactyl, spondee, trochee, anapaest &c.; hex—, pentameter; Alexandrine; blank verse, 
alliteration. 

elegiacs &c. adj., verse,—metre,—poetry. 
poet,—laureate; laureate; minor poet, bard, lyrist, scald, troubadour, trouvere; minstrel; minne—, 

meistersinger; improvisatore; versifier, sonneteer; ballad monger; rhym—er, —ist, —ester; poetaster; genus 
irritabile vatum. 

V. poetize, sing, versify, make verses, rhyme, scan. 
Adj. poetic, —al; lyric, —al; tuneful; epic; dithyrambic &c. mn; metrical; a—, catalectic; elegiac, 

iambic, trochaic, spondaic, anapaestic; Ionic, Sapphic, Alcaic, Pindaric. 

Good grief. All ot that out of one lone humble word. And just imagine how many varied and 

tangent ideas you can get out of glancing through such a list. Roget’s is perfectly indexed, and like 

Writer’s Dicest belongs alongside your typewriter. May we have your order? 

FIRST CLASS 

PERMIT No.17 

(Sec.884%4 ;PL&R) 

Crncinnatr, O. 

BUSINESS REPLY CARD 
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES 

2-—POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY—2c 

WRITER’S DIGEST 

22 E. 12th Street 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 



creases Sneeveinaneie 

99. Miss M. Jackson 
California. 

100. Beatrice Frohlich 
San Francisco, Cal. 

Honorable mention was also awarded 

to 50 writers in Group One. 

Group Two Winners 

PD eed habencidinmielea pene scews $10 
Marlin MacKay 

P. O. Box 791, Sacramento, Calif. 

PES ikccxe nim receebeiaes és $5 
Mark E. Nusbaum 

El Paso, Texas. 

JANUARY 

THE WRITER’S MARKET 

The Motorcyclist, 706 Union League Bldg., Los 
Angeles, California. Chet Billings, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We want 
short stories, motorcycle travel articles, humorous 
fiction with motorcycle color. We do not want 
trade articles. We can use drawings —line or 
wash—in humorous and serious cartoon style as 
well as sketches—all with motorcycle color. We 
also use photographs, but not much poetry. We 
report within ten days, and pay %c a word and up 
on publication.” 

Supervisors Service Bulletin, 434 S. Wabash 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. D. Sterling Wheelwright, 
Associate Editor. Issued quarterly during the school 
year; 30c a copy; $1.00 a year. “We want articles 
on practical topics of everyday interest to school 
directors of chorus, band, and orchestra. Empha- 
sis on ‘How to do it’ rather than theoretical dis- 
cussions or controversial pleas. Must be written 
by authors who have the actual experience of di- 
recting musical activities in public schools or col- 
leges. Length should be between 100 and 1,200 
words. We also want short stories, 700 to 3,500 
words, having as background or principal char- 
acters student members of school musical organ- 
izations, their music teachers, etc., or the music 
director in a small town, in her ‘first year of school 
teaching.’ School contests in music, operetta pro- 
ductions, band tournaments, etc., suggested as pos- 
sible settings. The only photographs we use are 
portraits of the authors. We report as soon as 
possible and pay on publication.” 

General, Literary, and Fiction 

Arts and Decoration Magazine, 578 Madison 
Avenue, New York City. Mary F. Roberts, Edi- 
tor. Issued monthly; 50c a copy; $6.00 a year. 
“The central theme of our magazine is gracious 
living, with all the preoccupations of gentlefolk 
whose traditions of good taste are deep rooted. We 
use photographs; also amusing verse. We report 
as soon as possible and pay on acceptance.” 

Battle Birds, Battle Aces, and Dare Devil Aces, 
205 East 42nd Street, New York City. According 
to information received from Harry Steeger, the 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

Beginners 
Only 

Sa 
N THE 15th of each month WRIT- 
ER’S DIGEST enrolls a new group 

of fifty students in its Beginner's Indt- 
vidual Course in Short Story Writing. 

Experienced students, or writers with 
a good record of MS. sales are not eligi- 
ble. Fifty students will be accepted and 
trained. 

The purpose of this Beginner's Course 
in Writing is to show plainly the ele- 
mentals in writing and painstakingly ex- 
plain how to write short stories. The 
course lasts four months. 
RADUATES of the Beginner's 
Course in Writing will not suddenly 

become professional writers, nor will they 
be able to do stories offhand for the 
smooth paper magazines. They WILL, 
however, understand a few secrets of 
professional writing, and be able to com- 
pose good readable English in the ap- 
proved editorial style. Only sincere 
students desired. 

The price of this course is quite rea- 
sonable.* You will have opportunity to 
study under experienced professional 
writers who will take an individual in- 
terest in your progress. Typewriters 
loaned to those students not owning one. 
As the class will be limited in number, 
we urge you to reply at once. Complete 
details, and an outline of the Beginner's 
Course in Writing that will intrique and 
incsbire you await sincere inquiries. 

WRITER’S DIGEST 
22 EAST 12TH STREET 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Kindly send details of the Beginner’s Course in 
Writing. This puts me under no obligation. 

| 
| 
I 
! 
1 
I 
i 
! 
{ 
! 
t 
i 

* We believe this to be the lowest priced short story 
course sold by a reliable institution. Money baci 
guarantee on all enrollments. 



The Help You Need 
The story that came back to you. Send it to me. 

For a dollar and postage I will read it and tell you 
why the editors returned it. Three dollars for thor- 
ough revision of a short story. 

My Experience Guarantees You Correct Guidance 
Author of novels, boys’ bovks, azine serials 

and short stories. Recommended by Little, Brown 
& Compeey, ee of highly-successful novels; 
F. E. Blackwell, Editor-in-Chief of the re 
Street & Smith magazines; W. A. Wilde Com- 
pany — publishers of juveniles and standard 

3; and others. 
I criticise and revise all kinds of manuscripts. 

High-class work, reasonable rates. 

JOHN H. WHITSON 
P. O. Box 2595 Boston, Mass. 

9a 1S STS P| semi’ 
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Writer’s DiGEst 

WRITERS!!! 
Mss. professionally corrected and typed to meet 
editors’ requirements; helpful, constructive criti- 
cism; carbon, 85c 1,000 words; books, special rates; 
poetry, lc line. Personal attention given all work. 
No order too large nor too small. 

FANNIE WARREN KELLY 
44 South Eighth Ave. Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 

MANUSCRIPTS 
Typed to conform to editors’ requirements, accurately, 
neatly, promptly. One — copy. 50c per 
thousand , Poetry, per line. Special rates 
on book manuscripts. 

MISS FRANCES M. CUTTER 
26 Amherst Road Wellesley, Mass. 

Formerly 30 Kilsyth Road, Brookline, Mass. 

MANUSCRIPTS 
Corrected and typed to editors’ requirements, 30c per 
1,000 words; poetry, 1c per line; carbon copy. Experi- 
enced, expert and somes service guaranteed. Write for 
special rates on book lengths, criticism and revision. 

GRACE M. BOYER 
12 Grace Street Harrisburg, Pa. 

I GIVE YOU 
First class typing at 30c per 1000 words, 

with carbon copy. Mailed flat. 
Try me. 

KENNETH A. COOK 
U. S. Naval Hospital, Great Lakes, Illinois 

AUTHORS 
have sold hundreds of stories to 
magazines and screen with my help. 
Personal revision, criticism, selling, 
etc. 

Send two manuscripts for free read- 
ing and advice regarding marketing. 

FREDERICK PALMER 
Former President, Palmer Institute of Authorship 

5157 Hollywood Boulevard 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

Editor, they want only stories with a Western 
Front, World War locale. 

Better Homes and Gardens, 1714 Locust Street, 
Des Moines, Iowa. Elmer T. Peterson, Editor. Is- 
sued monthly; 10c a copy; 60c a year. “We want 
informative but delightful articles, 1,500 words in 
length, on a wide range of home and garden sub- 
jects. We inspire our readers by telling them 
‘how to’ have the home and garden, rather than 
why it is ‘nice’ to have an attractive home and 
garden. All information must be authentic and 
adapted to as broad an audience as possible under 
the circumstances. We use glossy-finish prints, 
5x7. We seldom use poetry. We report within 
three weeks, and pay on acceptance.” 

Real Detective, 1050 North LaSalle Street, Chi- 
cago, Illinois. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $2.50 
a year. “We want particularly good two-part 
detective and mystery stories under 20,000 words. 
Also exposés of graft and corruption. ‘Inside’ 
stories of matters that are front-page news. We 
use photographs, but no poetry. We report within 
twenty-four hours, and pay 1%4c a word and up 
on acceptance.” 

Short Shorts, 100 Fifth Avenue, New York City. 
Thomas Ecclesine, Editor. Issued monthly; 15c 
a copy; $1.50 a year. “We are in the market for 
short short stories—approximately 1,500 words; 
occasionally we use shorter stories (about 1,000) 
and longer ones (about 1,800). We do not use 
photographs, and very little poetry. We report 
within approximately three weeks, and pay $25.00 
on publication.” 

Short Short Story Magazine, 314 Fifth Avenue, 
South Minneapolis, Minnesota. Thomas M. Kelly, 
Editor. Issued monthly; 10c a copy; $1.00 a year. 
“We want stories of not more than 1,000 words, of 
all types—love, humor, crime, adventure, sport, 
etc. We use neither photographs nor poetry. We 
report within two weeks, and pay Ic to 3c a word.” 

Vanity Fair, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 
City. Frank Crowninshield, Editor; Clare Boothe 
Brokaw, Managing Editor. Issued monthly; 35c 
a copy; a year. “We want sophisticated 
fiction, general articles on art, literature, politics, 
sports and the whole field of smart contemporary 
life—between 1,000 and 2,500 words in length. Al- 
though proper reading is given to all unsolicited 
manuscripts, the requirements of Vanity Fair are 
so specialized that unsolicited manuscripts are rarely 
found to be acceptable. We want rare or unusual 
or exclusive photographs of celebrities. Also satiric 
verse. We report within two weeks, and pay within 
two weeks of acceptance.” 

Witness and Canadian Homestead, P. O. Box 
3070, Montreal, Canada. J. R. Dougall, M. A, 
Ll. D., Editor. Issued weekly; 5c a copy; $2.00 a 
year. “We are interested in well-written, whole- 
some short stories, 2,500 words; and serials, 30,000 
to 40,000 words; with an occasional temperance 
story. Stories must exclude melodrama, swearing, 
and morbid sex tales. We do not use photographs. 
We use poetry, but make no payment for it. Rate 
of payment for prose varies, payment on publi- 
cation.” 

3 
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Juvenile 

Epworth Highroad, 810 Broadway, Nashville, 
Tennessee. R. L. Hunt, Editor. “We use stories, 
usually 2,500 to 4,000 words in length. This fiction 
may take note of our policies to emphasize peace 
rather than war and an appreciation of other races 
and nations. Other than this our stories must be 
interesting. We use articles, preferably illustrated, 
usually running around 1,000 to 15,000 words in 
length upon subjects of interest to our age-group. 
We do not have opportunity to use material of an 
editorial type. We use short bits of verse, eight 
to 24 lines for which we pay 25c a line; articles 
and short stories %c a word on acceptance; photos, 
$2.00 to $5.00. We report on manuscripts within 
two weeks.” 

Play Mate Magazine, Cleveland, Ohio. Esther 
Cooper, Editor. Issued monthly. 15c¢ per copy; 
$1.50 per year. “During the month of January 
we shall be buying for our May and June issues. 
For May, verse and stories of Memorial Day, 
Mother’s Day, and May Day—May Day adven- 
tures—customs and festivities—May Day in other 

If the prim printed rejection slips of the 

Editor could be believed, the very heart’s 

blood of Amos Q .Writer, who is so faith- 

fully reproduced above, was no better than 

a thin trickle of distilled water. 

Yet Amos, God bless him, was stubborn 

as a mule and kept plugging away at his 

typewriter until he got to the end of his 

tether. And when he got there he looked 

up. 

Providentially a trap door opened up 

and one of our secret spies appeared and 

gave Amos a copy of WRITER’S DIGEST. 

“What’s this!” 

cried Amos. 

“Faith, hope, and 

market notes,” said 

our secret spy sim- 

ply, and vanished 

out of this story. 

It is but repeat- 

ing the impression 

in your own mind to 

JANUARY 

his heart’s blood... 
was no thicker than water! 

MANUSCRIPT CRITICISM 
For those who are not lured by large promises but 
desire really professional instruction, sympathetic frank- 
ness instead of flattery, and a teacher with a thorough 
knowledge who does not have to rely upon endless tech- 
nicalities and formal rules. Mr. Hoffman’s standing in 
the magazine world is known. An editor for 25 years 
(Adventure, McClure’s, Delineator, etc.) he is particu- 
larly known as a friend, helper and developer of new 
writers. His two books on fiction writing are standard; 
he has proved his own fiction ability. Individual in- 
struction only; no classes, no set courses, no assistants. 
No marketing—that is a specialty in itself, requiring 
full time for best results. No poetry, plays or scenarios. 
A specialty is made of “one-man” courses, the course 
in each case being entirely dependent upon the needs 

of that case. 

Arthur Sullivant Hoffman, Carmel, N. Y. 

lands. Would like a romantic and well-written 
story or legend of Japan. For June: Verse and 
stories for Flag Day and Father’s Day. Stories of 
summer adventures and activities — swimming, 
camping, vacations, picnics. Circus stories. At 
present we are not in need of articles, photographs, 
or art work; and are overstocked with natural his- 

state that Amos now caught a new breath 
of life from the informative, helpful pages 
of WRITER’S DIGEST and forthwith be- 
gan to write better stories. 

Amos, like many another writer, didn’t 
know his own virtues until he saw in 
WRITER’S DIGEST the vast possibilities 
of the literary profession. There is room 
for you in this happy interesting business 
if you will but let WRITER’S DIGEST as- 
sist you. There is absolutely no monetary 
risk involved. We will take the gamble. 
Read the coupon below. 
' 

' WRITER’S DIGEST, 22 East (2th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. 
| Gentlemen: 
' Enter my subseription te WRITER’S DIGEST for one 
; year and send me postpaid one of the three books checked. 
' 1 enclose $2.00 

' (CD (2 Cardinal Elements of Short Story Writing 
H (0 Making Laughs Pay 

(J Writing For Trade Journals 

if after receiving the third Issue of WRITER'S DIGEST 
1 do not thoroughly like the publication, | will inform you 
and you will refund my money in full at once. 1! may keep, 
or Bnd away as | choose, the book and magazines you 
send me. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 



WRITER’s DiGEs1 

The Oldest Writers’ Service 
More than 25 years of successful operation. 
Book Mszs., short stories, articles, verse—criti- 
cized, revised, typed, prepared for publication, 
marketed. Reduced rates on all types and 
lengths, to meet present conditions. Let us 
know what you have—fiction, articles, verse— 
and the length of your Mss. and we will name 
the lowest charge consistent with prompt and 
conscientious service. 

Special attention to the criticism of book 
Mss., revision and preparation of final copy, and 
to negotiating contracts for publication. Corre- 
spondence invited. Also text-books for writers. 
Catalogue on request. Bank and clients’ refer- 
ences. Editors, 

James Knapp Reeve and Agnes M. Reeve 
Dept. D, Franklin, Ohio 

POETS! 
Cash prizes for short lyrics 

NEOPHYTE 
A Journal of Poetry 

5546 So. Kingshighway, St. Louis, Mo. 

FROM YOUR CHIN UP 
There is no limit to your worth. Protect that value by 
correct, attractively TYPED MSS. Widowed mother, 
former business woman, prepares your work with car- 
bon copy, mails flat, suggests markets. Prose to 5000 
40c per thousand, more 30c per 1000. Verse 2c per line. 

LELA B. COLLINS 
St. Clairsville, Ohio 

COLLABORATION 
An instructor and regular writer of fiction will 
give you technical and substantial help on revis- 
ing and rewriting your rejected story for $1, or 
may fully collaborate with you for $1 cash plus 
half of the proceeds when the story is sold. James 
Nepthali Tracy, 180 S. Main St., Memphis, Tenn. 

TOP-NOTCH TYPING ! 
Beautiful work done promptly, on good quality bond. 
Ferty Cents Per 1000 Words. Includes corrections in 
spelling, punctuation, etc. Carbon and extra first page 
free. Mailed flat. Market suggestions if requested. 
Special rates on books. 

LILLIAN WINGERTER 
WAYNESBURG, OHIC 

R. D. 4 

MOVIE STORIES 
WANTED! 

Motion Picture Producers will pay highest prices 
for good original story material. Manuscripts ac- 
cepted in any form for free reading. Scenario 
Editor’s report on adaptability to screen made 
promptly and without any cost or obligation. Our 
government copyright service provides protection be- 
fore a manuscript is submitted to the Studios, and 
is offered only after a story is accepted by us for 
presentation. Ten per cent commission on sales. 
Send today for FREE booklet, ““WRITING FOR 
THE SCREEN.” 

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN SERVICE 
Box 8, Station S Hollywood, Calif. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

but might consider a few animal 
We are always in the market for short 

mystery and adventure stories with both boy and 

tory material, 
stories. 

girl interest. Also historical tales, authentically 
told; legends, and stories of child life in other 
lands. Verse should not exceed 12 lines, stories 
may range from 1,000 to 2,500 words. We pay 
good standard rates and are always glad to examine 
work from new writers. All manuscripts are given 
a careful reading and a prompt decision. Check 
on acceptance—Ic to 3c for stories; 25c per line 
for poetry.” 

Syndicates 
Globe Photos, 242-50 West 55th Street, New 

York City. “We are in the market for almost any 
kind of good photographs, especially if there is a 
human interest appeal in the picture or the caption. 
Good travel subjects, hunting, fishing, and camp- 
ing scenes, agricultural, industrial views, shopping 
scenes, traffic scenes from everywhere, strange 
customs of strange peoples, science and invention 
—all these subjects are acceptable. We are not 
interested in “spot news” photos. We specialize 
in feature material. Photographs must be black 
and white glossy, at least 5x7 inches, and each 
one must have an accompanying caption. We buy 
nothing outright, all material accepted is handled 
on a strictly royalty basis. We pay 40 per cent 
royalty on the sale of all photographs, and pay 
as soon as the photo has been sold. 
“We are also in the market for old copies of 

Harper’s Illustrated Weekly as well as Leslie’s 
Weekly, and old-time theatrical and motion picture 
stars. These we buy outright in quantities.” 

Trade 
Building Owner and Manager, 250 Park Avenue. 

New York City. A. A. Karten, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We are pre- 
paring to inaugurate shortly in our publication a 
new department to be called “Space Selling Ideas,” 
in which we will offer the experiences of building 
owners and managers from all parts of the coun- 
try their ideas in which they have attracted new 
tenants and to help in their renewal of leases. We 
use photos in every possible case. We report as 
soon as possible and pay Ic a word on publication. 

Butchers Advocate and the Food Merchant, 63 
Beekman Street, New York City. Booth Hubbell, 
Editor. Issued semi-monthly; 15c a copy; $3.00 a 
year. “We want feature articles on food retailing, 
500 to 2,000 words. Average 1,200 to 1,500 words. 
Articles with local interest only from New Eng- 
land, Middle Atlantic States, and immediately 
adjacent territory. Three general types of articles 
wanted. In order of preference: (1) Stories of 
unusual, new or especially resultful merchandising 
ideas that have been actually tried. Must be full 
of detailed facts on results, methods, names, dates, 
places. Illustrations desirable. (2) Success stories 
of outstandingly successful food retailers. Must be 
something unique about methods. Less of facts 
and details, Play up personal angle on proprietor. 
(3) Authoritative ‘how to do it’ articles on various 
phases of food retailing—advertising, display, buy- 
ing, pricing, accounting, delivery, personnel, etc. 
Must apply specifically to food retailer. No pad- 
ded or propaganda articles. However, a good many 
of our articles are staff written. We desire photo- 
graphs with all articles requiring illustrations. We 
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do not use poetry. We report immediately, and 
pay %c a word on publication.” 

Canadian Mining Journal, Gardenvale, P. Quebec, 
Canada. R. C. Rowe, Editor. Issued monthly; 
50c a copy; $5.00 a year. “We want general, 
technical articles relating to the science and art of 
mining, treatment of ores, geology, power, and 
mechanics. We want photographs of installations, 
and all classes of work mentioned above. Occa- 
sionally we use poetry. We report as soon as pos- 
sible and pay from $5.00 to $15.00 a page on 
publication.” 

Ceramic Industry, 59 East Van Buren Street, 
Chicago, Illinois. H. V. Kaeppel, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. “We want 
news items reporting the industrial activities of 
plants manufacturing glass, pottery, and enameled 
(porcelain) products.” 

Chain Store Management, 180 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Walter B. Martin, Edi- 
tor. Issued monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 a year. 
“We want short articles (500 to 1,000 words in 
length) on chain grocery store merchandise, sales 
promotion ideas, window displays, etc. Copy should 
be written in an interesting and entertaining style, 
and specifically addressed to the store managers. 
We want photographs of window displays and in- 
terior grocery store displays, and store exteriors. 
We do not use poetry. We report within thirty 
days, and pay 1%c a word on publication.” 

Compressed Air Magazine, Phillipsburg, New 
Jersey. C. H. Vivian, Editor. Issued monthly; 
35c a copy; $3.00 a year. “We want feature ar- 
ticles of 1,500 to 3,000 words, dealing with out- 
standing undertakings, industrial enterprises, con- 
struction jobs, mining and quarrying ventures, etc., 
in which compressed air plays a prominent part. 
Also long or short articles on novel uses of com- 
pressed air. All materials must be illustrated with 
good, clear photographs, supplemented by drawings 
where these are essential to clear understanding of 
the text. Articles must be written from human in- 
terest viewpoint and be free from involved techni- 
cal language. If prospective contributors will sub- 
mit a brief resume of contemplated material, the 
editor will inform them whether such material is 
desirable. Would also like to see fiction articles of 
2,000 to 4,000 words laid in a locale of mining, in- 
dustrial or contracting fields) We want photo- 
graphs showing new or interesting applications of 
compressed air. We use one hundred or more in 
each issue. Also humorous drawings dealing with 
applications of compressed air. We do not use 
poetry. We report within two weeks after receipt, 
and pay Ic to 2c a word for prose; $1.00 to $2.00 
for photographs, on publication.” 

Crockery and Glass Journal, 1170 Broadway, 
New York City. Julien Elfexbein, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We want 
news notes of retail buyers changes, etc., interest- 
ing shorts, occasional feature articles from leading 
crockery and glass buyers or merchandise man- 
agers of prominent retail stores. We use photo- 
graphs of window displays and good interiors, for 
which we pay $1.50 each. We pay lc a word for 
articles, payable the 15th of the month following 
date of publication.” 

JANUARY 

Publish Your Stories 

Publish Your Poetry 

Publish Your Novel 

Gain Prestige, Power, Profit! 

The cost is small, the possibilities as 

large as you are. 

Send for our free booklet. 

BOOK CRAFT GUILD 
509 Fifth Ave. (Temporary Address) 

New York City. 

MOTION PICTURE WRITERS 
Thousands of original stories submitted daily to motion 
picture studios are returned unread. Our course in 
scenario technique will assure reader’s recognition and 
possibly win you $1,000 to $5,000. 

Complete course by mail, $12.50. 

HAL MURPHY 
357 North Beverly Drive Beverly Hills, Calif. 

FREE! 5,000 WORDS! FREE! 
5,000 words of first manuscript typed free. Addi- 
tional wordage, 40c per 1,000. Prompt, efficient 
typing, according to current editorial requirements. 
Corrections in grammar, punctuation, and spelling. 
Best quality Bond, one carbon copy, careful mailing. 
A pleasing appearance helps sell your manuscript. 

EMORY L. McFADDEN e Pylesville, Maryland 

MANY POEMS WANTED 
By Luther A. Clark, who arranged the piano part of 
WHEN IT’S SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES. 
Three of your poems examined free. We will publish 

your song under our plan. 

NATIONAL SONGLAND 
Clark Building, Dept. “W. D.” Thomaston, Maine 

SCOTTISH 
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM 
LEARN TO WRITE BY WRITING. 

ADD TO YOUR INCOME. 
Let Experienced Writers Show You the Way to 
Success. Our Training and Expert Criticism 
can make you a Successful Writer. Post Card 
brings Catalogue, “Success in Writing.” Cor- 
respondence Courses at especially low prices due 
to the present rate of exchange. 

Address Director of Studies 

SCOTTISH SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM 
59 Bath Street Glasgow, Scotland 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 



MANUSCRIPTS 
Typed Expertly. To meet Editorisl Requirements. Accurate, 
Neat, Prompt Service. 50¢ Thousand. One C 
Title and Final Pages—Corrections if Wished 
Punctuation, Paragraphing. CORRECT SPANISH. Transis- 
tions. EFFICIENT, INTELLIGENT CO-OPERATION. 

VIRGINIA DE GRAW 

Writer’s DiGEst 

P. O. Box 746, Binghamton, N. Y. 

If you have imagination I MAKE 
MONEY can QUICKLY help you turn 
WRITING | ‘ejection slips into PAY 

FICTION | CHECKS. Write for valu- 
able, FREE information. 

NOT a school or sales agency) 
NATALIE NEWELL, Coconut Grove, Florida 

( 

SELL YOUR STORY! 
We market manuscripts. Our service includes 
criticism and revision, if necessary. Particular 
attention to new writers. 

Write for Circular 

I. L. CLARK 509 Sth Ave. at 42nd St. 
Cc. L. SULLIVAN New York 

Sa 

PLOTAID 
NINETY PER CENT of rejected stories are unavailable 
because of PLOT WEAKNESS, THIN, SLIGHT, 
OBVIOUS, TRITE PLOTS bring rejection slips. 
PLOTAID will help you build strong plots and produce 
salable stories. Send $1.00 and receive this splendid 
HELPER. 

PLOTAID, 201 W. 48th St. Minneapolis, Minnesota 

SYNDICATE WRITERS WANTED 
who can furnish short articles, features, cartoons and 
particularly Short-Short Stories suitable for newspaper 
distribution. Stamped self-addressed envelope must 

enclosed for return of Manuscript. 

AUTHORS’ SELLING SYNDICATE 
85 N. High Street Columbus, Ohio 

PERFECT TYPING 
I will prepare your manuscript according to current 
editorial needs, on best quality bond paper. 30c per 
1,000 words, including carbon copy, minor corrections 
and extra outer pages. Prompt service. 20% discount 
on book lengths. 

FLORENCE L. YOUNG 
Venice, Ohio 

“Publicity Writing for 
Profit” 

Explains how you can quickly and easily qualify to 
earn from $50 to $250 per week and up in this fasci- 
nating and highly respected profession. Thousands of 
positions opening. Writers — send for this interesting 

booklet today — it’s Free! 

ERNEST E. GAGNON COMPANY 

900 Union Insurance Blidg., Los Angeles, California 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

Domestic Engineering, 1900 Prairie Avenue, Chi- 
cago, Illinois. R. V. Sawhill, Editor. Issued month- 

“ 
ly. e want practical articles from reader’s ex- 
periences in merchandising and along technical 
lines, in plumbing, heating, and air conditioning. 
We use photographs, but no poetry. We report 
immediately, and pay le a word on publication.” 

Everybody's Poultry Magazine, Hanover, Penn- 
sylvania. Roland C. Hartman, Editor. Issued 
monthly ; 10c a copy; 25c a year. “Full length fea- 
ture articles are handled by our regular staff con- 
tributors and by specially assigned poultry author- 
ities. Articles of 100 to 300 words in length deal- 
ing with successful methods of poultry raisers are 
about all that we are interested in purchasing at 
the time. We desire photographs to accompany 
articles. We do not use poetry. We report within 
ten days and pay 4c to lc a word on publication.” 

The Explosives Engineer, Wilmington, Dela- 
ware. Theodor Marvin, Editor. Issued monthly; 
15c a copy; $1.00 a year. “Our magazine is de- 
voted technically to safety and efficiency in the 
use of explosives in coal mining, metal mining, 
quarrying, and constructive work. We want ar- 
ticles on these subjects, of 1,000 to 3,000 words, 
illustrated with diagrams and photographs; gen- 
eral interest stories and poems. We report prompt- 
ly, and pay from $10.00 to $50.00 on acceptance.” 

Furniture Index, Jamestown, New York City. 
Lynn M. Nichols, Editor. Issued monthly; 40c a 
copy; $2.00 a year. “We want articles, 200 to 
2,000 words in length, describing promotion and 
merchandising of furniture in retail stores, deco- 
rative ideas in window and store display, man- 
agement, delivery, etc. We use photographs for 
which we pay $1.00 to $3.00. We do not use 
poetry. We report on manuscripts immediately, 
and pay %c to le a word on publication.” 

Guernsey Breeders Journal, Peterboro, New 
Hampshire. Lincoln R. Lounsbury, Editor. Is- 
sued semi-monthly ; 10c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We 
can use stories of from 800 to 2,000 words on 
Guernseys, telling how small herds have been built 
up to good size. Also marketing Guernsey milk 
and breeding of Guernsey cattle. The Journal is 
agricultural in nature and devoted to the news, 
activities and accomplishments of farmers and 
breeders having Guernsey dairy cattle. We are 
also in the market for rather technical material 
on dairying, feeding, and breeding. We run con- 
siderable material on the results of experimental 
stations and colleges along the above lines. We 
want good photos of Guernseys, for which we pay 
$1.00 each. We do not use poetry. We report 
within a few days, and pay %c per word for gen- 
eral material and %c for technical material on 
publication.” 

Hardware World, 367 West Adams Street, Chi- 
cago, Illinois. “We want articles of a construc- 
tive nature, illustrating or showing how retail mer- 
chants can increase their sales or methods that 
retail merchants have found to contribute to their 
success.” 

Home Ware, 1346 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. K. C. Clapp, Managing Editor. “We 
want articles of 600 to 1,000 words in length, for 
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buyers; articles dealing with what actual house- 
furnishing merchandise which is selling in other 
stores; new and novel types of merchandise for 
the home; ways in which other stores have put 
over successful promotions, etc. In other words, 
the buyers wants to know what will sell, when it 
will sell, to whom to sell, and how he can sell a 
lot of it profitably. The most desirable type of 
article, for which we pay the highest rate, is that 
‘signed’ by the store buyer or merchandise man- 
ager, but all ‘ghost-written’ articles must actually 
be given initialed approval by the person purported 
to have written it. All timely articles should be 
sent in several months before the date of publi- 
cation; for instance, Christmas promotions or 
merchandising plans should be in the office in 
September, for possible publication in the No- 
vember and December issues. Merchandising ar- 
ticles, unsigned by a store buyer, are paid for at 
the rate of lc a word; signed articles, 144c a word. 
We want photographs — glossy prints only — for 
which we pay $3.00. We also want good action 
photos. Payment is made on or before the tenth 
of the month following acceptance. At this time 
we are particularly anxious for good, short, meaty 
articles on merchandising of rugs (other than 
Oriental) in department and furniture stores, 600 
to 900 words in length.” 

Hotel Management, 222 East 42nd Street, New 
York City. James S. Warren, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 25c a copy; $3.00 for 2 years. “We 
want practical and successful experience material 
regarding the remodeling, redecorating, refurnish- 
ing or re-equipping of hotel properties. Successful 
experiences with the advertising, business-building 
and sales promotion aspects of hotel operation. 
Specific ‘methods’ articles regarding successful 
laundering practice, housekeeping practice and 
house maintenance activities in hotels. Practical 
solutions of hotel financial difficulties through re- 
financing operations or reorganizations. These ar- 
ticles must be as concrete and specific as possible. 
The editors much prefer to receive detailed out- 
lines in letter form before manuscripts are pre- 
pared. The miximum length for articles is 2,500 
words, but shorter material is preferred. We use 
photographs, but seldom use poetry. We report 
within ten days, and pay a minimum of Ic a word 
on acceptance.” 

House Furnishing Review, 1170 Broadway, New 
York City. Julien Elfenbein, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We want 
new notes of retail buyers changes, etc., interest- 
ing shorts, occasional feature articles from lead- 
ing crockery and glass buyers or merchandise 
managers of prominent retail stores. We use 
photographs of windows and interiors, for which 
we pay $1.50 each. We pay lc a word for ar- 
ticles, payable the 15th of the month following 
date of publication.” 

Industrial Retail Stores, 626 Provident Bank 
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio. Hull Bronson, Editor. Is- 
sued monthly ; 20c a copy ; $1.00 a year. “We want 
articles on ‘company or commissary’ type of store 
operations. Material on merchandising for these 
articular types of stores. We use photographs 
ut no poetry. We report immediately, and pay 
%c a word on publication.” 

JANUARY 

Criticism of any 
Manuscript . . Short Story or 

por. ..- up to 5000 words for $1.00 

Only one to a person at this price —to 
show how complete, individual and helpful 
our Criticism Service really is—both to be- 
ginners and experienced writers. Conducted 
by the staff of the Richard Burton Schools, 
organized under the direction of Dr. Richard 
Burton. We believe that no comparable 
service has ever before been offered to 
writers. 

What Subscribers Say— 

Here are a few typical comments: “The criticisms 
are of a constructive character . . . so that, what 

might have been an unsalable story may bring to 

the author that which he longs to see...a check.” 
—Marie E. Kolz, Calif. “The story which you 
criticized for me sold on its first time out for 
$300. It was the first story I ever sold.”—J. M. 
M., Webster City, Ia. “The criticisms you offered 
have been invaluable.”—Pearl V. Doddridge, N. Y 

Try this service. Send us one of your manu- 
scripts today, with money order or check for $1.10 
(10c to cover postage). 

If you are interested in writing, investigate the 

Richard Burton Cowue 
‘ Or ; s 0, £ e 

It includes the Short Story, Article Writing and 
Journalism. It brings you the fullness and richness 

of Dr. Burton’s wide experience as noted teacher, 
lecturer, editor, critic and author. It gives you a 
splendid personal training and individual coaching, 
saves you months of tedious effort, shows you how 
to write stories or articles that sell. A valuable 
reference library of short-story masterpieces is in- 
cluded with the course. You also receive complete 
personal criticism of eight of your short stories! 

FREE ANALYSIS TEST 

It will reveal interesting things 

about your qualifications, as it has 
for many others. Try it and re 
ceive expert critic’s frank opinion, 
without obligation. 

J ig Mail This Coupon NOW! Be 
RICHARD BURTON SCHOOLS, INCORPORATED 
162-3 Burton Bidg., 9-11 Main St. N. E., Minneapolis, Minn. 

( ) I am sending s story for Criticism st your 
price of $1.00. Enclosed is (Money Order 
for $1.10—10e to cover pameae. slay , 

( ) Send your Free Anslysis Test ormation 
Richard Burton Course tn Oreatine en Writing. “= 

Name. 

Address. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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LET ME HELP YOU 
Rejection slips lower your morale. 

Put your work in the hands of a reliable agent who 
knows current market requirements. 

I am selling for others. Let me see what I can 
do for you. 

Send for circulars and editorial recommendations 
from G e Horace Lorimer, H. L. Mencken, John 
Farrar, and twenty other famous editors and publis ers. 

ROBERT THOMAS HARDY 
Play-Broker and Authors’ Agent 

5S West Forty-second St., New York, N. Y. 

Put Humor in Your 

Stories 
Good humorous shorts sell readily to the 
big magazines for as much as $500 each. 
Send me a story of not over 5,000 words, 
with $1.00 reading fee, and I will report on 
the possibility of “humorizing”’ it. your 
story shows sufficient promise, I will offer 
to rewrite it humorous M and undertake its 
marketing on a “fifty-fifty” basis. 

JACK W. PANSY 

2041 East 64th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MANUSCRIPTS 
Typed neatly and correctly. Prompt service. Cor- 
rections in spelling, punctuation and grammar if 
desired. One carbon copy. 40c per 1,000 words— 
Poetry 2c a line. 

GRACE L. SHELLEY 
135 E. Whiting Avenue Fullerton, Calif. 

MANUSCRIPTS 
Prepared to meet editorial requirements by trained 

author’s typist. Prompt service. 40c per 1000 
words. Poetry 1c per line. 1 carbon copy. 

E. C. PHILLIPS 
308 La France Ave. Alhambra, Calif. 

WriITeEr’s DIGEst 

A FREE BOOK 
Develop your personal, creative power! Awaken 
the silent sleeping forces in your own conscious- 
ness. Become Master of your own life. Push aside 
all obstacles with a new energy you have over- 
looked. The ROSICRUCIANS know how, and will 
help you apply the greatest of all powers in man’s 
control. Create health and abundance for yourself. 
Write for FREE book, "The Wisdom of the Sages”. It 

tells how you may receive these teachings for study and 
use. Ht means the dawn of a new day for you. Address, 

Scribe W.Y. D. 

ROSICRUCIAN BROTHERHOOD 
San Jose {AMORC) California 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

The Detective In Fiction 

(Continued from page 33) 

“Is it he? Is it he? It can’t be. He 
hasn’t any motive. Or has he—could that 
quarrel over the—could that be motive?” 

Oh, yes, I know I’m talking about the per- 

fect, the ideal detective story. Not the kind 

we actually write. But the kind that we 
should all try to write. 

The detective story that deals with flesh 
and blood humans with a real, understand- 
able human motive. Not a fluke. Not a 

far-fetched, hard to understand affair. But 

something simple, and primitive and basic. 
And something like that is usually the mo- 
tive for murder. Unless, of course, we’re 
considering the homicidal maniac. The mad 
killer who kills for the joy of it. Granting 
that all murderers may be insane at the time 
of commission of the crime, I still believe 

that the type mentioned above does not be- 
long in detective stories. Yes. I know there 
are plenty of actual cases concerning them. 

But writers should learn the art of selecting. 
Murderers as well as victims. I know an- 
other detective story and the author is really 

famous this time, where the whole bloody 
holocaust is explained by the simple state- 

ment : 

“Oh well, Johnny is insane. He just killed 
for the fun of it.” 

I don’t care who wrote it, it isn’t legiti- 
mate. 

And if the characters should be honest-to- 

goodness human beings, even more should 
the detective belong in that same category. 

For he is the motivating power of the story, 
the protaganist, with whom the eager reader 
wishes to associate himself. 

So I’m for human beings, detective, mur- 
derer, victim, innocent bystanders. I’m for 
letting the reader and the detective work to- 

gether. I’m for furnishing a sound, under- 
standable, satisfying motive. And last, but 
not least, I’m for letting my detective within 
reason occasionally act on intuition. 

“How,” I insisted, “did you know that 
Bertie, the Ferret—” 

“Well now,” said Lieutenant Stacey, grin- 
ning, “I just had a hunch... .” 

| 



Linens and Domestics, 1170 Broadway, New 
York City. Julien Elfenbein, Editor. Issued 
monthly; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We want 
news notes, of retail buyers changes, etc., inter- 
esting shorts, occasional feature articles from 
leading linens and domestics buyers or merchan- 
dise manager of retail stores. We use photographs 
of window displays and good interiors, for which 
we pay $1.50 each. We pay lc a word for ar- 
ticles, payable the 15th of the month following 
date of publication.” 

Management Methods, 330 West 42nd Street, 
New York City. Norman C. Firth, Editor. Is- 
sued monthly; 35c a copy; $3.00 a year. “We 
use articles and short items that tell concisely of 
ideas, plans, procedures, and methods used success- 
fully in offices. The articles can have to do with any 
phase of office work, including accounting, person- 
nel, order-handling, purchasing, credit and collec- 
tions, etc. Material that is illustrated, preferably 
by photographs but also by forms and charts, is 
especially desired. Most articles are short with 
a maximum length of 600-800 words. Short items 
of as few as 100 words are used. A few articles 
of 1,000 and even 2,000 words are used. We use 
photographs, but no poetry. We report within a 
week, and pay Ic a word and up on acceptance.” 

Modern Brewery, 420 Lexington Avenue, New 
York City. C. A. Nowak, Editor; Hartley W. 
Barclay, Managing Editor. “We want articles de- 
scribing modern installations of new equipment in 
breweries. Technical articles discussing the main- 
tenance of equipment according to typical cost-cut- 
ting methods used in well-known plants. Inter- 
views with chief engineers on subjects of economy 
in the generation and use of power. Descriptions 
and photographs of construction and erection prob- 
lems involved in building new breweries. Manage- 
ment methods illustrated and described. Photo- 
graphs should accompany articles. Articles should 
be 1,000 to 2,000 words in length. We pay space 
rates of seven dollars per page, immediately upon 
publication.” 

National Laundry Journal. 461 Eighth Avenue, 
New York City. George M. Sangster, Editor. Is- 
sued monthly ; 25c a copy; $2.00 a year. “We want 
merchandising stories on what specific laundries 
have done in the way of getting new customers, 
holding old customers or maintaining a profit on a 
reduced volume of business (reducing costs). Gen- 
eral merchandising stories cannot be used. Stories 
must have facts and figures showing profits, new 
business, percentage of reductions should be in- 
cluded whenever possible. Substantiated facts more 
desirable than a well written article devoid of 
facts and figures. We prefer articles to be 800 

words in length—limit 1,200 words. We cannot 

use photographs, but can use reproductions of ad- 
vertisements, letters, etc. We do not use poetry. 
We report within twenty-four hours after receipt 
of manuscript, and pay 23c an inch (about Yc a 
word) on the first of month following publica- 
tion.” 

Petroleum Age and Service Station Merchan- 
dising, 500 North Dearborn Street, Chicago, Tlli- 

nois. Issued monthly. “We will consider material 

dealing with distribution and merchandising of 

JANUARY 

Immediate Market 
For Short Stories 
Salable stories placed at once. Send latest story, 
article with fee of $1 for 1st 1000, 25c added 1000 
words, plus return stamped envelope, for appraise- 
ment. Refunded when placed. Free 8-page booklet 
“How I Help Writers Sell.” Wimmer’s Manuscript 
Sales Plan, 10c. 

DON H. WIMMER 
LITERARY CRITIC 

Suite 157, 1512 N. La Salle St. Chicago, Ill. 

MANUSCRIPTS TYPED 

30¢c PER 1,000 WORDS—ONE CARBON COPY 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

Edward Wenhold 

112 W. 56th Street New York City 

THE WRITER’S COACH 
My coaching service for amateur writers is made 

more valuable by the frank and impartial manner 
in which I handle scripts submitted to me. I have 
no form-letters or stereotyped criticisms to send 
you as I deal with each script individually. 

My. criticisms are frank and thorough and you 
will like my friendly way of telling you your weak 
points. You will not become famous over night by 
working with me, but you will get a new slant on 
the writing profession. 

The fee for my service is $1 for the first 2,000 
words or under and 25c for each thousand there- 
after, to accompany manuscript (no stamps). No 
poetry, plays, or scenarios. If your script has pos- 
sibilities, I will suggest a few potential markets. 

REUBEN J. HOLMES 
Box 215 Goodland, Kansas 

BIG NAME OR AMATEUR 
You need the filing cabinet and record system I e 

FREE to new clients. Still more, you need the right Find 
of typist. Let one story decide whether I'm the right kind. 
mee occu. 40c wad 1,000; books, 3 verse, lc a line. 

T-pages, carbon, mino ti b ~ po Rey pw , inor corrections. Market sug 

OSCAR OPSAHL 
830 Simpson Ave., St. Paul, Minn. 

-— TYPISTS WANTED! 
Make your typewriter earn good money 

for you during your spare hours, typing 
manuscripts for authors. 

Why not see what a one-inch ad in 
WRITER’S DIGEST will bring to you? 

Write today for advertising 
rate card and full details. 

Advertising Manager 

WRITER’S DIGEST 
Desk T, 

22 E. 12th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 

Writer’s Digest is your best tntroduction when writing advertisers. 
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Short--Short Story Writers! 
Write for the analysis of all the “short-shorts” in 
LIBERTY and COLLIER’S for two years past and 
the SIX methods that are used to put in the “trick” 
ending, surprise twist, or dramatic punch. 

This analysis is accompanied by the “thumb-nail” 
synopses of 100 of the best published “short-shorts.” 
It is instructive and valuable to every writer and easily 
worth $100.00 to any author who is interested in writ- 
ing “short-shorts”—the $500.00 kind. Price only $1.00. 

ERNEST E. GAGNON COMPANY 
829 Union Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles, California 

FIVE DOLLARS and Your Manuscript 
If under 15,000 words, assures reading, criticism, mar- 
keting and an honest effort to sell it to a motion picture 
studio. Ten dollars for novel lengths, plays and 
scenarios. 

HAL MURPHY 
357 North Beverly Drive Beverly Hills, Calif. 

TYPEWRITER OWNERS—OPERATORS! 
Make Money! 

New, copyrighted treatise ‘“‘How To Make Money With Your 
Typewriter’ (not story writing) tells how the author, using the 
*‘Hunt-and-Peck”’ typewriting system, makes up to $15 a day. 
Methods fully explained—in a simple, concise manner. Price 
$1.00, postpaid. Or write for circular. Stamp appreciated. 

W-S LABORATORY 

Book Dept, W Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 

DON'T DELAY SUCCESS! 
If you have the urge to write but have diffi- 

culty in learning what to write to sell, PLOT 
SERVICE is equipped to give you personal aid. 

Long courses in fiction writing are excellent, 
but PLOT SERVICE offers a unique short cut 
that brings immediate results. 

From a careful study of your personal ex- 
perience and talent we not only provide you with 
an original plot designed especially for you by 
trained writers and guaranteed salable if ade- 
quately developed, but discuss it in great detail 
and tell you how best to write it to sell. Our 
suggestions constitute a tabloid text book on 
short story writing prepared especially for you. 
Pleased clients say our service has meant cash 
to them. A card brings details. 

PLOT SERVICE, P. O. Box 704, Atlanta, Ga. 

Advertising 
as a CAREER for 
Men and Women 
If you really want — to get ahead 
cenver— Ht you want to make more 
money —if you want a career filled 
with thrills and big opportunities — 
or want to advance in your present 
position—read ‘Success in Adver- 
tising,’’ now sent free. | 

This new booklet points the road 
hundreds of men and women have 
followed to quickly increase their 
earning power. : 

It also explains how you can, by a new, practical home 
study method, qualify for a position in any one of the 
many branches of Aavertenng. Toread this booklet should 
prove to be anevening wellspent. 

Send your name and address and this free booklet will 
be sent at once. No obligation. 
—— 

DA SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING 
3eo1 Michigan Avenue Dept. 3 Chicago, tl. 
Send FREE booklet *‘ Success in Adveri....g’’, and full information. 

Name 
AAA: 

City. State. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

Writer’s Dicest 

petroleum products, wholesale and retail, and also 
accessories, tires, etc., which can be sold through 
service stations. Articles must be detailed, definite 
and contain the ‘how’ angle as well as stressing 
actual results of business efforts, etc. We are 
always glad to receive good ‘action’ photographs. 
We pay according to the value of the material, 
after publication.” 

Piano Trade Magazine, 23 East Jackson Boule- 
vard, Chicago, Illinois. Roy E. Waite, Editor. 
Issued monthly; 15c a copy; $1.50. “Most of the 
material we use is staff written, but we do con- 
sider articles on music store merchandising, ad- 
vertising, handling salesmen, etc., with the piano 
of first importance. We use photographs, but no 
poetry. We report immediately and pay %c to lc 
a word, depending upon the quality of the article, 
on publication.” 

The Studebaker Wheel, The Studebaker Sales 
Corporation of America, South Bend, Indiana. 
Ralph E. Jones, Editor. Issued monthly. House 
organ. “We use short articles on sports, music, 
art, travel, etc., written in a light, popular style 
not exceeding 2,000 words in length. We are par- 
ticularly interested in stories of interesting or re- 
markable experiences with Studebaker cars and 
stories of nationally prominent personalities who 
are Studebaker owners. We also want unusual 
photographs with motoring tie-up. We do not use 
poetry. We report within two weeks and pay on 
acceptance.” 

Western Plumbing and Heating Journal, 2124 
South Vermont, Los Angeles, California. John B. 
Reeves, Editor. Issued monthly. “We want ar- 
ticles on plumbing—technical and merchandising— 
1,000 words preferred. We use photographs, but 
no poetry. We report at once, and pay Ic a word 
on publication.” 

MARKETS FOR PLAYS 

Eldridge Entertainment House, Inc., Franklin, 
Ohio. “We want three-act plays suitable for High 
School, Dramatic Club, and Church production; 
readings and recitations for a church collection of 
sacred and secular nature; primary material, and 
material for a class day book. We prefer manu- 
scripts to be sent between October and the last of 
April. We pay according to the merit of the play.” 

Philadelphia and New York 
Market Letter 

(Continued from page 20) 

on in the same line of policy as heretofore, 
and has enough material on hand to last 
some time. Not very encouraging. But if 
you are interested in this market, keep on 

hand these notes Miss Egdorf gave me: 

¢ “Fiction—5,000 words or less, of the type 
that appeals to women living in small towns. 
(We are bought up for several months.) 
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Serials—40,000 words. (Will not be consid- 

ering any for four or five months.) Special 
articles—2,000 words or less. (Will not be 

buying for several months. )” 

¢ Liberty, aside from its usual rather slim 

market for fiction and features, is announc- 
ing a big new manuscript contest for serials, 

open until March 30, 1933. Ten thousand 

dollars is the prize fund. You must never 
have had a book published, or sold a serial 
of 20,000 or more words to a national maga- 
zine—for this is another of their first-story 
contests. You can read the full details of 

the contest in the magazine, so I desist. Or 
address the editor, W. M. Flynn, at 1926 

Broadway—Lincoln Square, if you prefer— 

it’s all the same thing. 

¢ Love Mirror, edited by Miss Hope Hale, 

has changed its length requirements. (It’s 
the fault of less advertising again.) Short 
stories should now run from 3,500 to 6,000 
words, and novelettes should be 12,000 to 

15,000 words. Serials are usually arranged 
for, as only a very few are used each year. 
Better send in your serial idea in synopsis 

form first. 
¢ This magazine wants the sweethearts to 
be average young people, facing very real, 
1933 situations. Don’t send ’em any of that 
glamour stuff. And if you like marriage sit- 

uations, here’s a market. About fifty percent 
of their stories run to the love-ruption and 
rebuilding after marriage. They are making 
an honest effort to keep this magazine right 
up to date on payments—just over one cent 

a word now, between acceptance and publi- 

cation. They are buying only a month’s ma- 
terial at a time; nothing held over except 
with the author’s consent. Very fair! 
¢ Short Shorts, edited by Paul Anderson, 
has moved from 51 East 42nd Street, down 

to 100 Fifth Avenue—a building in which 
various other publishers have found com- 
fortable offices. This book uses only the 
short short, 1,000 to 2,000 words in length, 
and pays a minimum of $25 per manuscript 
accepted. They owed a few writers some 
time back, but I believe are paying up. 

¢ Dell Publishing Company has announced 
a new magazine of The New Yorker type, 
to appear early in January. It will be a 
weekly, edited by Norman Anthony, who 

JANUARY 

NEW MARKETS! 
available only through us 

For various reasons these markets do not care 
to advertise for stories to fill their immediate 
needs. Recognizing the fact that our service is 
both honest and effective ... and wishing to 
avoid a great flood of unsuited stories ... edi- 
tors and publishers of these magazines have 
turned to us... 

1. A love story publisher wants five or six 
writers who will furnish good stories for 
Y% cent a word until er brighten 
up.” Are you interested? 

. A sex magazine, privately printed and 
privately distrib uted, wants very risque 
stories ... pays Yec a word. We haven't 
any. 

. A Missouri syndicate wants short 
stories. 4c on acceptance, or 50-50 
royalty. Good place for your light stories. 

. An editor of a string of magazines gone 
“short short” wrote us for stories. We 
sent what we had but it was not enough. 
Have you some to sell at 1c a word? 

These are special needs. In addition to these 
our service reaches every known market from 
Satevepost down. We iow when a story is 
salable and we know where to sell it. If it can 
be sold we will sell it. 

We charge the standard agent’s commission 
of 10%, payable after sale. A reading fee of $1 
is charged to cover the actual cost of handling 
the story. This fee must accompany every script. 

If you can meet any the immediate needs 
sketched above send aa stories to us at ones. 

SALES DEPARTMENT 
Short Story Writers Cape Girardeau, Missouri 

MIND 
An analytical term-book of Human Mentality classified 
for writers. A book every writer can use with every 
story he writes. 

Price postpaid, cash or mane order ‘> 
check $.65, stamps (1, or 3) 

Cc. Vz. SHOLL 
Dept. 30, P. O. Box 5 Astoria, New York 

GOOD TYPING 
Prompt service at 30c thousand words. 

One carbon, postage one way. 
Special rate on books. 

EDNA A. STEWART 
Box 6006, St. Joseph, Mo. 

215 Baine Studio Bldg. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

| con‘t Sell 

Learn “Why” from former editor for 3 
major studios, backed by 12 years daily 

selling service, with sales from $500.00 to 

$12,000.00. Stories I read and O K to 
studio Editors will receive consideration. 

Send today for my free booklet ‘Inside 

Facts about Talking Picture Stories. 

ADELINE M. ALVORD 
Dept. W, 

Stories 

Hollywood, Calif. 
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WE HAVE SOLD 
TEN STORIES 

TO THE 

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS 
DURING THE PAST FEW MONTHS 

This is the best evidence in the world that producers 
WILL BUY if the story is in line with their require- 
ments and is submitted thru an accredited agent. 

Conditions at the studios have changed. No longer are 
they paying outrageous prices for published novels and 
stage plays. Producers are turning more and more to 
the ORIGINAL STORY written directly for the TALK- 
ING SCREEN. 

Independent prod g companies, recognizing the theatre 
need for cheaper productions, are stronger and more 
numerous than ever. With an assured outlet fer their 
product they represent an enhanced and ideal market 
for the original story. 

From the standpoint of the producer it makes no differ- 
ence whether you are KNOWN or UNKNOWN-—as long 
as the agent can guarantee Authorship, THE STORY 
IS THE THING! The only thing that counts, and 
never before has the demand for suitable stories been 
as great as it is NOW. 

The opportunity is here for you—TODAY. Located on 
the ground here in Hollywood, in the center of TALK- 
ING PICTURE production, we are in a natural posi- 
tion to render a practical and worthwhile service. Bear 
in mind that it is in HOLLYWOOD where all stories 
are passed on and bought—not in New York, as practically 
all of the major studios in New York have been shut down. 
Stories will be accepted by us in any form for FREE 
READING and REPORT. Our U. S. COPYRIGHT 
SERVICE provides protection before a manuscript is 
submitted to the Studios, and is offered only if the 
story is acceptable by us for representation. 

Our STUDIO REPRESENTATIVE personally submits 
the author’s detailed manuscript to those producers whose 
current requirements call for that particular type of 
story. NOWHERE can you find such a thoroly practical 
and efficient service. end TODAY for eur FREE 
BOOKLET describing in detail the opportunities as 
they exist TODAY—No cost er obligation, of course. 

WERTHEIM & NORTON, LTD. 
Exclusive Sales Representatives 

Universal Scenario Company 

818 Meyer Bidg., Western & Sierra Vista 

Hollywood, California 

MAKE YCUR CAMERA PAY 
Magazines, newspapers, advertisers pay millions 

yearly for photographs bought from amateur pho- 
tographers everywhere. They need more than they 

t. ean get. 
If you like to use a camera YOU CAN LEARN to 

make it earn you a good income in spare time, no 
matter where you are. 

U. P.’s delightful TRAINING BY MAIL teaches 
you quickly and at low cost to make the kinds of 
- that sell. U. P. MARKETING SERVICE 

Ips you sell them. 
Send for particulars peter, Simply mail card and 

7 say: “SEND FREE BOOK.” 

UNIVERSAL PHOTOGRAPHERS CORPORATION 
10 West 33rd Street, Dept. I41A, New York 

Without cost or obligation tell me how I may cash in on my 
camera, (We employ no salesmen.) 

gc wee wee me mene 4 
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also wields the editorial pencil over Bally- 
hoo. The sophistication will be shaded down 

to appeal to a less smart audience than The 
New Yorker. They are reported to be rely- 
ing on well-known names to get the maga- 
zine off to a quick start. The address is 100 
Fifth Avenue. 

¢ Redbook is in the market once more, hav- 

ing got to the lower depths of the office safe. 
But material for this magazine must be well 
written and smart in tone. They like well 
drawn characters, strongly built up atmos- 
phere, and movement all through the story 
—and this applies to both longer fiction and 
to the short shorts. Edwin Balmer is editor. 
The address: 230 Park Avenue. 

¢ Vanity Fair, 420 Lexington Avenue, has 

a new editor, Claire Boothe Brokaw. Good 
rates are paid for very modern, smart arti- 
cles, essays, verse, short-short stories. 
© America, a Catholic Review of the Week, 

pays a cent a word on publication for “fact 
articles of current interest, 1,500 to 1,800 
words in length.” Rev. Wilfrid Persons, 

S.J., is editor. The address is 329 West 
108th Street. 
* Golden Book, 55 Fifth Avenue, edited by 
Mrs. Frederica Field, is at present interested 

only in “reprints and translations of stories 
never translated before. These must be of 
unusual literary merit, and not over five 
thousand words in length.” 

¢ A new magazine of international interest 
is Europa, edited by William Kozlenko at 
235 East 22nd Street, and contributed to by 
many well known writers. 

¢ When is the present not the present? 

When it’s a magazine named that, says Fill- 
more Hyde. He sends me the following let- 
ter in regard to it: 

“Sometime in the past you published a paragraph 
to the effect that we were publishing a magazine 
called The Present and stating that we needed 
short, short stories. Insomuch as things have not 
picked up this fall as hoped, we have postponed pub- 
lication of this magazine until sometime in the 
spring. The name will be changed. In the mean- 
while, we don’t wish any more manuscripts .. . 
Fillmore Hyde.” 

H*s® you written a play worthy of 
Broadway production? Here is a pro- 

ducer, experienced in putting on Broadway 
plays, who wants better manuscripts than 
they have been able to secure: 

sit sctnatemiansaneninasitiiins 
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BOOKS 
GRAMMAR AND PUNCTUATION 

Roget’s Thesaurus. ..ccccccrsccccese seoeee ce 
Peter Mark Roget 

Standard Dictionary ..ccccscocccccccccesvcs 1,00 
Funk & W. i. nals 

Punctuation and Capitalization.............. 35 
Frank Vizetelly 

Fifteen Thousand "Useful Phrases........... 1.75 
Grenville Kleiser 

Weete St TIGRE. .ccccescece coccscocccscecces SD 
Ambrose Bierce 

eg Synonyms, Antonyms and Prepositions 2.25 

Woolley’s New Handbook of Com re beens 1.40 
Revised and Enlarged by F. 

College Handbook of Composition........... 1.56 
Woolley & Scott 

PLAYWRITING 
Playwriting fer Prefit. .cccccccccccesececes 3.50 

Edwin Krows 
The Art of Sound Pictures............ ° 23.30 

KH 6B, Pitkin & Marsion 

SHORT STORY WRITING 
How to Write a Short Story.......2200.-+-- 3.00 

Michael Joseph 
me to Write Short Stories...........606 - 1.00 

Josephine Bridgart 
Plot _. the Short Story..........- Sceeesewe 1.80 

Henry Albert Phillips 
Plotting "the Short Story. .....-« eocccececce 1.c0 

unn 
Writio ba Ghost SderFccccccccscccsesccoce BB 

g Esenwein 
Short Story Writing........ aareaes irdiomeasn 2.2% 

‘y B. Orvis 
The rd Two Ways to Write a Short Story.. 6.90 

John Gellishaw 
Short Stories of H. G. Welle......ceeeceess 4.00 
Laments for the Living..........+++ seesees Bae 

Dorothy Parker 
Twelve Cardinal Elements of Short Story 
WE . pn aceseeowe cotees cae eT eae ems 1.99 

Agnes Reeve 

FICTION WRITING 
Writing Journalistic Features.......... ecoe 3.00 

By Perley Reed 
Fiction Writers on Fiction Writing.......... 2.86 

Arthur S. Hoffmen 
Fiction Writing for Profit..... ie vbewees eee Ce 

Joseph and Cumberland 
Fundamentals of ange Writing....... cocce B00 

Arthur S. Hoffme 
How to Write Serial "Fiction. haga neness 2.50 

Michael Joseph 
Technique of Fiction snaaae- ry ee ee ea 1.75 

James Knapp Reev 
Emotional Values in S sites Writing.. a 

James Knapp Reeve 
Pounty Problems ef the Fiction Writer...... 5.00 

Callichaw 

PREPARING AND MARKETING MANUSCRIPTS 
How to Prepare Manuacripis........--eee0% 1.00 

Emma Gary Wallace 
Preparation of Manuscripts for Printer...... - 1.65 

Frank Visetelly 
The Writer’s Morket........... socccecesne SOO 

A. M. Mathies 
Reporting for Beginners.......- $anees sexes 3.00 

Charles D. Mecdougal 

After a conscientious survey ef ov 
nae catalogues, WRITER’S DIGEST Pn 4 the follow- 
ing books to its readers. 

COR eee Reem me mer aes eee eeseeHeereese 

COO eee eee HHH EH eee HHH E EERE HEH EEE EES 

COCR eee meee OEE Eee r EEO URE RET EHE WEES 

score of publishers’ 

All books selected make interesting 
ling and are authoritetive. 

POETRY 

Ast of Versification. ..ccccccsccccccccccess $2.00 
Esenwein and Roberts 

Rhymes and Meters........-.-+s+e8:: asc oe 
Horatio Winslow 

Walker’s Rhyming Dictionary.............- 2.50 
J. Waiker 

Great Poems Interpreted..........-2-see00> 2.05 
Barbe 

PLOT CONSTRUCTION 

Art of Inventing Characters..............- 2.86 
Georges Polts 

Plots and Personalities.............++- so0e BAS 
Universal Plot Catalogue.............. coos 350 

Henry Aibert Philips 
Elements of Plot pereetien ie ie aide dieing aiaioe 50 

Richard K. Abb 
Narrative ‘Sakata. . sits apache ate ese aaa a ec 2.88 

Thomas H. Usaell 

MISCELLANEOUS 

20 Best Short Stories in Ray Long’s 20 Years 
aS Serre here ee F 

Psychology for the Writer...... occescsevece 2.50 
Prof. H. K. Nixon 

Training for Authorship............-..e+65 6.00 
Kletser 

Cartooning and Drawing........-......0+++ 5.00 
Manuel Rosenberg 

SE I riaidiéw dacs kcundebe dereasen 1.06 
Ford Madex Foard 

Essentials in English Speech and Literature... 2.00 
Frank Vizetelly 

Anthology of English Prose............,5-.- 3.00 
Edited by Herbert Reed 

One Term Course in English Literature...... 1.30 
evydrick 

TS WSR Ba onovc cc cciccccessasseee 2.50 
James Knapp Reeve 

Technique of the Mystery Sitory.........-.. 2.50 
Carolyn Wells 

Writing Novels to Sell.........-..ccecee-ee 2.50 
Laurence D’Orsay 

The Business of Writing......-...sseccsses 2.99 
Feed Ziv 

Making Laughs Pag ...cccsccccessvosvecevve 2.00 
c. arden LaRoe 

Magazine Article Writing................- 4.00 
E. Brennecke 

Free Lancing for Forty Magazines.......... 2.69 
Edward Mott Wcolley 

Children’s Stories and How to Tell Them.... 2.00 
senwein & Stockard 

Juvenile Story Writing....-.....+..e05+++-- 2.10 
Robinson 

The Magazine Article.......ccccccccvseces 3.90 
Crawford 

WS lt Es 6 660s s 050s cee sehen enews 3.00 
Donald Withelm 

Writer’s Question and Answer Moaual...... 3.68 
Harry V. Martin 

Landing the Editors’ Checks.......... coccee BOO 
Laurence D’Orsay 

Writing for Real Money...........+.see065 1.60 
Edward Mott Woolley 

How to Write for Radio. .....-.-..+-esese0- 3.00 
Seymour & Martin 

WRITER’S DIGEST, 22 East 12th Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 

GuxTLEMEN:—Please send me postpaid the following hooks: 

cere cece e ccc etSerescereec eee Seeeorenerercesocreseeee 

saree eer eee wes reer ces DIG eee 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 
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‘$$ RADIO ROYALTIES $$ | 
A Great Opportunity 

For Writers 
CASH IN on this tremendous, rich new field that 

is paying big money to writers with good ideas for 
dio Broadcast. 
You do not have to be an experienced writer. 

You may be just as capable of writing for Radio 
as other successful writers who are today in the 
big_ money. 
This is not a school. We have no courses or 

books to sell. But our Free Booklet, WRITING 
FOR RADIO, describes the most complete and 
Practical service for writers ever offered. 

Our Sales Department submits to a selected list 
of Broadcasting Stations on a commission basis. 
Also such Radio material that has Talking Picture 
possibilities is submitted through Personal Repre- 
antiee to the Hollywood Motion Picture Suaioe. 

Send today for our Big Free Book on WRITIN 
FOR RADIO. No cost or obligation. 

Universal Radio Service 
101 Meyer Bldg. 

Sierra Vista at Western Avenue 
Hollywood, California 

$75 IN COLD CASH 
“I am in receipt of $75 in cold cash—for the first story 

I wrote under the guidance of THE THREE SECRETS OF 

SALABLE STORIES. After years of misdirected writing, too. 

Of course I’m happy; I want to pass the good word along.”’ 
—Alan P. Harrison (Address on request.) 

Send only $1 to Triple 8 Publishers, P. O. Box 313, Glen- 
dale, Calif., for THE THREE SECRETS, and receive The 
Fiction Elements Chart FREE. 

Would You Like to Become a 

Successful Writer? 
A FREE book tells how you can 

Successful writers earn from $5,000 to 
$30,000 a year and lead interesting lives. 
Learning how to write fiction is no 
longer uncertain or a mystery. Under 
the practical method developed by Da- 
vid Raffelock, Director, 80% of the 
students sell stories before completing 
course — 100% are thoroughly trained. 
A new book tells all about it. Its title 
is “The Way Past the Editor.” It is free. 
Send today for a copy. 

THE SIMPLIFIED 

TRAINING COURSE 
1836 Champa Street Denver, Colorado 

Send me a copy of the free book, “The 
Way Past the Editor.” 

Address . 

Writer’s Dicest 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

“The undersigned will be glad to read and 

consider for possible New York production, 
plays of 3 or 4 acts written by mature au- 

thors. 
¢ “The author need not necessarily be a 

person with a well established name as a 
playwright; the play will, in every case, be 

considered on its own merits, so there is no 

bar to new writers. 
“The plays will be read very carefully 

and, if thought suitable for production, roy- 
alty arrangements will be made with the au- 

thors. 
“Authors’ interests will be fully protected 

while the plays are in our hands, but return 

postage must, in all cases, accompany sub- 
mitted manuscripts.” J. B. Copeland, 40 

West 40th Street. 
¢ Dr. Daniel A. Poling gives me this infor- 
mation in regard to the Christian Herald, 

which he edits: 
“Most material arranged for. Occasion- 

ally buy a short story, a personality sketch, 

or a strong human interest article. We are 

not a very promising market for free lance 
writers. Suggest that intending contributors 
query us in advance.” Address: 419 Fourth 

Avenue. 
¢ Reginald T. Townsend and a group of em- 

ployees have bought Country Life and The 
American Home, and will continue them 

under the editorship of Mr. Townsend as be- 

fore. This leaves Doubleday Doran with 

only two magazines out of their once im- 
pressive string: West and Short Stories. It 
remains one of the most important book 

publishers, however, with a long annual list 

of fiction, mystery novels, juveniles, and 

many types of non-fiction. 

¢ The Daily News, 220 East 42nd Street, 
is a likely market for short fiction—uses a 
short “true” story daily of about 2,500 
words. The Sunday Magazine section of the 
New York Herald Tribune, is open to occa- 

sional feature articles, but prefers that you 
query first. Editor—Mrs. William Brown 
Meloney. Address—230 West 41st Street. 

© The Century Co., 353 Fourth Avenue, is- 

sues an impressive annual list of titles: 
“There are no hard and fast lines governing 

our choice as to material wanted. New 
writers are welcome if they have something 

set an 

as 
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to say and say it well. Manuscripts must 

have literary merit and not be trite.” 

¢ Albert & Charles Boni, 66 Fifth Avenue, 

publish novels of high literary excellence 
and non-fiction—especially biography. “We 
are interested in everything except poetry, 
plays and textbooks. We adhere to a high 

standard, and will not consider manuscripts 
saturated with sweet sentimentality.” 

¢ Brentano’s, at Fifth Avenue and 27th 

Street, publishes a much smaller number of 

volumes than those above—literary novels, 

biography, travel, fine arts, politic, etc. But 
here the same comment is made on the aver- 
age book manuscript that Lippincott’s edi- 

tor made: 

¢ “Many authors appear to be too greedy. 
They think more of the check than of their 

story, and send out poorly written, unpol- 
ished manuscripts. They need to work 

harder; analyze plots, study and read thor- 

oughly about details such as locale and set- 
ting. And they must write—and rewrite!” 

¢ Norman H. White, Jr., Inc., (this is the 
literary agent) going in, in a small way, for 

book publishing under his own name, at 62 
West 45th Street. The Abbot Press is an- 
other new incorporation, at 460 West 34th 
Street, headed by John Clapp, formerly ex- 
ecutive with the book house of Ives Wash- 
burn. Mr. Clapp does the selecting himself, 

and will have a general line of books, includ- 

ing fiction. 

* Greenberg, publisher, announces that be- 
cause of a most highly successful season, he 
is forced to move into new and larger quar- 
ters at 449 Fourth Avenue. He publishes 

oly non-fiction books: biography, psychol- 

ogy, science, education, etc. 

© Alfred H. King, Inc., 432 Fourth Avenue, 
are no longer looking for mysteries or trans- 
lations. They want modern novels, in par- 

ticular, which deal with the modern woman’s 
problems; or such stories as “Grand Hotel.” 

They think young writers are too prone to 
stick to the two settings of Hollywood and 
Broadway, and often are forced to reject an 

otherwise promising script because of this 
constant duplication of setting. 

°¢ The Phantom Detective is a new pulp 
edited by N. L. Pines at 570 Seventh Ave- 

JANUARY 

The 1933 Writer’s Year Book 

and Market Guide will be on 

the news stands February 20th. 

YES, I WANT TO 

GET ON THE BUYING SIDE 
OF THE EDITOR’S DESK! 

Name 

Address 

The most soul-satisfying job for any 
person who wants to write is man- 
aging editor of a trade magazine. 

To the man in this job comes thousands of ex- 
periences and opportunities obtainable no other 
place. He writes enough to attain an easy, fault- 
less style. He meets the biggest manufacturers 
and the smallest dealers, with all the range of 
employees and their wives and families. 

He is paid as high as $150 a week 
and is inspired to write what he 
pleases in his spare time. 

With your knowledge of writing, you can become 
a trade magazine managing editor. A man who 
is a managing editor of one successful trade 
magazine and associate editor of another will 
help you. He combines instruction in the detail 
of publishing with long, interesting letters writ- 
ten individually to you. 

The first lesson of this course is 
worth hundreds of dollars to you. It 
tells you how to write the kind of 
articles trade magazines want to 
buy. 

We can help a very limited number of students. 
Rush back the coupon above for details! This 
is your BIG OPPORTUNITY! 

Mail Today to 

The Trade Paper 

MANAGING EDITOR 
229 West 28th St. New York, N. Y. 

ACCURATE TYPING 
Will use good bond paper, correct the spelling; rate, 

35¢ per thousand words; 20% discount on book lengths. 

Poetry, 2c per line, postage one way. 

BEULAH R. NEALEY 

Lincolnville, Maine 

CHICAGO TYPIST 
Manuscripts typed to conform to editors’ require- 

ments, neatly, promptly, accurately, 50c per 1,000 

words. Poetry, le per line. 

MISS HELEN E. NOWLAN 
Suite 410, 105 North Clark Street Chicago 

THE PLOT’S THE THING! 
Snappy, dramatic, salable stories fairly write themselves when 
you’re following an original, detailed outline and the carefully 
thought-out suggestions we furnish. Western, love, adventure. 
Write for prices. 
Letter perfect typing, 40c 1,000 words including minor correc- 
tions, 75e 1,000 words for thorough revision. Return postage free. 

THE PLOT SHOP 
Allen and Mirlam Kirby Box 14, Mt. Morris, tl. 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 



= Thousands of Dollars 

From GENIE PLOTS 
ere swelling authors’ bank 

accounts. 

FAMOUS AUTHORS USE 
GENIE 

and recommend it to unknown 

writers who would become 
mous 

Ludwig Stanley Landmiehl, author of 
more than a score of —— and serials, 
as well as hundreds of short stories and 
articles, praises GENIE. He says: 

“It Ie remarkable how swiftly and aceurately the PLOT GENIE 
ean evolve a plot from which a really entertaining story may 
written. § have worked up no end of plots—geod on ee. Boy were 
worked Inte stories and have been published. | am sending you 
| formulas or synopses of plots used in stories resently pub- 
ul 

A VERITABLE GOLD MINE! 
One author has already made $5,000 with the GENIE—another 

earned $2,000 in one month and is still selling consistently. A eer- 
gee new writer sold seven stories in six weeks, all plotted by 

PLOTS ARE WHAT COUNT IN MODERN WRITING 
ors plots are countless! They are original—unusuel— 

workable. 
GENIE is endorsed by the American Fiction Guild—recommended 

by educators and editors—widely used by professional writers and 
the Story Departments of Talking Picture Studios. 

The PLOT GENIB is not an experiment—it is not @ toy. It is 
Dractical—workable—and scientifically sound. 
storehouse of potential story material—the most complete reference 
work for authors that has ever been devis 

Bend for full information. No obligation, of course. 

“PERFECT PLOTTER,” 25 Cents 
Just to get acquainted we will send “‘Perfect Plotter,’’ which con- 

tains the Perfect Story Plot formula and a complete plot synopsis 
developed with PLOT GENIE. This alone may show you what 
is wrong | with your rejected stories, | Just send 25c, coin or postage, 
and say ‘“‘Send me Perfect Plotter 

ERNEST E. GAGNON COMPANY 
851 Union Insurance Blidg., Los Angeles, Calif. 

soa | et | met) foe | Some | See | et | me ap. <3 LS 

Short-Story Writing 
How to write, what to 
write, and where to sell 

Cultivate your mind. De- 
velop your literary gifts. 
Master the art of self-ex- 
pression. Make your spare 
time profitable. Turn your 
ideas into dollars. 
Courses in Short-Story Writing, 
Versification, Journalism, Play 
ee Photoplay Writing,etc. $ 

SENWE taught by our staff of literary ex- 
Dr. E mad perts, headed by Dr. J. Berg 

Esenwein, famous critic and teacher; Editor of The 
Writer’s Monthly. Dr. Esenwein offers you construct- 
ive criticism; frank, honest, helpful advice: real teaching. 
One pupil has received over $5,000 for stories and 
articles written mostly in spare time—“ play work,” 
he calls it. Another received over $1,000 before 
completing her first course. Hundreds are selling 

Mi constantly toleading publishers. 
f There is no other institution or agency doing so much 

for writers, young or old, The universities recognize 
this, for over one hundred members of the English 
faculties of higher institutions are studying in our 

# Literary Department. The editors recognize it, for 
they are constantly recommending our courses. 

150 page | pene catalog free. 
Please address— 

The Home Contespondence School 
Established 1897 

ae 72 Springfield, Mass. 
we pob The Writer's Library, 13 volumes; descrip- 

Booklet free. ‘We also publish The Wriser’s Mint thiv, be 
janmng manne masacine — nn workers; sample copy § 

Writer’s DicEst 

Writer’s Digest is your best introduction when writing advertisers. 

nue, and run much on the order of his 
“Thrilling” books. May use a few shorts 

from non-staff writers. Query before sub- 
mitting. 

© Snappy Magazine is still published by Mr. 
Pines and his company at 570 Seventh Ave- 
nue, though it comes out irregularly and con- 

sequently may seem to be slow about pay- 

ment. 

¢ The Merwil Publishing Company is now 

located at 480 Lexington Avenue, and the 
editor is the same: Mrs. Merle W. Hersey. 
Here is a good market for gay, little sex 
stories at about a half cent on publication. 
A French atmosphere is needed for Gay 

Parisienne and La Paree Stories; any set- 
ting for Pep Stories and Spicy Stories. 
Lengths must keep within 2,000 or 2,800 
words. A little spicy verse is also printed— 

at 15 cents a line. 
¢ Sky Fighters, edited by Wm. L. Mayer 

at 122 East 42nd Street, wants true stories 
of aces (These may be of any army), 2,000 
to 3,000 words. Air fiction must feature the 

World War, though not necessarily the 
Western Front. No commercial air or for- 
eign air-adventure stories fit in here. 
Lengths: 3,000 to 30,000 words, with 5,000 
or 6,000 the most needed length. A cent a 
word on acceptance is paid. But Mr. Mayer 
warns you that this is a highly specialized 

type of magazine. 
¢ Broadway and Hollywood Movies has a 
new address: 1450 Broadway—and a new 
editor: Mr. A. R. Roberts. Most of the text 

is taken care of in the office. Those pages 
of cartoons, similar to Ballyhoo, are open to 

cartoonists—best, if they have gag-lines. If, 
new writers want experience, without pay, 
this magazine sometimes uses brief inter- 
views with stars. 
¢ In complete contrast is The American 

Scholar, (which, by the way, has an article 
in it by Mr. Uzzell) under the auspices of 
Phi Beta Kappa—a quarterly edited by Wm. 
A. Shimer. “Significant and important, com- 
pactly and vigorously written papers for the 

general intelligent reader, upon every sub- 
ject pertinent to life today. No fiction. Art’ 
cles range in length, 2,000 to 4,000 worc 

Rates of payment are $5 per printed page, on 
publication.” 

oI 
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Competition 

tells the Srors 
In the great Liberty Magazine short story contest 30,000 manuscripts were submitted. 

Of the thirteen major prizes awarded my students won three. 

© 

Mrs. Ballard, author of 
one of the prize winners, 
writes: 

“The story was evolved 
because of your frank 
analysis. Your personal 
criticisms have always 
proved invaluable. Please 
feel free to say to anyone ‘ 
that your help made pos- # 
sible the result.” ‘ ine 

The. American Way 
A Prize First Srory é 

ALINE BALLARD 

T is the sound American theory that 
in free and open competition only 

the best will survive. Out of thirty thou- 
sand manuscripts received by Liberty in 
their contest, three of the thirteen major 
winners were my own trained students! 
In other magazines, and in other literary 
contests, my students are always well 
represented. 

If you believe in your ability, and if 
you will work hard I can materially help 
you. 
My fees are quite reasonable. 
My service is recommended by scores 

of editors who have seen the work my 
students do. My own sales representa- 
tive is in New York to submit personally 
to editors the manuscripts I accept. 

Send me one of your manuscripts to- 
day to P. O. Box 2602-N, San Francis- 
co, Calif.; or Drawer A-1 Hollywood, 
California. 
Author of “Landi 
the Editors’ Checks, 
$3.00 postpaid; and 
“Writing Novels to 
Sell,” $2.50 postpaid. 
You may order copies 
direct from me. 

Criticism and Sales Service 

TERMS (Each MS. charged for separately, fee 
to accompany MSS.) 

For MSS. up to 4,000 words, $3.00; up to 7,500 

words, $5.00; up to 15,000 words, $8.00; up to 
25,000 words, $12.00; up to 35,000 words, $15.00; 

up to 50,000 words, $20.00; over 50,000 words, 

$25.00. 

The fee is inclusive. When comparing charges, 
you should remember that others charge their 
fee for mere reading, or for reading and criti- 
cism, with an additional charge for revising, an- 
other charge for typing, and still another for 
submission. My fee, on the other hand, covers a 
detailed, constructive criticism of anywhere from 
1.500 to 6,000 words if unavailable; if a story is 
available, or can be made so by revision, the 
fee covers all such work, including typing, sub- 
missions, etc. In brief, I back my judgment of 
a story with my time and money, instead of ask- 
ing the author to do so. 

The Commission charged on sales is 10%. 

Professional Collaboration Service 

This is intensive individual work to a very 
limited number of students. I work with the 
client over every step of story construction. Par- 
ticulars on request. The cost is reasonable and 
terms can be arranged for able students. 

SEND ME ONE OF YOUR MANUSCRIPTS AND ASK FOR MY BOOKLET 
“THE TRUTH ABOUT LITERARY ASSISTANCE” 

LAURENCE R. D’ORSAY 



DURING 

You Buy 
We Give 

lunior Set 
$8.75 Value, only $5 

aF 

Yes, the most 

Because we're about to 

change the Pencil to hold 

Parker's new Lead Cartridge 

Nor a change in the streamlined style, 
or the jewel-like beauty of these 

Duofold Pencils. Not a change in their 
writing excellence, firm lead grip, or re- 
versible action that turns the lead both 
OUT for writing and IN for carrying. 
Merely an alteration inside, so they will 
carry Parker’s new Cartridge of leads, 

instead of storing the extra leads in the 
lead chamber. Hardly sufficient change, 
is it, to-affect their real value! 

In all other respects, these Pencils at 
$38.25 to $35 — OFFERED AT NO COST DUR- 

JANUARY 

Senior Set 

$11-25 Value 

ING JANUARY ONLY—are the same as the 
model which we plan to introduce when 

these are gone. 

To get one, merely ask for it when 
you buy a Parker Duofold Pen at $5, 
$7 to $10. 

Nothing could be sweeter than to own 
the finest of pens and receive a wonder- 
ful pencil to match it, without cost. 

Parker Duofold Pens are world-re- 
nowned for their Pressureless touch, 
quick-starting, non-clogging feed, 
streamlined style and jewel-like beauty. 

If you expect to get yourself a pen 
this year—or send a gift to someone else 
—get this great “buy” while it lasts. 
There has never been one like it. 

Go to your nearest 
stationer, jeweler, drug- 

gist, or department store 

—this offer is good any- 
where in the United 

PARKER 

Above, Parker'ssmart Burgundy and Black Duofold— Pens $5 and $7 ; Pen- 
ctls to match $3.75 and $4.25 included without cost during January only. 

States—but during Jan- 
uary only. The Parker 
Pen Company, Janes- 

ville, Wisconsin. 

encil 
Senior De Luxe Set 

$15 Vahue, only $10 

No More Clogged Up 
Fountain Pens 

Due to this new and remarkable 
discovery in ink-making— 

This marvelous ink — called 
Parker Quink—dries 31% 
faster on paper, yet does not 
dry in a pen. Contains a secret 
solvent that dissolves sedi- 
ment left in a pen by other 
inks. Quink cleans a pen as it 
writes. Wonderful, isn’t it? 
You never have to shake or 
coax a pen to get it to start. 
It starts quickly—every time. 
Parker paid $68,000 p & the 
first bottle of Quink to guard 
Parker Pens from inks that 
gum a pen. Now any dealer 
will furnish Parker Quink at 
the same price as ordinary 
pen-clogging inks. It makes a 
pen work like a charm. Get a 
bottle when you get your 
Duofold Pen. 


